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ABSTRACT

“En todo se hallaron los tlaxcaltecas”: The Measure of Conquest
in Sixteenth-Century New Spain
Jannette Amaral
This dissertation exposes the pivotal nature of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century geographic
discourses and practices —both European, indigenous and mestizo—in the articulation of
strategies of power, resistance, and negotiation in the kingdoms of the New World. Focusing on
the Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala (1580-1585) by Diego Muñoz Camargo – a
manuscript that is part of the relaciones geográficas de Indias corpus and contains a voluminous
alphabetic text written in Spanish and a pictographic text of 156 images – this dissertation
proposes to expand our understanding of the rhetorical resources and repertoire of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century writers in New Spain by studying the cultural innovations produced in the
exchange, appropriation, and re-articulation of diverse written and pictographic traditions
coming from both sides of the Atlantic. Focusing on geographic discourses –which take the form
of prose geography, cartography, map making, land and itinerary measurements, symbols,
simulacra, and Mesoamerican ideo-pictographic writing of geographic meaning or value – this
dissertation discusses how these innovations are an integral part in the articulation of a
Tlaxcalteca discourse of conquest and privilege that seeks to conceptualize and regulate notions
of territoriality, movement, and network in the recently globalized world at the end of the
sixteenth century.
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Introduction
In 1585 Diego Muñoz Camargo, a mestizo from New Spain and son of a conquistador,
was requesting permission to return to that kingdom along with his son after a stay in Madrid
where he had an “audiencia” (hearing) with king Philip II, among other things. Almost a year
before, he had made the journey from Tlaxcala to Madrid alongside Indian noblemen to represent
the city and province of Tlaxcala in various matters of policy and to present to the king a
manuscript –of which he was the main author. The manuscript was Tlaxcala City’s response to
the Instrucción y memoria, a questionnaire distributed by the Council of the Indies in 1577. This
questionnaire had to be answered by cities and towns, and inquired into the new kingdoms’
geographic matters, like the location and urban design of cities and settlements, topographical
features of the land, and cultural and historical information on the “natural” inhabitants. The
corpus of responses that came from the New World is known as the relaciones geográficas de
Indias. Tlaxcala’s response or relación geográfica contained a written or alphabetic geographic
description of the province and a war painting (yaotlahcuilolli) composed of 156 images that
detailed Tlaxcala’s conquest efforts as an ally to Hernán Cortés and other conquistadors across
the territories and lands of North and Central America.
Seemingly, the hearing with the king was successful: Tlaxcala’s noblemen were granted
coats of arms; Tlaxcala was given the title of “very noble and loyal city”; an investigation was
launched by the Crown into the fiscal matters of Tlaxcala by request of the Tlaxcalteca embassy;
a plan for a new congregación was proposed by the indigenous noblemen that intended to secure
the province’s political grip over its territory1; and the manuscript – a geographic narration of

1

Roughly, a congregación or congregation implied the relocation of the indigenous population
around a town constructed in a checkeredboard design with a main square and, at least, a church.
1

Tlaxcala’s political space from which itineraries of exploration and conquest sprout – was
received by the Hapsburg monarch. It is in this juncture between the efforts for scientific and
political centralization by the Crown and their projection onto the kingdoms of the New World
and the social and political ambitions of an Indian city and nobility in decadence that the
manuscript adopts what is fundamentally a geographic form and content. And most importantly,
it is from this historical and textual juncture that the Tlaxcalteca narration of conquest and
imperial expansion takes form and develops in the manuscript. Titled Descripción de la ciudad y
provincia de Tlaxcala de la Nueva España e Indias del Mar Océano para el buen gobierno y
ennoblecimiento dellas and made during the years of 1580-1585 between Tlaxcala and Madrid,
this manuscript is a testament in its themes, form, materiality, and the way it was produced of the
fundamental role that the transculturation of European and indigenous conceptions of the world
as a habitable space had over the cultural production in the Iberian transatlantic world at the end
of the sixteenth century. Against this background, this dissertation will focus on the
Descripción’s geographic form and content and their rhetorical and symbolic import in
producing concepts of territoriality and movement akin to the processes of globalization.
Like many of the cultural products of its time and region, the Descripción is grounded on
the opening and completion of the physical world or ecumene as both idea, practice, and
experience rooted in the arrival of Christopher Columbus to Guanahani Island in 1492. As
dynamics of speculation and invention started to be projected onto the New World that would
give rise to the capitalist system, writers, mapmakers and cosmographers engaged in the
production of global space not only in a symbolic and graphic way but also as a means of
The mendicant orders used this type of urbanization to gather, control, and indoctrinate the
population. For more information on the congregation plan proposed by the Tlaxcala’s Embassy
see Gibson Tlaxcala 164-167; Sempat Assadourian and Martínez-Baracs Tlaxcala 261-263, 304
305; and Martínez-Baracs Un gobierno 245-257.
2

production of new property, social and political hierarchies, and subjects (Sloterdijk 736;
Lefebvre 85).
In the case of mapmaking, by applying the cartographic methods inherited from the
Ptolemaic tradition of manuscripts, the geographic image of the inhabited world changed from
being the orbis terrarum –a symbolic map of the Old World and, simultaneously, a genealogical
narration of Christianity’s universalism –to be a cosmographic sphere with an abstract and empty
space that, through the calculus of astronomical projections and the seeming exactitude of the
grid of longitudes and latitudes, was to be filled with the geographies of new and old worlds.
However, as mentioned earlier, the invention of the New World that implied its incorporation in
geographic representations of the sphere, took place by both the use of cartography and images
as well as verbal descriptions of lands and peoples. As Edmundo O’Gorman asserted in The
Invention of America (1958), the New World was not a natural and completed entity in the
European imagination as much as a historiographical patchwork composed of diverse and
multiple instances of invention in the form of maps, historical and geographical accounts, novels,
poetry and plays, chorographic descriptions, and engraved representations of cities, among many
others, that spanned a little over a century. Notwithstanding, for O’Gorman cartography played a
fundamental role in the dynamics of invention by its sheer effectiveness in crystallizing in the
Western mind a graphic semblance of that world and its location within the ecumene. But most
importantly, cartography’s strength –which as a discipline required scientific preparation and
expertise that in the case of the Iberian Peninsula was backed up by state institutions and
concentrated on a very limited group of individuals –was not only its graphic nature but also its
rhetorical power and ideological influence: it promised that, by virtue of the grid of meridians
and latitudes, a globe or mapamundi were an accurately measured embodiment of the sphere of
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the world. In objectivizing the world, it made it possible for the Western mind to believe in the
mutually divine and scientific –that is, authoritative –nature of this representation.
Nevertheless, beyond the limited group of European cartographers, mathematicians, and
astronomers whose New World inventions were either published in commercial and popular
editions or kept as a state secret –which was the case in Spain –, there were other individuals
(Spaniards, Indians or Mestizo) having their own instances of invention –either in alphabetic or
pictographic mediums –who like the author of the Descripción, developed particular and local
ways of representing the world by embracing the tools and methods of representation available to
them.
In order to discuss the rhetorical strategic nature of geographic discourses in the
Descripción and to explain the inner workings of a Tlaxcalteca discourse of conquest and
imperial expansion, my dissertation discusses the complex relationship between text and image
in the context of the sixteenth-century transatlantic ties between Spain and the New World, and
brings together the work of other scholars who from the perspective of different disciplines have
been pathing the way to a more thorough understanding of the epistemological transformations
and innovations set out by the clash, coexistence, and negotiations between cultures. More
specifically, this dissertation focuses on the innovating nature of the Tlaxcalteca political,
territorial, and artistic conceptualizations on and around the conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan
(August 13th, 1521) during the last quarter of the sixteenth century.
	
  

As mentioned before, the relationship between text and image is a complex one; not only

the production of texts according to the Western tradition vary in their genre, form, intention and
physicality (and the conception and carrying out of that physicality; for example, the different
manuscript traditions, practices and materials, the invention of printing and the conceptualization
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of the book as an object of knowledge, etc.); but images are also different in their fabrication,
their artistic and mechanical techniques, materials, and traditions. How to bring together
conceptually two mediums as complex as the text and the image in their nature as both idea and
object, even if we think of them as pertaining to Western culture only? How, on the other hand,
to think about Mesoamerican ideo-pictographic writing and modes of pictorial representation and
narration in coexistence, mutual exchange and reinvention with these Western traditions and
practices? These are all valid questions that are fundamental in the production of critical and
historiographical studies on the colonial/early modern period. My approach -and answer -to these
questions hinges on the notion that most of the New World authors like Muñoz Camargo,
writers, historians, painters, and mapmakers of the period -even if they were indigenous - basked
in what we call Western culture and their cultural productions responded either directly or
indirectly to it. By being influenced by books and images brought from Europe and producing
their own local conceptualization of these objects (some of which were later consumed by
European readers), these authors and their work became part of Western culture by virtue of its
manipulation and reinvention. Simply put, there is no way of going back. This is not a negation
of the value or presence of pre-Columbian Mesoamerican cultures but an admission that when
approaching a cultural production produced by a New World author -either if indigenous,
mestizo or European-, its complexity most probably cannot be explained by the recourse to only
one tradition that is aligned with racial and identity pressupositions. Trying to understand the
relationship between text and image in the context of the formation of geographical discourses
and their political and symbolic import seems to complicate matters but in reality it is a
historically-attuned way of bringing together -and explaining - these mediums and their cultural
productions. The opening and expansion of the world in people’s minds during the sixteenth and
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seventeenth centuries went hand in hand with the development of multiple geographical
imaginations that varied with time and adjusted to concrete historical needs.
From the perspective of this geographical approach, this dissertation develops two
different aspects about the relation between text and image. The first and most fundamental is
related to a question posed by art historians, anthropologists, and literary critics around the fact
of the coexistence between alphabetic and ideo-pictographic writing in colonial Mexico. That is,
what were the long- and short-term results and manifestations of this coexistence? What types of
transformations in the symbolic, political, artistic, religious, and epistemological realms did this
coexistence trigger? The second aspect derives from the first and presents a new
historiographical proposal about the materials and sources used by Muñoz Camargo -and by
extension, other writers from the period – to produce the Descripción.
The first aspect has galvanized the modern production of knowledge around the
relationship between text and image in Mexican colonial artifacts, manuscripts, and books.
Donald Robertson’s foundational book for the area of colonial Mexican art history –Mexican
Manuscript Painting of the Early Colonial Period (1959) –provides the first system of stylistic
classification for Mesoamerican ideo-pictographic languages. Robertson’s book tries to make
more intelligible the myriad production of paintings and maps while explaining their changing
stylistic features by looking at how the arrival and learning of European alphabetic languages,
the alphabetization of Nahuatl, and European iconographic art influenced, were adapted and/or
rearticulated by Indian artists and humanists living in different locales and societies in sixteenthcentury Mexico. By recognizing the difficulty of classifying what is Mesoamerican, what is
European, and what is an innovation in a matter-of-fact way –that is, for Robertson these types of
assertions could only be articulated by “inference” –, he opened the door to the study (and
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problematization) of possible epistemological mutations and/or innovations, which would be
retaken by latter specialists. Serge Gruzinski’s La colonisation de l’imaginaire (1988) explains
the myriad results of this linguistic coexistence between the alphabet, the image, and oral
language as a “revolution” not only in the modes of expression and communication but also in
the individual’s frame of mind. With this approach, Gruzinksi plays with the perception of what
is considered modern and discusses concrete examples taken from the Relaciones Geográficas –
following Robertson’s assertion of the RGs as cultural “laboratory checks” (197) – in order to
argue for the existence of significant epistemological changes embedded in the cultural processes
that characterized the early colonial period in Mexico. However, it is Rolena Adorno who takes a
more methodical and “decolonizing” approach to the study of the relationship between image and
text in the colonial period in Guamán Poma: Literatura de resistencia en el Perú colonial
(1991). In it, Adorno delivers the first systematic study of the work of an indigenous author that
evinces the complex cultural appropriations and negotiations occurring at the beginning of the
seventeenth century in the New World kingdoms. Ecclesiastic literature, maps, and book culture
in general along with Andean oral, artistic, and geopolitical concepts are considered by Adorno
as influences in Guaman Poma’s writings and images as she unravels how all of them are
manipulated and rethought by the author to advance a discourse of agency and resistance. From a
semiotic perspective, the anthology Writing Without Words (1994) edited by Elizabeth Hill
Boone and Walter D. Mignolo presents a critique of Euro-centric histories of writing and their
general inability to explain or make sense without prejudice of Mesoamerican ideo-pictographic
writing and Andean abstract graphic concepts. This anthology redefines the concept of writing by
demonstrating how New World indigenous graphic signs are more than a category or level within
a Western teleological narration in which modern alphabetic writing is the meant-to-be result.
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Instead, through its multidisciplinary scope, this anthology presents writing as a spectrum of
graphic communicative possibilities in which pictogragraphic and abstract signs are just another
–not less complex or sophisticated – example. Walter D. Mignolo develops further the political
agency put forward by this anthology in The Darker Side of the Renaissance (1995) where he
discusses the multiple occasions in which Western conceptions of writing –and politics –
determined the undermining of New World indigenous pictographic and abstract writings as well
the creation of our current modern perception of these unique cultural productions that locates
them outside of modernity. Through the term “colonial semiosis” Mignolo brings to the
forefront the idea that the locus of enunciation of the modern reader exists as a product (that is, is
immersed in the categories of value produced by) the state-sanctioned ways of “blending” New
World indigenous cultures and practices with Western traditions during the colonial period.
Against this bibliographical background, which progressed from the formal or stylistic
classifications of colonial cultural transformations and inventions to the articulation of a political
self-awareness that seeks rectification against the cultural prejudices derived from past historical
events, my dissertation intents to be a systematic study of the spatial, symbolic, and rhetorical
relationship between alphabetic and ideo-pictographic language and images in the Descripción
that problematizes issues of resistance, political agency, and colonization within the complex
geopolitical history and rhetoric of sixteenth-century Tlaxcala. By approaching this manuscript
and its processes of production as a cultural “laboratory check” from which to extrapolate new or
innovative concepts of movement and territoriality that have been overlooked until now, this
dissertation grapples with the fine details of the “blending” of languages and methods of
communication and expression and its resulting complex and interlapping meanings. It is
through this blending that in pivotal moments in the manuscript a functional language made of
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images, ideo-pictographic and alphabetic writings is created to fully express the myriad
meanings of historical events and geopolitical imaginations. This hybrid functional language in
the Descripción is one way of answering the galvanizing question that opened this discussion.
Derived from this initial question on the coexistence of indigenous pictographic and
abstract writing and alphabetic languages in a Latin American colonial context, the second aspect
discussed in this dissertation is the assertion that our understanding of the possible sources for
sixteenth- and seventeenth century authors in the New World must be expanded to include
different traditions and texts that sadly have been overlooked. This inclusive call means that
literary critics must broaden their idea of what are the literary and rhetorical resources used in a
context where politics, territory, and legality were the main aspects reigning over the causes and
purposes of cultural productions.

One of the most pivotal examples for the juncture between word and image in the
sixteenth century is the corpus of the relaciones geográficas –geographically descriptive
manuscripts composed of a text and, in several instances, a map – produced in the kingdoms of
the New World between 1578 and 1586. While there were responses produced in Peru, the
Caribbean, and Central America, the majority of them came from the kingdom of New Spain.
Focusing on New Spain’s responses Barbara E. Mundy, in her now classic contribution to the
study of indigenous colonial culture The Mapping of New Spain: Indigenous Cartography and
the Maps of the Relaciones Geográficas (1996), analyses the production of maps as an answer to
the Instrucción y memoria both by Spaniards and indigenous people in order to argue that the
overwhelming majority of the maps produced followed conceptions of space very different from
the space of European Ptolemaic cartography. In terms of the relaciones geográficas corpus,
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these spatial conceptions informing the maps functioned in relation–either in conflictive or
complementary terms – to accompanying descriptive texts written in Spanish. In this particular
context, indigenous ways of understanding and representing space made their way to the Council
of the Indies, where, as Mundy argues, the royal cosmographers could not place functionally the
maps within their cartographical project. However, as Mundy further argues, the itinerary,
symbolic, and communal conceptions of space ruling over these indigenous maps produced in
New Spain were not the exception but the rule also in maps made by Spaniards in the New
World and Europe.
Beyond the context of the production of images, other kind of amateur cosmographers
who understood very well the concept of celestial and earthly spheres but that could not produce
a cartographical map, also used itinerary, symbolic, and communal ideas of space to “map” or
compose their historical, ethnographical, and literary works. Ricardo Padrón has taken a
considerable step in the study of these kinds of geographic textual inventions in The Spacious
Word: Cartography, Literature, and Empire in Early Modern Spain (2004). Using the term
“Hispanic cartographic literature” to describe geographic historical and literary works about the
New World produced by Europeans, Padrón argues for a more inclusive understanding of
mapping by recognizing the pervasiveness and ideological importance that alternative ways of
mapping had during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in the production of texts besides the
Euclidian or abstract space of the cartographic grid. By privileging maps that were cast aside in
the quest for rationalization and modern manifestations in cartography, Padrón follows the path
set down by Michel de Certeau and Frank Lestringant in which itinerary maps are sites of
resistance and propose alternative ways of knowing. Although in the case of the Descripción it
would be difficult to argue for the use of a discourse or strategy of resistance, I do argue in this
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dissertation that the interplay in the manuscript between word –either Spanish or Nahuatl – and
image –either European or Nahua iconography or a mix of the two –, create alternative ways of
knowing and representing space2.
In another significant effort to lay further the ground for the development of a critique of
sixteenth-century geographic discourses in the context of conquest and exploration, geographer
Heidi V. Scott has argued that the description of itinerary routes along with the either rapid or
tortuous pace of the conquistador or explorer’s movement over the landscape are fundamental
rhetorical and symbolic tools readily available and used by interested sixteenth-century writers.
That is, these are not objective or neutral observations about topographical features of the
landscape or data of the itinerary movement of the explorer; these have as much rhetorical and
ideological value in articulating an argument as any other historical and literary convention of
writing. But in addition, a fundamental aspect of Scott’s contribution to a critique of sixteenthHere I am refering to Michel de Certeau's definitions of the terms “place” and “space”. De
Certeau's ideas about the difference between a place and a space are a functional method of
interpreting the intertwined spatiality of geography and narration in a text. While a place is
characterized by the stability of the proper position and interrelation of object and signs within a
system like, for example a city, a text, and a map according to de Certeau, the space is a
“practiced place”, that is, is the production of new relations between objects and signs by the
movement and application of practices over the already organized place – i.e., walking through
the city or reading a text (117). However, there is an important difference in my adaptation of de
Certeau's ideas to understand geographic discourses as both a method of representation and as
kinetic strategies of narration. For de Certeau – as well as for Padrón who follows his ideas – the
“practiced place” produced by the operation of movement of men – or more specifically an
individual – has an inherent quality of resistance. This resistance is based on the movement and
application of practices by the individual over an already placed systems of signs. On the
contrary, in my analysis the idea of resistance is not applicable as the practices of measurement
and movement in the Descripción mainly informs the production of places. Instead of
emphazising the quality of resistance of the space or “practiced place”, in my argument I will
focus more on the fluidity – explained also by de Certeau – between place and space; that is, how
one can become the other and how each could appropriate the methods of the other (118). See
Padrón's chapter “Tracking Space” and Pinet's “Introduction” in Archipelagoes for a discussion
of de Certeau's ideas and their usefulness in understanding sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
geographic narratives.
2
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century geography is the inclusion in her work of narratives by indigenous writers. For my part,
I argue that the terms “invention” and “cartographic literature” proposed by O’Gorman and
Padrón have to be expanded both in temporal and spatial terms to include works produced in the
New World not only by Europeans but also mestizo and Indian writers and painters who during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were going through their own instances of invention.
Iconic examples are Felipe Guamán Poma de Ayala’s El primer nueva corónica y buen gobierno
(1615) from Peru and Muñoz Camargo’s Descripción –the object of study of this dissertation.
It is from this context of production, in which the spherical concept of the world
coexisted along with itinerary and communal concepts of space, that I study in this dissertation
the geographic nature of the Descripción. I argue that this manuscript is another significant text
in the Iberian early modern and colonial canon that tries to invent that New World. Its title –
Descripción or description– attests to its belonging in this canon, and to the importance of
geographic description as a rhetorical and ideological tool in early modern and colonial
narratives. Furthermore, I take as point of departure for my reading the author’s role as amateur
cosmographer in the process of production of the manuscript. Remarkably, despite the fact that
this manuscript forms part of the relaciones geográficas corpus, this fundamental aspect –its
geographic discourse and content –has not been studied before. The most probable reason for this
is that the Descripción, notwithstanding being Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica, does not contain a
map in the normative sense; that is, it does not include a global geographic representation of the
city and province from a bird’s eye view perspective that shows the urban core, main streets,
institutional buildings and rural lands, roads, and subject towns. However, as I will explain soon,
the Descripción resorts to geographic practices, discourses, and symbols through which it
articulates a Tlaxcalteca discourse of conquest and expansion. In other terms, it produces its own
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particular measure of conquest that makes sense and represents Tlaxcala’s progress and
movement not only in territorial and/or physical terms but also in respect to its historical claims,
and political pretensions and status within the Habsburg Empire.

After Klaus Jäcklein found the manuscript of the Descripción in 1976 at the University of
Glasgow’s Library, René Acuña published a facsimile edition in 1981 along with an introductory
study. In this study, Acuña identifies the manuscript as the lost relación geográfica de Tlaxcala
and lays down what would be the initial historiographical narrative on the process of production
of the manuscript. However, he treats the alphabetic and pictographic texts composing the
manuscript as separate texts that do not have any correlation in terms of form and content; he
even asserts that the alphabetic text or relación does not have an “order” and all the historical,
cultural, and geographic information is provided in a disorganized fashion by Muñoz Camargo
(Descripción 1981 25). Unfortunately, these observations made by Acuña became a trend in the
historiographical and literary studies on the Descripción that followed (Brotherston and Gallegos
119). The studies on the Descripción –in general terms – lack a fundamental and systematic
understanding of how the alphabetic text is organized and what is its relationship with the
pictographic text. This lack of understanding of how the manuscript works internally is based on
the privileging of historical and chronological narratives and discourses over the function of
geographic and spatial discourses in the text; this dissertation fills this lacuna and rectify its
approach. The emphasis on historical narratives and their political and symbolic context can be
divided in two general approaches: Historians and literary critics tend to focus their reading on
the alphabetic text while art historians work with images from the pictographic text.
Art historians and historians of colonial Mexico have focused mainly on the relationship
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between the Descripción’s pictographic text and the Lienzo de Tlaxcala, a nineteenth-century
copy made from a pictographic codex or cloth believed to be produced between the 1550’s and
the 1560’s in Tlaxcala. It contains 80 of the 156 images included in the Descripción, some of
them with clear differences in composition and style. Having preceded the Descripción in terms
of reception, the Lienzo has played a fundamental role in the historiography of Tlaxcala and
Mexico for a little more than a century. Some art historians that had studied the Descripción
ignore the other part of the manuscript –its alphabetic text – and, instead, by comparing its
images with the Lienzo, they often treat the latter as the mold from which the Descripción’s
images were made (Martínez 1990: 153; Wake 102; Gillespie Saints, 48, 150, 169). On the
contrary, this dissertation argues that the Descripción must be treated both by its materiality and
for methodological reasons as the veritable source of sixteenth-century Tlaxcalteca political
discourses and history over the Lienzo, which is a modern and imperfect copy3.
For literary critics of the Descripción the alphabetic text has had –for obvious reasons –
more importance than the accompanying 156 images4. Some of them have used the
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Even though Travis Barton Kranz, an art historian, recognizes this same methodological point
in his discussion of both pictographic texts, the inclusion and placement of considerable images
taken from the Lienzo in his article seems to take his argument in an opposite direction. See
Kranz Visual Persuasion.
One clue that speaks of the problematic nature of the Lienzo can be found in image 48 that
portrays the fall of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, which corresponds to image 75 in the Descripción. In
the Lienzo, the place name that clearly identifies the place as Tenochtitlan in the Descripción’s
image 75, is changed to another place name that looks similar but actually means Aztacoatzin
(azta/white thing; co-milt/pot; atl/agua). It seems that a copyist at one point in time tried to make
the image agree with the events as narrated in Bernardino de Sahagún’s Historia de las cosas de
la Nueva España. In Book XII Cortés assumes power over Mexico-Tenochtitlan in the house of a
nobleman named Aztacoatzin. García Quintana, the editor of the Lienzo’s 1983 edition gives
further proof of my assertion when she says that the glyphs “below and to the left of some houses
seem to be artistic inventions or at least bad renderings by the artist” (111).
4

An exception has been Jeanne L. Gillespie’s Saints and Warriors: Tlaxcalan Perspectives on
the Conquest of Tenochtitlan (2004). Although Gillespie’s book began as a doctoral dissertation
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Descripción’s singularity to argue for the opening of the Hispanic American colonial literary
canon at the beginning of the 1990’s (Mignolo El mandato). The manuscript’s singularity rests
on its unclassifiable nature under modern notions: the Descripción cannot be placed clearly
under one literary genre or another; also, the categories of history and literature cannot be used to
describe appropriately its multifaceted nature. Consequently, up until this moment, critics of
colonial Hispanic American literature barely recognize the manuscript as part of the canon and
with some notable exceptions (Gillespie Saints; Velazco Visiones), there have not been
publications about the Descripción coming from this discipline.
Salvador Velazco’s Visiones de Anáhuac: Reconstrucciones historiográficas y etnicidades
emergentes en el México colonial (2003) is the first work to discuss in a systematic manner
Muñoz Camargo’s relación or alphabetic text. Velazco’s reading certainly is an important
contribution to the understanding of Muñoz Camargo’s historiographical project in the
Descripción but, to my understanding, it is incomplete both for his particular approach that
privileges a historical or lineal type of narrative over others and the exclusion from his analysis
of the pictographic text. On the other hand, Walter D. Mignolo, in identifying the literary
elements present in the Descripción, makes a comparative analysis between the humanist
dedicatory in the text and six key images establishing in this way that there are important
correlations in terms of content and composition between the alphabetic text or relación and the
pictographic text (El mandato). Unfortunately, even though Mignolo’s article was published in
1987, nothing has been done since then to further explore these connections. This dissertation

in a Spanish department, its focus is interdisciplinary and, while she discusses a variety of
sixteenth-century Tlaxcalteca texts and codices, she does not discuss the Descripción’s relación
or alphabetic text and focuses instead on the relationship between the manuscript’s pictographic
text and the Lienzo.
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responds to this challenge and proves that there are fundamental compositional principles that
both parts of the manuscript have in common and, thusly, any kind of reading that does not
account for both takes the risk of being misleading in the best of cases and, in the worst,
anachronistic.
The first chapter of my dissertation examines the Council of the Indies’ 1577
cosmographical project by discussing its reception in the New World and the quality of the
responses sent from New Spain. I argue for the singularity of the Descripción within that corpus
by considering Tlaxcala’s shared history of conquest with Spain, and I discuss how that shared
history informed the dynamics of production of the manuscript. In my second chapter I discuss
the geographic elements of composition informing the manuscript by analyzing Diego Muñoz
Camargo’s peculiar response to the Instrucción y memoria. I argue that the author’s response –
which leads to a remarkable compositional decision – is the product of a conflict between the
Council of the Indies’ ideas on the city and Tlaxcala’s history as ciudad de indios. I further argue
that, taking as point of departure the author’s compositional decision, a significant section of the
alphabetic text acquires not a chronological, lineal or numerical structure –as was intended by
the Council of the Indies’ questionnaire –but instead assumes a geographic form or mapping that
truly reflects Tlaxcala’s history as a conqueror nation, its status as an Indian city, and its
contemporary territorial anxiety. My third chapter examines the movement of the author from the
center of the city to the peripheral towns of the province in his written response in order to argue
that the Descripción’s production was fundamentally influenced by a congregation plan to be
proposed by the Tlaxcalteca embassy in its 1585 hearing with Philip II. By discussing how, in his
movement from the center to the periphery, Muñoz Camargo describes and measures different
spaces in different ways, I argue that the author’s itinerary description of the city and province
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functions as a rhetorical resource of persuasion used to support the validity of the congregation
plan and its implementation. In my fourth chapter I discuss the appropriation and manipulation in
the Descripción of the idea and iconography of the ship. I argue that, through its twofold nature
as a symbol of harmony and war, the ship not only rewrites Tlaxcala’s role in the conquest
history of Mexico-Tenochtitlan but also, in addition, inscribes Tlaxcala in the overarching
discourses of exploration and conquest of the New World. All of these aspects discussed in my
dissertation have as central focus the articulation of Tlaxcala’s political and conquest history and
its symbolic and practical associations with the land and an idea of prototerritoriality. That is, the
representation of the Tlaxcalateca urban core, land measurements, cosmographic and nobility
symbols, and maritime crossings are conceptually intertwined –and fundamental – in the desire
to project Tlaxcala as a territorial and political united conqueror nation that is always on the
move.
Moreover, this dissertation also establishes the connections –long since overdue –that
exist at the discursive, spatial, and historical levels between the word –alphabetic text – and the
image –pictographic text – in the Descripción. In analysing the Descripción, I intend to elucidate
Tlaxcala’s political discourse of conquest that, even though it is well known by specialists and
explicit in its intentions, until now has not been seriously inquired into by taking into
consideration its most essential feature: its articulation of a geographic discourse. The purpose of
this dissertation is to develop a critique of that geographic discourse that promises to change or
revamp our understanding of Tlaxcala’s sixteenth-century “national” political discourse.
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Chapter One
Measuring Conquest: An Introduction to the Relaciones Geográficas
Corpus (1579-1586) and the Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala
by Diego Muñoz Camargo (1580-1585)

1. The Relaciones Geográficas’ Historical and Textual Background

Soon after Christopher Columbus sent his first letters to Ferdinand and Isabel from the
new discovered lands, a long tradition of geographic and historical surveys began between the
New World and Spain. Arising from the explorers and conquistadors’ desire to communicate
their achievements in the New World – initially through cartas de probanza or petitions –and of
being recognized by the Crown, and by the latter’s interest in knowing more about the nature,
quality and dimensions of that New World, a wealth of chronicles, geographic descriptions, and
historiographical works ensued in the following decades5. Even though the production of
historiographic and geographical accounts of the New World did not follow any systematic
approach during the first decades after Columbus saw strange lands on October 12, 1492, the
creation of the Council of Indies (Consejo de Indias) on 1524 made possible the development –
although very gradual – of a more direct and consistent approach to the history and geography of
the New World from the part of the secular state6. Much of the systematic approach developed by
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See Jiménez de la Espada’s preliminary study on the sixteenth-century relaciones geográficas
de Indias for a detailed explanation of their antecedents and how they were the culmination of an
institutional geographic inquiry on the New World that moved from inconsistency to full
systematization in the last quarter of the sixteenth century.
6

Along this dissertation I will use the terms Indias and New World in multiple instances; these
terms are taken mainly from the primary materials I will be dicussing. This use reflects to a
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the Crown would grow naturally as a response to demands made from different groups settled in
the recently formed kingdoms. A telling example was the demand made to the Crown that
encomiendas should be granted in perpetuity. Before making this dispensation –that implied
losing forever lands and labor to private owners –the Crown sent in 1533 to Peru and Castilla del
Oro instructions organized in chapters that asked for geographical information (Jiménez de la
Espada xxxvi-xxxviii). The governor of the province had to answer the instrucción and send the
response to the Council of the Indies. From this kind of situations in which the Crown’s still
undefined but potentially valuable property was at stake arose the need to know what kind of
lands and peoples was the Crown bestowing to its subjects in the New World. The same year that
the Crown sent the instructions to the governors of Peru and Castilla del Oro, it also issued a
royal charter to Pedro de Alvarado, the governor of the province of Guatemala, asking for the
dimensions of the territory along with a geographical description and historical information
regarding indigenous cultures and customs (Carrera-Stampa 2; Jiménez de la Espada xxxviii-xl).
More concretely, the royal charter orders Alvarado the following: “...hagais hacer una muy larga
relación de la grandeza de essa Provincia, assi de ancho como de largo, e de sus límites,
poniéndolos muy específicamente e por sus nombres propios, e como se confina e amojona por
ellos [...] e juntamente con la dicha relación nos lo enviaréis pintando lo más acertadamente que
ser pudiere todo lo susodicho que se pudiere pintar..” (Jiménez de la Espada xxxviii). In this
fragment from the charter, the king asks first for a “global” description of the province of
Guatemala in which Alvarado has to provide the province’s dimensions or measurements “de
ancho como de largo” and present “poniéndolos muy específicamente” the limits of its territory.

certain extent the practice of sixteenth-century writers in general for whom the indeterminacy of
these terms most probably spoke of open possibilities or potentialities regarding their
understanding of the world-universe and new geographic regions.
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Although not included in the fragment above, the charter also asks for a description of the
province’s “qualities and oddities” organized in towns that would include each town’s
population, topography, buildings, and fauna. The charter closes with the demand for images of
“todo lo susodicho que se pudiere pintar...”. The Crown was counting with both a written and
“painted” or drawn description of the province. In the case of the latter, it could have meant both
a map and/or drawings of the things –people, flora, fauna, etc. – of the province, all of them
organized or identified by towns. This 1533 royal charter is considered by some historians
(Jiménez de la Espada xxxix; Carrera Stampa 2) the germ of a systematized approach to the New
World’s geography and nature in the way in which it carries the “form” and “substance” of the
subsequent inquiries sent to royal officials in the Indies7. Even though the form and substance
put into work in the 1533 royal charter would not become part of a consistent practice until the
latter years of the 1560’s, Spain had at its service –through the House of Trade (Casa de
Contratación) and the Council of the Indies – the experience and erudite knowledge of
cosmographers Alonso (1492-1586) and Jerónimo (1523?-1574?) de Chávez8 (father and son),

7

In the case of Mexico, the Crown sent a royal charter on July 14, 1536 to viceroy Antonio de
Mendoza with instructions to make a map of New Spain “declarando el sitio, distancia de leguas
e grados de altura que hobiere de un pueblo y puerto a otro y en cada uno de ellos”. According to
Jiménez de la Espada, “con este motivo se calcularon por primera vez en Nueva España las
longitudes por los eclipses de luna, e hizo las observaciones en la ciudad de Guadalajara el
cosmógrafo Juanoto Duran...” (xliii).
8

Alonso de Chavez was a cosmographer, cartographer, and pilot at the House of Trade since
1528 and was appointed Piloto Mayor on 1552. He produced a universal chart (1536) and the
treatise Quatri partitu en cosmografía práctica y por otro nombre Espejo de navegantes (15281538). See Castañeda, Cuesta Domingo and Hernández Aparicio's “Estudio preliminar” to
Quatri partitu en cosmografía práctica y por otro nombre Espejo de navegantes.
Alonso de Chavez’s son Jerónimo also had a distinguished career as mathematician and
cosmographer at Charles V’s court. He translated into Spanish Johannes de Sacro Bosco’s
Sphaera Mundi (written c. 1220) titled Tractado de la sphera (Seville 1545) and published in
1548 Chronografía o Repertorio de los tiempos. He was appointed in 1552 to the recently
created position of professor of cosmography at the House of Trade in Seville.
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Pedro de Medina9 (1493-1567), and Alonso de Santa Cruz (1505-1567), among others. These
cosmographers worked in the development of a Padrón Real, a map and description of the lands
and seas discovered in the Indies; it was updated frequently and relied heavily on cartas de
marear (sea charts) and relaciones prepared by pilots and inland explorers or conquistadors
(Mundy 12-13). Around the same time, king Philip II’s commissioned the production of a map
of the Iberian peninsula to the cosmographer and mathematician Pedro de Esquivel who
embarked in a geodesic plan that took him across the peninsula taking direct measurements with
the latest precision instruments (Mundy 1996, 3; Jiménez de la Espada 1881, x). Philip II also
comissioned the creation of a collection of city landscapes of both the Low Countries (1558) and
Spain (1560) (Mundy 2-3).
Despite the lack of centralization by the secular state regarding the governance of the
Indies at that point, especially in its cartographic and geographic efforts, the cosmographers
mentioned above produced large-scale works, among which stands out –for the purpose of this
discussion –Alonso de Santa Cruz whose title was “cosmógrafo de hacer cartas y fabricar
instrumentos para la navegación” (Cuesta Domingo 9). In his dual work as royal cosmographer
at both the House of Trade and the Council of the Indies, Santa Cruz had a clear vision of what
were the main problems of cosmography and cartography in producing an accurate depiction of
the New World –and by extension, the world-universe –and looked for ways to solve them. Two
of Santa Cruz’s main projects in respect to cartography were “making visible” the New World in
the form of a map and positioning or locating it in relation to the rest of the world. Even though

9

Pedro de Medina was a servant of the Dukes of Medina Sidonia and carried out studies on
astronomy and geography. His writings of a scientific nature are Arte de navegar (Valladolid,
1545), what is considered a second edition of the Arte titled Regimiento de navegación (Seville,
1563), and a geographic relation of Spain titled Libros de las grandezas y cosas memorables de
España (Seville, 1548). For more information on Medina see González Palencia.
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he never finished his atlas of the New World, he did produced a mapamundi and the Islario
general de todas las islas del mundo in 1542, and proposed the production and dissemination in
the kingdoms of the Indies of a questionnaire that asked –just like the 1533 royal charter –for
both descriptive texts and maps during the years of 1546 and 1547. In order to carry out this plan
that had as purpose the production of a chronicle and an accurate map of the New World, Santa
Cruz also intended to resolve the ever-present problem of the longitudes. Although latitudes were
easy to calculate with accuracy, calculating longitudes proved difficult to cosmographers at that
time; unlike latitudes that could be calculated looking at the Pole Star or the movement of the
sun in the Tropics, there was nothing similar to help calculate or measure the circumference of
the globe of the earth. In trying to find a solution for this problem, Santa Cruz proposed a plan
that asked for the simultaneous observation and readings of lunar eclipses across Spain and the
New World, the collection of which would help calculate accurately and establish once and for
all the position of longitudes10 (Mundy 13-15). Unfortunatedly, Santa Cruz died in 1567 without
being able to solve the problem of longitudes and without producing a history and description of
the New World. However, from 1569 onwards Santa Cruz’s projects would take a new life
mainly under an internal and legislative overhaul of the Council of Indies.
With the appointment of the legislator Juan de Ovando y Godoy as Visitador and – later
president – of the Council of the Indies in 1569, the institution itself and its geographic and

10

The title of Santa Cruz's treatise is Libro de las longitudes y manera que hasta agora se ha
tenido en el arte de navegar (c. 1550-1560). Outside of his life in Charles V’s court, he
participated in the expedition to Rio de la Plata and the province of Charcas in Peru under the
captaincy of Sebastián Cabot from 1525 to 1530. For more information on Santa Cruz’s role in
the development of Iberian science and a description of his prolific corpus of works see Cuesta
Domingo.
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cartographic projects will take a dramatic turn11. Direct results of the visita and the following
presidency were the establishment of the following objectives: the compilation and reorganization of the corpus of laws issued by the Council of the Indies or Leyes de Indias; the
publication of the Ordenanzas reales del Consejo de Indias (September 24, 1571); by virtue of
these ordinances, the development of a Libro descriptivo (or Libro de las descripciones) of the
Crown’s possessions in the Indies; and, in order to carry out the development of the Libro
descriptivo, the creation of the position of cronista cosmógrafo mayor de las Indias (Jiménez de
la Espada lviii-lxiii; González Muñoz vii-viii). The cosmographer Juan López de Velasco12 –a
close collaborator of Santa Cruz –was the first to occupy the position of cronista cosmográfo on
1571 and in turn inherited all of Santa Cruz’ s projects and materials; under the Council of the
Indies’ new centralized governance, the carrying out of the Libro descriptivo and the inquiry on
longitudes would enjoy more systematized means and practices.
In 1569 Ovando designed and sent –surely with the help of López de Velasco – the first
questionnaire to jurisdictions in the Spanish Indies in order to obtain information on recently
conquered provinces and navigational matters, which had 37 questions or “capítulos”. Soon on
1570 a 200-question Memoria was sent to civil and ecclesiastical units; this latter Memoria was
later modified to include 135 questions and disseminated on 157313 (Cline, The

11

It seems that Ovando’s visita was the result of a series of complaints made of the Council of
the Indies’ utter lack of government of and knowledge about the Indies. For the particulars of the
complaints against the Council see González Muñoz vii. A visitador is an official appointed to
make an assessment of an institution’s or another official’s performance. A visita is the process
through which the visitador makes the assessment.
12
Juan López de Velasco authored Geografía y descripción universal de las Indias (1571-1574),
a work based on the responses to Ovando’s 1569 questionnaire.
13

There are edited publications from the corpus of responses to the 1569, 1570, and 1573
questionnaires: Bartolomé de Ledesma, “Descripción del Arzobispado de México” (1571),
Papeles de la Nueva España, III, Francisco del Paso y Troncoso (ed. and comp.) Madrid-Paris:
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Relaciones...1577-1586 346). Simultaneously, under the supervision of López de Velasco, the
Council of Indies sent to New Spain in 1570 “one of the first scientific expeditions” which
included the participation of physician Francisco Hernández and geographer Francisco
Domínguez; the former had instructions to compile information on the nature –flora, fauna, and
minerals –of both New Spain and Peru while the latter had instructions to make a survey of the
territory of New Spain and produce a map14. Although in the case of Domínguez there is no
evidence that the map was ever produced, the instructions he received are comparable to that
given to Esquivel for the Iberian Peninsula (Jiménez de la Espada lxiii-lxiv).
The same framework of inquiry used in the 1570 and 1573 questionnaires, although
adapted and refined, was used in 1574 to survey by questionnaire the kingdom of Castille15
(Jiménez de la Espada ix-xvi; Cline, The Relaciones... 1577-1648 188 in Cline Handbook). From
these successive re-articulations of survey frameworks and practices, a project that would have
as one of its purposes the acquiring of the whole Spanish Indies’ local geographic, historical, and
cultural knowledge was to be conceived and repeatedly applied with modifications from 1577
1905, 202-286; Luis García Pimentel, Relación de los obispados de Tlaxcala, Michoacán,
Oaxaca y otros lugares en el siglo XVI. Paris: Casa de A. Donnamette; Madrid: Librería Gabriel
Sánchez, 1904.
14

Francisco Jiménez’s findings after a seven-year research journey where published under the
title Cuatro libros de la naturaleza y virtudes de las plantas y animales que están recibidos en
uso de medicina en la Nueva España (Mexico 1615). Like the corpus of relaciones geográficas
as I will discuss soon –Jiménez’s work was the result of a collaborative effort that included the
production of testimonies and paintings by indigenous people.
15

Extant responses to this questionnaire have been published in modern editions: Francisco
Rafael de Uhagón y Guadarmino, Relaciones históricas de los siglos XVI y XVII. Madrid:
Imprenta de la viuda e hijos de M. Tello, Sociedad de Bibliófilos Españoles, 1896; and Carmelo
Viñas y Mey and Ramón Paz, Relaciones histórico-geográfico-estadísticas de los pueblos de
España hechas por iniciativa de Felipe II, 5 vols., Madrid: Instituto Balmes de Sociología,
Instituto Juan Sebastián El Cano de Geografía, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas,
1949-1971.
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onwards until the end of the eighteenth century16. Under the instructions of King Philip II, López
de Velasco put into action a plan for the mapping of the Spanish kingdoms of the New World
through the implementation of two interlapping projects –originally proposed by Santa Cruz: the
production and dissemination of a questionnaire across the kingdoms in the New World that
would inquire on the geography of particular regions and, along with this questionnaire, the
dissemination of instructions for the observation and reading of lunar eclipes. Both projects
responded to the preocuppations of “making visible” the New World in the form of accurate
maps and resolving the problem of longitudes, which would lead to the possibility of pinpointing
with accuracy any location's position in the sphere of the world. The Instrucción for eclipses
provided instructions to Spanish officials on how to observe the lunar eclipses of September 26,
1577 and September 15, 1578 and record accurate readings (Cline, The Relaciones...1577-1586
345-346; Mundy 18-19). This Instrucción was printed and sent all around Spain and kingdoms in
the New World with the hope of receiving and collecting a multitude of responses and with them
do an accurate calculation of the longitudes. The questionnaire sent in 1577 –the same year the
instruction for eclipses was disseminated –posed more thorough questions. Its title is Instrucción
y memoria, de las relaciones que se han de hazer para la descripcion de las Indias, que su
Magestad manda hazer para el buen gobierno y ennoblecimiento dellas (1577)17. This

16

However, the attention given by the Council of Indies to every questionnaire, its distribution,
and the content and quality of the responses changed over time. It seems that under the Bourbons
the Council of the Indies took a more lax approach to the practice. See West The Relaciones 398399 in Cline Handbook for more information on eighteenth-century relaciones geográficas.
17
The Instrucción and Memoria are distinct texts and have their own purpose. The Instrucción
(as can be implied by its title) provided the bureaucratic and legal instructions to be followed in
order to produce the expected responses. In concrete terms, the Instrucción treated matters of
distribution of copies of the Memoria among all the kingdoms, provinces, cities, towns, and
villages of the empire; established who was authorized to answer the Memoria; what procedures
were needed to give legal status to the text of the response; and to whom and through what
channels it was to be sent. The Memoria was the corpus of questions to be answered that treated
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questionnaire, a text that relied heavily on the 1570 and 1573 questionnaires sent to the Indies
and on the 1574 questionnaire disseminated across the kindom of Castile, was printed and sent to
the Caribbean, New Spain, Guatemala, Yucatan, New Galicia, and the Andean region in order to
systematically inform the expected responses.

The ‘Instrucción y Memoria’: Its Dissemination and Functions

Philip II’s interest on mapping his empire relied on bureaucracy as the means of
achieving his goal. The questionnaires were sent to the highest echelons of government in each
kingdom and from these they were distributed across all the alcaldías mayores or provinces in
the corresponding territory. In the case of the kingdom of New Spain, viceroy Martín Enríquez’s
government (1568-1580) first dispatched copies of the questionnaire, later Gordián Cassasano –
“contador y administrador de la real Alcabala” – did the same under the interim government of
the Audiencia de México followed by viceroy Lorenzo Suarez de Mendoza’s government (15801583). The last copies of the questionnaire –edited and printed on 1584 –were probably
dispatched under the government of viceroy Pedro Moya de Contreras (1584-1585).
Once received at the local level, the Instrucción y memoria states that “gobernadores,
corregidores o alcaldes mayores [...] harán lista y memoria de los pueblos de españoles e indios
que hubiere en su jurisdicción” (Acuña, Descripción 27). That is, the document gave these local
officials the responsibility of disseminating the questionnaire across the subject towns in their
respective jurisdictions, making the compilation and organization of all the information and

matters of political geography, environment, topography, demographics, culture, history, and
natural resources, to name just the more prominent. For more information on the differences
between both texts and their purposes see Verlinden 39-44.
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materials produced in and gathered from the subject towns included in the list, and sending them
back to the Council of the Indies. Furthermore, it provides specific instructions of who can
answer the questionnaire in subject towns: “donde hubiere españoles, enviándolas a los consejos
y, donde no, a los curas (si los hubiere) y, si no, a los religiosos a cuyo cargo fuere la doctrina...”.
As can be noticed, if the town does not have any Spaniard vecinos or neighbors, the
questionnaire cannot be sent to the indigenous governor or local cacique of the Indian town but
to a curate (secular priest) or a religioso (most probably a mendicant friar) in charge of the
town’s religious doctrine. In addition, nowhere in the Instrucción y memoria is there a direct
reference to the natural or indigenous population’s role in answering the questionnaire. This does
not mean that indigenous people could not take part in answering the questionnaire, on the
contrary, in the questionnaire are questions directly addressed to them; questions that only they
could answer. What it means is that no indigenous person could be in charge of answering the
questionnaire, only Spaniards –or someone with a Spanish-like upbringing – could be authors of
the resulting response. At the most, the preliminary instructions asks that if no local government
official could produce a response or relación, the responsibility should be relegated to “personas
inteligentes de las cosas de la tierra” (27).
Guided by the questionnaire’s instructions, each locality, city, and province was asked to
write and describe through texts and “pinturas” (images, especially maps) pertinent information
about myriad matters from the town and/or province. The questionnaire was addressed to three
types of towns, the first two of them being the main categories informing the expected responses:
pueblos de españoles (Spanish towns), pueblos de indios (Indian towns), and maritime and/or
coastal towns. Questions one to ten are addressed to any kind of Spanish town, questions eleven
to fifteenth are intended to Indian towns, questions sixteenth to thirty-seven are addressed to
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inland towns –either Spanish or Indian–, questions thirty-eight to forty-nine are intended to
maritime and/or coastal towns –either Spanish or Indian–, and question fifty is intended for all
types of towns since it is a reaffirmation of the instructions to answer the questionnaire given in
the Instrucción.
With a total of fifty questions, the Memoria inquires on and/or asks for:
1-2: the origin of Spanish towns.
3-4: their environment, topography, and natural resources.
5: the temperament and quantity (if any) of the indigenous population that live in them and their
languages.
6-9: the location of the Spanish town in question both by degrees from the pole and in leagues
from the surrounding towns, which implied a description of local and regional politicoadministrative structures.
10: a description of the place –if high or low–where the Spanish town was funded accompanied
by a “pintura” of the center of the town.
11-12: the location of the Indian town in question by the distance in leagues to its jurisdiction
and to the surrounding Indian and Spanish towns.
15-16: general information on the indigenous name of the town and its pre-Hispanic history.
17-21: for both Spanish and Indian towns, a geographic description of the region where the town
is located that mentions important topographic features like rivers, lakes, mountain ranges,
volcanoes, and caves.
22-30: a description of exploitable natural resources like types of trees, types of crops–either
from Spain or native–, medicinal herbs and remedies, animals –either from Spain or native–,
gold, silver and gemstone mines, and salinas (salt plants).
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31-33: a description of civil and military buildings composing the town, and what are the main
industries or sources of living.
34: the (arch)bishopric to which the town is attached and the distance in leagues between them.
35-37: information on ecclesiastical buildings and religious and charitable institutions.
38-40: for maritime towns, a description of its coast and sea: if they are dangerous, how and at
what times of the day and month.
41-46: a description of the coast, its bays and ports with a “pintura” (question forty-two)
detailing their form and their measurements in “pasos” and leagues, the profundity and quality of
their waters, and the access to provisions like water and wood.
47: a description of the island(s) near their coast: their names, their perimeter in leagues, their
form in “pintura”, their natural resources like flora and fauna, and important topographical
features.
48-49: the name of Spanish towns that have been abandoned with an explanation of when and
why they were abandoned, and any other “notable things” in the nature and the quality of the
soil, winds, and skies that have not been addressed in the preceding questions.
50: final instructions that ask for the names and signatures of the people present in the writing of
the relación and its delivery without delay to the appropriate person in charge.

The Instrucción y memoria, as a text that looks to cover and inquire in almost any aspect
of the world of the Indias, is an excellent example of the cosmographic method, which had as
purpose to compile and encompass the singularities of the world within a single measuring vision
through the use of a variety of sources: scientific and authoritative texts, empirical accounts, oral
testimony, and pictographic materials, among others. Although the questionnaire itself does not
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mention the use of scientific and authoritative texts and indigenous pictographic materials in the
expected responses, their use is implicit in the questions asked, and sometimes they are made
explicit in the returning responses, as I will explain soon. The Council of the Indies’ plan was
that descriptive geographic materials coming from the New World would be used in turn by the
royal cosmographer to produce accurate maps of the Indias, mapping in this way the dominions
of the Hapsburg king and calculating their location within the sphere of the world.
The corpus of texts that responded the questions contained in the Instrucción y memoria
is known as relaciones geográficas de Indias. In order to fully understand the nature of these
responses, it is essential to discuss briefly the ideological content of the Instrucción y Memoria
and consider how it was received and interpreted by its respondents.

The ‘Instrucción y memoria’: Its Reception and Meaning

Sometime in the month of September of 1579, capitán Fernando Alfonso de la Estrada,
corregidor of the town and province of Iguala – located in the Archbishopric of Mexico “25
leguas al tamaño de las de Castilla” southwest from Mexico City –finished his response to the
Instrucción y Memoria and added a proem. In it he exalted Philip II as a “gran monarca” who
was “celoso de la conservación de todos” and, in a grandiloquent language, described the utility
of the questionnaire as an instrument for achieving the royal purpose of conservation of the
“Indias” and its inhabitants. In de la Estrada’s proem, Philip II is a “predominador de todos los
potentados del mundo [...] principalmente en las Indias, mundo nuevo, de imperios, reinos, islas
y tierra firme del Mar Océano y del Sur, hasta la China: longitud de más de cuatro mil leguas,
dos partes del mundo, sin contar los estados de Europa...” (Acuña, Relaciones VI 337). After this
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eloquent description of Philip II’s possessions and influence across an apparently measured
territory across both sides of the present Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the reader of de la Estrada’s
proem can see an inventory of a series of apparatuses –which he explicitly calls manjares – used
by the king to guarantee both the spiritual, secular, and human physical “conservation” of these
“empires”: the first, is the institution of the Catholic Church, the second is what he calls “el
estado secular” and, the third is, intriguinly, the questionnaire –and the knowledge gathered
through its response:
Y porque, para conservación de la vida humana, es menester otro manjar
corporal (y [ellos] carece[n] del uso de las cosas políticas, por ser bárbaras
naciones en el uso de la razón), distinción, conocimiento de las más cosas
y cultivación de ellas y de las tierras; propiedades de plantas, árboles, y yerbas,
mineros, metales, fuentes, ríos, climas, influencias, buenos o malos
temperamentos de las tierras, que causan los malos vapores, que corrompen los
aires, que causan pestilencias cocoliztes [...] y otras muchas cosas contrarias a la
composición del hombre mortal... ( 338).
In this extract from the proem, de la Estrada explains what he thinks is the reasoning and purpose
behind the questionnaire when he refers for the second time to the “conservation of human life”
and points to the necessity of the questionnaire –and the knowledge it is capable of collecting –as
“otro manjar corporal”. With this, he seems to imply that the institutions of the Church, the
secular government, and the questionnaire (and all they represent) are the keepers of the empire’s
political body. As can be inferred from the following lines the latter “manjar corporal” –that is,
the questionnaire – seems to complement secular government as the dimension where material
and physical reality is managed and controlled while asserting that indigenous people do not
have any place in the intellectual articulation and control of that reality. That Nature is the
particular material reality that has to be controlled is implied in the series of categorizations –
“distinción, conocimiento de las más cosas” – and practices –“cultivación de ellas y de las
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tierras” – to which de la Estrada refers in his proem. He then passes to indirectly name the
Instrucción y memoria through a description of its contents or parts: “propiedades de plantas,
árboles, y yerbas, mineros, metales, fuentes, ríos, climas”. In this exercise on synecdoche, de la
Estrada enumerates some of the questionnaire’s topics of inquiry directly related to the
description of nature while making them part of the monarch’s zealous desire for conservation of
the New World. For, even though, de la Estrada’s proem has a celebrative tone –even almost epic
in which he alludes to the “invencibles, heroicos hechos, casos memorables” and “hazañas nunca
oídas ni sabidas” that happened under Philip II’s reign –, the main motor or argument behind his
proem is the trauma of the 1576-1581 epidemic called the huey cocoliztli (or “the great
epidemic”). The reference to “pestilencias cocoliztes [...] y otras muchas cosas contrarias a la
composición del hombre mortal” is not casual; this epidemic was general and killed millions of
people in New Spain, especially indigenous inhabitants while de la Estrada was writing his
proem and responding to the Instrucción y memoria18. His province of Iguala also felt the pain of
the epidemic, as did all of its subject towns where almost all their populations were lost. For the
town of Iguala, de la Estrada asserts: “Es poblazón de 840 tributarios, aunque solía ser de mucha
gente y [..] oí decir al beneficiario deste pueblo, que conoció, habrá 30 años, seis mil vecinos”
(341)19. His view of the questionnaire –and what could be its results and possible applications –

18

Charles Gibson identified in sixteenth-century sources references to up to thirteenth epidemics
in New Spain during the whole century, being the most viral the epidemics of 1545-48, 1563-64,
1566, and 1576-81. See Gibson The Aztecs 448-451 for a chronological list of the main epidemic
events in New Spain from 1520 to the early 1800’s along with the terms used to described them
and where to find them with bibliographical information on archival and printed materials from
the period.
19

However, de la Estrada does not present the cocolitzli as the only reason for the “acabamiento”
of the “chontales o tuztecos” in Iguala. He also mentions personal services in the mines of Tasco
as another important reason (Acuña, Relaciones VI 341). De la Estrada gives more or less the
same information for Iguala’s subject towns being the most dramatic the case of the subject town
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was guided by the present crisis. Of course, he was not the only respondent of the questionnaire
that mentioned the huey cocoliztli’s destructive influence; indigenous peoples’ accounts included
in and across almost all the responses mention the devastating results of the epidemic over their
communities20. As Gruzinski has argued, having the huey cocoliztli as a crucial circumstantial
aspect informing their reality, indigenous informants answering the 1577 Memoria resorted to
provide material instead of religious explanations for the epidemic for fear of being acussed of
idolatry (80-86); which for Gruzinski denotes a modern21 approach to this kind of phenomenon.
However, de la Estrada, just like Gruzinski’s indigenous informants, shows also a material
approach to reality. For him, the cocoliztli was profoundly connected with the “buenos o malos
temperamentos de las tierras” and gathering information on “distinción, conocimiento [...] y
cultivación” of the lands was essential for explaining and finding solutions to that extreme
situation22. In this way, de la Estrada’s interpretation of the possible causes of the huey cocoliztli
can also be considered modern under Gruzinski’s terms. Furthermore, the way in which de la

of Izuco that, along with its population, lost its old indigenous political institutions: “No hay
señor natural, que todos se han muerto, ni sucesor de ellos [...] que todos, con la cabecera, serán
tributarios 520; aunque solían ser muchos” (354-355).
20

Which lead Serge Gruzinski to argue –in his study of the indigenous accounts included in the
relaciones geográficas corpus from New Spain –that the huey cocoliztli was for the indigenous
populations more of a significant –and terrifying –temporal marker or disruption than conquest.
See Gruzinski The Conquest where he analyses the possible strategies indigenous
informants in Indian towns used to answer the 1577 Instrucción y memoria.
21

Even though Gruzinski does not define explicitly what he means by modern, at some point in
his chapter he characterizes the indigenous informants’ “social and material” interpretation of the
epidemic as “pre-positivist” (86).
22

Recent studies of epidemics in sixteenth-century New Spain have presented the hypothesis that
the 1576-81 epidemic did not derive from viruses or bacterial infections brought from Europe
but, on the contrary, originated in New Spain itself and were linked to the introduction of new
cultivation techniques and crops. For a well-documented and highly interesting historiographical
and scientific explanation of the 1578-81 huey cocoliztli pandemic crisis see Marr and Kiracofe.
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Estrada chose to interpret the Instrucción y memoria and frame his response not only speaks of
his personal trauma but it is also an example of the focus on materiality and proto-scientific
explanations assumed by other people in New Spain –like some of the relaciones geográficas’
indigenous informants –amid a period of profound demographic and social crisis.
For de la Estrada, the questionnaire was another instrument of governance that looked to
ensure the conservation of “el individuo y composición del hombre”, especially in the terrifying
period of 1579-1581 in New Spain; however, although conservation of human life was not
outside the political parameters of the questionnaire, the driving force behind the project was
political and economic interests and speculation articulated through cosmographic and
cartographical discourses. As said by Gruzinski, the Instrucción y memoria “projected on to the
Indian world an approach to society, politics, religion, and economy; in other words, it imposed a
cut-out of reality with its infrastructure, its presuppositions, its explicit and implicit logic, its tacit
axioms, its unconscious organizations” (The Conquest 73). This kind of “cut-out” of a particular
and measurable reality is inevitable in a text like the Instrucción y memoria that deals with the
extraction and categorization of knowledge from a cosmographic perspective and it is carried out
by a distant monarchical power –that simultaneously makes itself prominently visible or present
to its subjects by directly inquiring upon their knowledge, feelings, and interpretation of reality23.
But as seen in the case of de la Estrada and Gruzinski’s indigenous informants, the form
of the questionnaire or its cut-out of a particular reality does not conform necessarily to non-
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I adapted the term “making visible” from Mundy. While Mundy uses it rightly to refer to maps
of the New World “that created a bridge” between the king –Philip II –“and his far-flung and
absent subjects” (9), I use it to refer to the visuality of the ordered and bulleted text of the
Instrucción y memoria that as an “image” conveys the discourses and practices behind the
“estado secular” and the questionnaire (“otro manjar corporal”) identified by de la Estrada as
intrinsic to monarchical power in his proem. Those are bureaucracy and the measuring and
description of the world through cosmography.
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European or all European systems of thought and belief. As any literary critic and historian
knows –and as can be seen in the corpus of responses –the “put in practice” of a particular form
imbued in theoretical presuppositions in most cases leads to the production of more form, and
not to a prescribed text. The dynamics of production of the responses were made more complex
in the interaction of different –and sometimes opposing views –of reality between the
questionnaire, its –either Spanish or mestizo –authors and its indigenous respondents in the New
World. In some cases, the responses followed truthfully the instructions of the questionnaire but
in most they did not. The changes range from cases in which towns answered questions not
addressed to them, the inclusion of materials and information not asked by the questionnaire, to
ignoring altogether the text’s bulleted and numerical order. In specific cases, the interpretation of
the questions in the Instrucción y memoria led to radical changes in form; the most prominent
cases in the corpus of relaciones geográficas from New Spain are the relación geográfica de
Texcoco (1582) written by the historian and Texcocan nobleman Juan Bautista Pomar and the
relación geográfica de Tlaxcala –titled Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala (15801585) –written by the historian and mestizo Diego Muñoz Camargo. The latter relación is the
object of study of this dissertation.
2. The ‘Relaciones Geográficas de Indias’ at the End of the Sixteenth Century and the Case of
New Spain

The texts that answered the Instrucción y memoria were of a great varied nature as can be
judged by the diversity of the content in the responses and the group of people in charge to
answer and write them –generally composed of a Spanish author, a scribe, an interpreter, and
native informants. An ample group of responses were received from almost all the Spanish
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territories in North, Central, and South America (Figures 1 and 2)24. These were produced
between the years of 1578 and 1586 and sent from localities in New Spain –which included the
Archbishopric of Mexico and the Bishoprics of Antequera, Tlaxcala, Michoacan, Guadalajara,

Figure 1: Relaciones geográficas from New Spain. In Howard F. Cline. “The Relaciones Geográficas of the Spanish
Indies, 1577-1648”. HMAI, vol. 12-1. Austin: U of Texas P, 1972, print, 192. Provinces that produced relaciones
geográficas from 1579 and 1585 -166 in total – in New Spain.

Yucatan and Guatemala –, the Caribbean (only Puerto Rico’s response survives), Venezuela, the
New Kingdom of Granada, Quito and Peru (Cline, The Relaciones… 1577-1648 193 in Cline

24

There is no knowledge of relaciones geográficas having been produced in other territories
under the jurisdiction of New Spain, like the Philippines and the northern Chichimeca region.
Other areas that are part of present United States did not take part in the survey, like Florida,
Texas, and California. In South America, the responses were limited to the Andean region. See
Cline The Relaciones… 1577-1648 193 in Cline Handbook. It is understandable that for the area
of Brazil–which became part of Philip II’s empire in 1580-81–relaciones geográficas have not
been found or reported, since the Instrucción y memoria was sent to and disseminated in the
Spanish territories in the Americas between the years of 1577 and the first years of the 1580’s.
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Figure 2: Relaciones geográficas from Perú, 1583-1586 (Map). In Heidi V. Scott. Contested Territory: Mapping
Peru in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. Notre Dame: U of Notre Dame P, 2009, print, 53. From the 15
responses, 5 arrived to the Council of the Indies from the corregimiento of Vilcashuamán, which had as cabecera the
city of Huamanga (Jiménez de la Espada 1881, vol I).

Handbook)27. In the case of the kingdom of New Spain, 189 texts (167 extant) along with
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There are important edited publications of the corpus of sixteenth-century relaciones
geográficas: René Acuña (ed.), Relaciones geográficas del siglo XVI, 10 vols. Mexico: UNAMIIA, 1981-1988; Mercedes de la Garza (ed.), Relaciones histórico-geográficas de la gobernación
de Yucatán: Mérida, Valladolid y Tabasco, 2 vols. Mexico: UNAM-IIF-CEM, 1983; Antonio
Arellano Moreno (ed.), Relaciones geográficas de Venezuela, Biblioteca de la Academia
Nacional de la Historia 70. Caracas: Academia Nacional de la Historia, 1964; and Jiménez de la
Espada (comp.), Relaciones geográficas de Indias. Perú, ed. J.U. Martínez Carreras, Biblioteca
de Autores Españoles, 3 t., 183-185. Madrid: Ediciones Atlas, 1965.
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ninety-one maps (76 are extant) were sent to the Council of the Indies in which at least 414
“major towns” were described without counting a considerable amount of smaller towns
(Cline, The Relaciones… 1577-1648 196 in Cline Handbook)28.
Instead, from Peru –included the Audiencia of Charcas –are only known 15 responses
from a 1582 reprint of the 1577 questionnaire (Cline, The Relaciones... 1577-1648 193 in Cline
Handbook; Scott 52). Through these relaciones produced by people from different qualities and
avenues in life in New Spain, a vast geography was described that contained a great diversity of
societies, cultures, and languages. For example, the relaciones from the Bishopric of Oaxaca
covered a geographic area of sixty thousand square kilometers that extended from the Mixteca to
the borders of New Spain with Chiapas and Yucatan, and to the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico and
the Pacific Ocean (Acuña, Relaciones II 13). The quantity of indigenous cultures living in that
region and whose informants participated in the production of the relaciones are equally
impressive; Mexica, Mixtec, Zapotec, Cuicatec, Chinantec, Chochona, Chontal, and Quiotla
among other cultures and languages were described and used as reference in narrating the history
of the region, at that moment unified under the Bishopric of Oaxaca29 (Acuña, Relaciones III 12).
In the Bishopric of Tlaxcala, that extended from Acatlan, in the Pacific Ocean, to Papantla and
Veracruz, in the Gulf coast, and that had the Bishopric of Oaxaca to the south, informants from
Mixtec, Chocho, Mazatec, Otomi, Popoluca, Totonoca, Tuztec, Mexica, and Tlaxcalteca ethnic

28

See Cline “A Census” in Cline Handbook for a commented list of extant and lost relaciones
geográficas from New Spain. The three main depositories of this corpus of relaciones
geográficas are the Real Academia de la Historia (RAH) and the Archivo General de Indias
(AGI) in Spain; and the Benson Latin American Collection at the University of Texas (UTX).
29

There is knowledge of 41 relaciones being produced in the Bishopric of Oaxaca, from which 7
are lost. The RAH guards 20 of them, the AGI has 2 and the Benson Latin American Collection
at the UTX has 12 (13).
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and linguistic groups participated in the collaborative effort of answering the Instrucción y
memoria30 (Acuña, Relaciones V 13).
This collaborative effort worked as a general rule in the production of relaciones
geográficas, an aspect that puts in the forefront questions on the means of knowledge production,
like: Who are the agents in that production? What kinds of sources–oral, printed, or handwritten–are used to give legitimacy to the historical and geographic descriptive accounts? Much
like the task of the cosmographer, who depended on an array of printed materials, maps, and
empirical accounts made by cartographers, historians, explorers, and pilots, the answering of the
Instrucción y memoria brought together –even though not always on equal terms –people from
different cultures, languages, and vocations that only together could provide the minimum of
information required by the questionnaire31.
The collaborative effort between the producers is normally represented in the relaciones
geográficas corpus in an introduction that has date, location, and the names of the people present
at the moment of writing the relación like, for example: the name of the corregidor and/or
alcalde mayor who could be the author of the relación or the name of the person named by the
alcalde mayor to write the relación, a scribe, an interpreter, and indigenous oral informants
(ideally very old people between seventy and one hundred years of age). Most of these

30

16 relaciones are extant from this region: 8 of them are at the RAH and the AGI in Spain, 7 are
at the Benson Latin American Collection at the UTX (13) and 1, the object of study of this
dissertation, is in the Hunter Collection in the Library of the University of Glasgow, Scotland.
31

“Por lo común, las encuestas se realizaron en forma pública y colectiva, ante la presencia de
un escribano de oficio, o especialmente nombrado para el efecto, y testigos, participando como
informantes ‘los más viejos y ancianos’ de cada pueblo, quienes, segun el caso eran interrogados
y respondían por mediación de un intérprete. [...] En más de un caso, los informantes nativos
documentaron sus respuestas y narraciones, acudiendo a los viejos códices pictográficos que
entre ellos se conservaban” (Acuña, Relaciones II 1 13).
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introductions would be followed with signatures from the people who could provide them. In
addition, a reaffirmation of the information provided in the introduction often would be
integrated at the end of the relación that also included names, date, location, and signatures. The
author of the relación was the person who had the tasks of: reading and interpreting the
Instrucción y memoria; making all the necessary preparations to coordinate visits to subject
towns, if necessary; looking for the right kind of people that could answer specific questions
from the questionnaire including indigenous people for which the author had to arrange the
services of an interpreter; arranging the drawing of a map of the said town or province; and
incorporating and organizing all the information recorded by the scribe. The author could be
either a corregidor, governador, alcalde mayor, a religious man in charge of a convent or main
church in the town or province, an encomendero or an educated and important person in the
community. The sources used to answer the questionnaire varied according to the town; if it was
a Spanish town, the author would use official documents of the town’s founding and interview its
oldest settlers; in an Indian town, very old indigenous men –some of them born in pre-Hispanic
times –were interviewed along with friars of the mendicant order that established itself there
from the first years after conquest. Normally, indigenous people would use pictographic texts as
reference in making an account of the history of their nation and, often, alphabetic texts
translated from an original pictographic text would be attached or incorporated to the text of the
relación; if it was an encomienda, normally the source would be the encomendero himself.
In terms of the production of images, the relaciones geográficas produced an interesting
array of maps in which either the town or the province in question would be depicted. In general
terms, most of these maps were drawn from a bird’s eye view perspective and their composition
is as varied as the people who draw them: local painters or tlacuiloque; mendicant friars, Spanish
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officials, encomenderos, former sea pilots, amateur cosmographers, and cartographers.
A significant example among the corpus of relaciones geográficas that presents an author
committed with the quality of his response is the relación of Zapotitlan and Suchitepec – a
province and town respectively in northern Guatemala one league and a half inland from the
coasts of the Mar del Sur (Pacific Ocean). The author of the relación is Juan de Estrada “señor
capitán” and “alcalde mayor desta provincia de Zapotitlan” and the scribe is Fernando de Niebla;
they collected the information, wrote, and signed their answer between November, 1579 and the
first months of 1580. The document of the relación –titled Memorial de las advertencias y cosas
que la Cesárea Católica Real Majestad del rey don Felipe, nuestro señor, y su Real Consejo de
Indias manda hacer de las cosas y particularidades destas provincias para ennoblecimiento
dellas, y las diligencias que (a)cerca dello se han podido hacer en esta provincia y costa de
Zapotitlan y [San Antonio] Suchitepéquez–includes a printed copy of the 1577 Instrucción y
memoria, Estrada and Niebla’s answer, another text titled Papel del origen de los señores written
by an unidentified scribe, a genealogical tree of “los señores”, and a map of Zapotitlan made to
scale by the author Juan de Estrada32 (Figure 3).
One of the most interesting aspects of this relación is that, after making the proper
introduction with names, dates and signatures, it begins with a short treatise on the tide currents
in the coast of Xicalapa:
Y después de lo susodicho, lunes veinte y tres días del dicho mes de noviembre, el
dicho señor alcalde mayor, en cumplimiento de lo susodicho, se partió a ver la
Mar del Sur, que está como legua y media dicho pueblo de Xicalapa, [...] Y allí
estuvimos aquella noche, y otro día hasta la tarde, para ver y considerar el
32

The map of Zapotitlan (1579-1580) has an interesting feature in the upper-right corner of the
image: a representation of the lake Atitlan. Almost exactly this same image of the lake composes
the relación geográfica map of Santiago Atitlan supposedly produced circa 1585. Could it be that
the Atitlan map was produced at least five years before and Estrada had the opportunity to see it
and incorporate it to his map?
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discurso que la mar hace en las crecientes y menguantes de las mareas y la
reventazón que la mar hace a la orilla o ribera, y qué sea la causa.
From his interpretration of the questions of the Instrucción y memoria, Juan de Estrada
considered Zapotitlan as a coastal town and province and made the journey to Zapotitlan’s
subject town Xicalapa to observe the movement of the water along the coasts and the

Figure 3: “Costa de çapotitlan y suchitepeques”. In Juan de Estrada, Relación geográfica de Zapotitlan y
Suchitepéquez. 1579-1580, manuscript, Nettie Lee Benson Latin American Collection, University of Texas at Austin.
About the production of the map, Estrada writes: “ ...me puse en un alto o promontorio de arena cerca de la mar
(donde está en la pintura una cruz) a ver y considerar y marcar las sierras que de allí se veían, que son desde los
volcanes o sierras de la ciudad de Guatemala hasta las de Sacatepeque, que serán más de treinta leguas. Y por los
propios horizontes y remates de las sierras y volcanes, proseguí en hacer la pintura y descripción desta costa de
Zapotitlan y Suchitepéquez (donde yo lo más del tiempo resido)” (34).
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possibilities these presented for navigation. He stayed there along with the scribe Niebla – close
to twenty-four hours – in order to observe and accurately describe the change in the tides. As
René Acuña –the editor of the relación –argues in his introduction, Estrada shows
extensiveknowledge in nautical matters and cosmography, especially when he annotates the
exact hour of his observations and makes reference to both the solar and lunar day (19). After
making his observations Juan de Estrada concluded that: “...por la misma orden que en España,
hay dos aguadas vivas y dos muertas [...] Empero, es de advertir en las seis horas que hay de
diferencia de España a esta provincia, segun lo dice Chaves en su Reportorio y los demás que
cerca desto escriben” (32-33). In his comparative description of the tides of Xicalapa and Spain,
Estrada makes very clear that he has an idea of the difference in distance and location in the
sphere of the world between the two points –Xicalapa and Spain – when he refers to Jerónimo de
Chaves’ Chronografía o Reportorio de los tiempos (1548). I already presented the author of this
text –Jerónimo de Chavez – as one of the noted cosmographers at the House of Trade and
Council of the Indies. The Chronografía or –most commonly called – Reportorio is a treatise
written in Spanish on the measure and quantification of time that was the summa of all
cosmographical knowledge up to that moment. In describing the nature of spatial and temporal
measurement in his Chronographía, Chaves is building up on his 1545 translation of Johannes de
Sacro Bosco’s Sphaera Mundi (written c. 1220), one of the most influential treatises on the
sphere that would set the grounds for the development of cosmography in Late Medieval Europe.
Both the Chronographía (1548) and his translation of Sacro Bosco’s treatise titled Tractado de la
sphera (Seville 1545) were disseminated in libraries throughout Europe and New Spain and took
part in the territorial conceptualization of the New World’s kingdoms as an integral part of a
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geometrized and abstract understanding of the world or ecumene33. Chaves’ oeuvre along with
many other sixteenth-century publications brought to the New World a notion of the measure
founded on the invariability and permanence of the sphere: the geometrical conformation and
measurement of the world, in which concentric circles contained and organized the chain of
being; from the supreme God inhabitating the immobile heaven, the celestial and movable sphere
where angels and planets followed the divine rhythm to the static globe of the earth, the center of
the universe, and the container of human life.
In following with the ideas of the sphere proposed in the Reportorio, Estrada puts into
practice his nautical and cosmographical knowledge when he answers chapters three and six of
the Instrucción y memoria. These were the questions in which at least a basic knowledge of
cosmography was needed in order to answer them satisfactorily: as discussed in the previous
section, chapter three asked for the “temperament and quality” of the province and the direction
of the winds while chapter six asked for the “altura” or location in degrees of the said town, that
is, its location in the sphere of the world. In answering chapter three, Estrada describes the
direction of the winds using as reference the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn (35); while for
chapter six he makes use of the astrolabe to find Suchitepec’s location: “Acerca del altura y
elevación del polo: yo la tomé con el estrolabio en este pueblo de San Antonio [de Suchitepec], y
hallé que está en catorce grados y un tercio, pocos minutos más o menos” (37).
By discussing Estrada’s relación – which is thoroughly informative of the abilities of
sixteenth-century men educated in cosmography, geography, and navigation – I have sought to

33

Among the list of possessions inventoried from the library of Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco on
November 10, 1574, there was “un Repertorio de Chaves en Romance” and “un compás”. See
Códice Mendieta II 260-262. Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco was a school of higher learning founded
by the Franciscan Order in Mexico City.
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present from the relaciones geográficas corpus an example pretty well-known by experts of the
informing role of cosmography on the cultural productions in the New World. However, there
are other examples from the same corpus that display intriguing and inventive ways of using
cosmography and practices of measurement but that have been largely ignored because of the
difficulties posed by their materiality and unclassifiable nature.
Among the provinces and cities that took part in answering the Instrucción y memoria
and producing a relación geográfica, was the indigenous city and province of Tlaxcala. In my
forthcoming analysis of this singular relación I will discuss the role of cosmographical and
empirical conventions of measurement in the production of a Tlaxcalteca national34 political
discourse and agency. In its conscious and assertive preoccupation with the discourses of
measurement and conquest, Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica serves as a singular example to
discuss early modern notions of movement and territoriality as can be glimpsed in its remarkable
history.

Tlaxcala: A Shared History

Tlaxcala de Xicotencatl, both a city and a landlocked province located 55 miles east of
Mexico City, played an important role in the conquest of the Mexica Empire by the Spaniards.
Immediately before the conquest, Tlaxcala was an independent altepetl or political unit in
constant rivalry with and surrounded by the Mexica Empire and its allies. It is believed –

34

In this dissertation, the term “national” derives from the term nación or most commonly used
naciones, which in the sixteenth-century was used to refer to groups of people that shared the
same origin, religion, culture, and languages and –unlike its modern derivative –did not depend
on an attachment to a particular demarcated and sovereign territory.
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although this historical narrative is put in doubt mainly because of its suspected colonial origin –
that at the time of Hernan Cortés’ arrival Tlaxcala was a huey altepetl or large kingdom
composed of four smaller altepeme (or socio-political entities) governed by four tlatoque or
rulers35. These rulers will be the principal protagonists in Tlaxcala’s entrance and selfrepresentation in the historical narrative shared with the Hapsburg monarchy.
As the historian of colonial Tlaxcala Charles Gibson tells us, in 1519 Hernán Cortés, in
the way to Mexico-Tenochtitlan, encounters in Tlaxcala “a military state reduced in
circumstances, loosely federal in internal composition, and sensitive to every threat of external
attack” (Tlaxcala 15). The constant lack of luxuries like cacao, salt, fish, gold, and feathers
evinced the political precariousness and economic isolation of Tlaxcala in respect to its
neighbors. After some military encounters with Cortés’ men, the principal tlatoque or rulers
decided to accept the alliance proposed by Cortés against Mexico-Tenochtitlan. This alliance
with Cortés, by which the conquest of the Mexica Empire was initiated and completed, proved to
be the most valuable asset of Tlaxcala in post-conquest times for this alliance was described as
an act of God, who called on to Maxixcatzin to ally with Cortés. In this “revisionist” Tlaxcalteca
historical narrative, the initial military encounters between both parties were mainly dismissed as
mistakes not sanctioned by the four principal Tlaxcalteca rulers. For both Jaime Cuadriello and
Martínez Baracs, the epitomes of this alliance were the baptism of the four Tlaxcalteca leaders
35

As presented in the relación geográfica de Tlaxcala (among other colonial sources) the four
principal Tlaxcalteca rulers were: Maxixcatzin, ruler of Ocotelulco; Xicotencatl, ruler of
Tizatlan; Citlalpopocatzin, ruler of Quiyahuiztlan; and Tlehuexolotzin, ruler of Tepeticpac.
However, this political composition differs from the extant testimonial accounts of
conquistadors, who only mention as the principal rulers Maxixcatzin and Xicotencatl (and his
son Xicotencatl el joven) along with other rulers who are not included in the aforementioned
political scheme. These absences have opened the door to doubts about the veracity of this preHispanic socio-political composition, firstly expressed by Gibson. For a detailed discussion see
Gibson Tlaxcala 12-14 and Martínez-Baracs Un gobierno 80-107.
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and the adoption of Nuestra Señora de la Asunción as patron saint of Tlaxcala three days after
the final defeat of Mexico-Tenochtitlan on August 13, 152136. As can be inferred from this,
Christianity has been in the history of colonial Tlaxcala the discourse, practice, and belief from
which the Tlaxcalteca nobility developed an idea of a God-chosen Tlaxcalteca conqueror nation.
A nation that will be recognized for its contributions on the war against Mexico-Tenochtitlan and
its allies by prerogatives initially conferred by Hernán Cortés during the first years of conquest.
Cortés, even though the encomienda system was being implemented in the rest of what was to be
known as New Spain almost immediately after the conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, placed
Tlaxcala –like other indigenous provinces that served as allies –under the jurisdiction of the
Hapsburg crown, which meant that Tlaxcala would not be under the power of a private
individual or encomendero. Another privilege supposedly conferred by Cortés to Tlaxcala was
the exemption on tributes to the viceregal government (although it was never acknowledged or
was simply ignored)37. Because of this strained relationship with the government of New Spain,
Tlaxcala's nobility adopted crossing the Atlantic Ocean as part of its political, diplomatic, and
cultural practices. Tlaxcalteca embassies traveled to visit the Hapsburg king four times from as
early as 1527 –eight years after the conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan –to 1563. The first journey
to Castile occurred between 1527-1530. After that, the 1534-1535 embassy acquired for the city
36

According to Martínez-Baracs “[e]l bautismo de los cuatro señores y la aparición milagrosa de
la cruz durante la primera estancia de Cortés en Tlaxcala no fueron reseñados por ningún testigo
presencial: son leyendas forjadas décadas después de los hechos”. See Un gobierno 110 and
Cuadriello Las glorias, Capítulo Uno.
37

However Tlaxcala, as the king's encomienda, had to pay a special tribute to the Crown
consisting of “8,000 fanegas de maíz”. The quantity of this tribute, calculated based on
Tlaxcala’s large population at the beginning of the colonial period, proved to be onerous enough.
Especially after the population declined acutely because of strong and recurrent epidemics and
the dissemination of its population throughout the Indias Occidentales in expeditions of
exploration, conquest, and colonization to which Tlaxcala was asked to contribute as an ally.
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of Tlaxcala a coat of arms by royal charter in 1535 that was later exhibited in the streets of the
city in 1539. A third embassy left for Castile on 1540. The fourth embassy left on 1562 and
returned in 1564, and in this occasion the city was conferred the title of “Very Noble and Loyal”
by Philip II as recognition of Tlaxcala’s special role in conquest (Gibson, Tlaxcala 164-167)38.
From this political constitution, Tlaxcala came to be the capital city or cabecera of an indigenous
province that would be constantly struggling to keep its special status and defend its territorial
integrity against local Spanish civil interests while strengthening its transmaritime ties with the
Hapsburg monarchy. The cabildo of Tlaxcala –composed of the descendants of the original rulers
of the four principal altepeme or kingdoms –forged a preoccupation with their geo-political
space proper to the circumstances of sixteenth-century New Spain. Even though the pre-Hispanic
notion of altepetl was based on hierarchical relations and links between the master and his
relatives, dependents, and tributaries while not much importance was given to territoriality –if I
follow Martínez Baracs’s assertions–, the notion of the integrity of territorial space as a central
requisite to the survival of the Tlaxcalteca government came to be the principal topic of
discussion for the cabildo (city council) after the administration of the tributary force. The
cabildo of Tlaxcala had to deal with a series of problems that were putting in danger the survival
of its Mesomerican socio-political structures, the most important of which was the loss of land
from the province normally owned by Tlaxcalteca nobility to either Spaniards, people from other
ethnic groups, and macehualtin (people from lower classes). A case of internal dissension in the
province is registered in the Actas de cabildo de Tlaxcala under the date of November 1st, 1555
on which the cabildo manifested its opposition to the decision by the local nobility of Atliguetzia

38

The 1563 royal charter was later reaffirmed in a 1585 charter again issued by Philip II. A
transcription of the 1585 royal charter has been published in Sempat Assadourian and MartínezBaracs 261-263.
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–a major town subject to the city of Tlaxcala – to sell or confer land (estancias) to residents of
Nopalucan (a Spanish settlement created as a main center for the institution of the Mesta in the
valley) (Solís 359). Along with the selling of land to strangers and non-residents, the cabildo
was dealing also with the problem of unproductive, abandoned lands near the periphery of the
province–a direct result of the demographic crisis–that were being appropriated either illegally or
by royal charter by Spanish cattle owners. The cabildo came up with a series of strategies to deal
with these problems over subsequent years. On February 16th, 1560 the cabildo was discussing
some measures to stop the use of trees and wood from the province by the Cholulteca expressing
in this way a genuine preoccupation with the administration of the province’s natural resources
(Solís 381). By April 6th, 1562, desperate measures were implemented that included an edict that
prohibited the sale of land to Spaniards: “The cabildo ordered every tlahtoani [ruler], pilli
[nobleperson], and person in Tlaxcala not to sell their plots in the city. They cannot sell them to
Spaniards, so they cannot live among us; their home is there at the city of Los Angeles and in
Mexico” (Solís 396-97). The penalty for breaking the law would be one hundred pesos and
perpetual banishment from Tlaxcala. On August 21st of the same year, there was a discussion on
the implementation of a measure that would forcibly borrow abandoned lands form their owners
for a period of years by unilateral decision of the cabildo, which would be administrated and put
to use by the cabildo itself because “only in that way will be saved the land of the Tlaxcalteca”
(Solís 401). The importance conferred by the cabildo to its geo-political space in conjunction
with the idea of Tlaxcala as a Christian indigenous conqueror nation are two fundamental
elements informing measurement discourses epitomized by Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica.
Titled Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala de la Nueva España e Indias del Mar
Océano para el buen gobierno y ennoblecimiento dellas, mandada hacer por la S.C.R.M. del Rey
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Don Felipe, Nuestro Señor (1580-85)39 and signed by its author Diego Muñoz Camargo, this
manuscript displays a concerted effort to use measurement practices and discourses – both
cosmographical and empirical – to symbolically charge and legitimize Tlaxcala's political and
territorial agency.

3. The 'Descripción': Presenting the manuscript

The Descripción–Tlaxcala City and province’s official response to the 1577 Instrucción y
memoria–is a singular manuscript produced between 1580 and 1585 that stands out for its
monumentality. The manuscript is bound in vellum with the word “FLAXACALA” printed in
modern ink over the book spine. Made in European paper with the dimensions of 11 3/8 x 8¼
inches, it opens with seven unnumbered folios followed by 318 numbered folios that contain
alphabetic (ff. 1r-234v) and pictographic (ff. 236r-317v) texts (Acuña, Descripción 1981 9;
Brotherston and Gallegos 117; Wake 91).
The seven unnumbered folios that open the manuscript contain: first folio recto, the title
page with the name of the author –“hecha por Diego muñoz Camargo Vezino y / natural de la
39

The manuscript is presently in the Hunter Collection at the University of Glasgow, Scotland
under the name Hunter 242. The Descripción remained unknown to scholars on 16th-century
Tlaxcala and New Spain until found by Klaus Jäcklein in 1976 and he used it as source for his
Nuevos datos sobre la conquista del caso de los popolocas de Puebla (1978). See Kranz The
Tlaxcalan 3. There are three different published editions of the Descripción, all of them edited by
René Acuña. The first, published in 1981, is a facsimile phototypique edition that has a
preliminary study. The second edition forms part of the Relaciones geográficas del siglo XVI
series, and was published in 1984. The dimensions of this edition are much more smaller than the
first one and it re-arranges the pictorial content; it has a new and more succinct preliminary
study. The third edition was published in 2000 and reproduces almost exactly the 1984 edition. I
will use the 2000 edition when quoting from the written text and the 1981 edition for purposes of
textual/pictorial order that will be fundamental for my argument.
From this moment on I will refer to the relación geográfica de Tlaxcala by the name of
Descripción.
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Figure 4: “Descripción de la çiudad y Provincia de / tlaxcala de la nueva España y In / dias del Mar Oçeano para El /
buen govierno y Ennobleci / mie[nt]o dellas. Manda / da hazer por la / S.C.R.M. del / Rey don Phi / lipe n[uest]ro
señor. hecha por Diego muñoz Camargo Vezino y / natural de la misma çiudad. Soli deo honor et gloria”. In Diego
Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, unnumbered folio,
University Library, Glasgow.
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Figure 5: Philip II’s coat of arms. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala,
1580-1585, manuscript, unnumbered folio, University Library, Glasgow. “[A] full-page heraldic blazon in colours of
the Royal Spanish arms, the shield being crowned and surrounded with the collar and pendant of the Order of the
Golden Fleece composed of 10 sparking flints between pairs of steel strikers, linked in succession” (Hunter Library
Website).
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misma çiudad” – and an ex libri at the bottom-right written “in a XVII Cent. hand” that says
“Dela librería / de Ortensio” (Figure 4); first folio verso, blank; second folio recto, an image of
Philip II’s coat of arms painted in watercolor that include the arms of Castile, Leon, Sicily,
Naples, Burgundy, the Netherlands, and Portugal (Acuña, Descripción 1981 9) (Figure 5);
second folio verso, blank; third folio recto to thirteenth recto, a hand-written copy of the
Instrucción y Memoria; thirteenth folio verso, blank.
After these, follows an alphabetic text in Spanish–with some Nahuatl vocabulary–that
works as Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica (ff. 1r-234v) and has marginal commentaries
presumably made by the historian Antonio de Herrera (1559-1625) (Acuña, Descripción 1981 9).
The alphabetic text can be divided in three main parts in the following order: first, a geopolitical
description of the city and province (ff.1r-64v); second, a historical account of the origin, culture,
and customs of the original inhabitants of the Valley of Mexico that the author calls
“antigüedades índicas” (ff. 64v-162r); and third, a historical account of Tlaxcala –and New Spain
– from the arrival of Hernán Cortés and his subsequent alliance with Tlaxcala, the evangelization
of the province since the arrival of the Franciscan order to numerous news including topics like
natural history, political and ecclesiastical institutions and figures of Tlaxcala and New Spain,
and the latest and most important news coming from different parts of the empire (ff.177v234v)40.
Interestingly, dividing the “antigüedades índicas” account (ff. 64v-167r) from the
historical account (ff.177v-234v) pertaining Tlaxcala and New Spain after Hernán Cortés’s

40

As other commenters of the Descripción have proposed before, this section of the alphabetic
text or relación geográfica seems to be unfinished, as folios 220v-233r contain two almost
identical lists of news from all around the empire. It seems that Muñoz Camargo intended to
include only one of them in the Descripción and the copier transcribed both of them anyway. See
Acuña Descripción 1984 10, 14 and Wake 117.
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arrival, occupying folios 167v to 177r, is a fourth part that contains one text followed by two
inserted images that have as topic the Mesoamerican calendar. The text is titled “Calendario
índico de los indios del Mar Océano y de las partes de este nuevo mundo, hecho y verificado por
el padre fray Francisco de las Navas, fraile de la orden del señor San Francisco”, which itself
contains a fragment from another text written by don Antonio de Guevara, a Tlaxcalteca
nobleman from Ocotelulco and governor of the province from 1583 to 1584 who also formed
part of the 1584 embassy to Madrid. The two inserted images between folios 177v and 178r in
two different sheets that follow are two colored calendrical wheels or “rueda y caracol”: the first,
is a solar calendar that identifies its beginning date –1519 –with a cross and, the second, is a
lunar calendar (Figures 6 and 7). These circular calendars are the only images that are
intercalated in the alphabetic text.
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Figure 6: “rueda y caracol” (solar calendar). In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, unnumbered folio, University Library, Glasgow.
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Figure 7: “rueda” (lunar or ritual calendar). In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, unnumbered folio, University Library, Glasgow.

As noted before, the alphabetic text is followed by an imposing pictographic text43 composed of

43

I use the term “pictographic text” to refer to the pictorial section in the Descripción to
emphasize not only its pictorial language –as opposed to alphabetic language – but to argue how
these images are sew together in a story, in a text that not only articulates an overall scheme or
plot but also provides an inexhaustible richness of detail that often times complements and/or
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156 images verso and recto (ff. 236r-317r) drawn in China ink, which images in their style and
format seem to mimic printed European books44. A great number of the images have an
anonymous Nahuatl gloss at the top of the folio (some of which have been cut when the
manuscript was bound) and Castilian glosses at the bottom written by the manuscript’s copyist
but surely dictated by Muñoz Camargo. The pictographic text can be divided in the following
thematic sections: The representation of Tlaxcala’s main four kingdoms –Quiyahuiztlan,
Tepeticpac, Ocotelulco, and Tizatlan (cuadros 1-4); Tlaxcala’s history of conversion and the
arrival of the Franciscan order (cuadros 5-15); “maps” of the main pre-Hispanic, political, and
ecclesiastical spaces in the city of Tlaxcala, the first one being bigger than the rest and foldable
(cuadros 16-18); an allegorical history of the exploration and conquest of the New World
(cuadros 19-25); the arrival of Hernán Cortés and the establishment of his alliance with Tlaxcala
(cuadros 26-34); the first conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, the arrival of Pánfilo de Narváez,
and his imprisonment by Cortés, the events of the Noche Triste in which the Tlaxcalteca and the
Spaniards flee the island-city, and their itinerary back to Tlaxcala (cuadros 35-54); arrival to
Tlaxcala, plans for a second war against Mexico-Tenochtitlan, construction of the brigantines to
access the island-city by water, and the final conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan on 1521 (55-75);
and, finally, the wars waged to conquer the rest of the Mexica Empire and beyond which
extended to Oaxaca, the Gulf of Mexico, present Guatemala and Nicaragua, the “Gran
Chichimeca”, California, and Cíbola in the present states of Arizona and New Mexico (cuadros

completes the alphabetic text.
44

Even though these images originally did not have any color, there are some instances in
which crimson color was added, most probably after the manuscript was finished and bound. See
Wake 116 and Martínez.
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55-156).
After the last image of the pictographic text (f. 317r), the manuscript ends with the image
of an unidentified coat of arms in the last folio numbered 318r (Figure 8). This coat of arms has
been kind of an enigma for the experts on the Descripción as no one has been able or tried to
identify it. It is a coat of arms mantelado with a lobo pasante de sable on a field of silver looking
from left to right over a sinople tree. Over its body there are three lines of gules that look like
wounds. On the first panel, at center there are four black and white disks over a field of silver
with a Castilian bordadura in gules and eight gold castles. On the second panel, there is a
tripartite division: a hand on a field of gules, an eight-point gold star over a field of azur and
below paralleled ondulated silver and azur lines. It has been suggested that the black and white
disks are a representation of Tlaxcala that as a political entity was a confederation of four
kingdoms –as represented in the first four folios of the pictographic text (Wake 16)45. The
bordadura represents the alliance with Castile as the golden castle on gules is the latter’s
emblem. It is significant that Castile’s emblem is presented in a bordadura because normally in
Spanish heraldry this structure communicates the particular emblem’s marginal position in
respect to the one represented in the center –specifically in this coat of arms, the four white and
black disks (Menéndez Pidal de Navascués 12, 150). The lobo pasante over a sinople tree
represented in the image acquires a central and predominant position in respect to the rest of the
panels. This particular emblem is related to the family name López that can be found in family
coats of arms in the regions of Bizcay, Navarre, and Castile (Riquer 180-182). Interestingly, this

45

In a presentation of this chapter in the workshop Works in Progress at the LAIC department at
Columbia University on December, 2011, Alessandra Russo proposed the possibility that
these four disks could be “tortillas” or the indigenous bread made of maize.Tlaxcala means in
Nahuatl “the land of maize tortilla or bread” (Figure 32). If this is correct, could the four disks be
Tlaxcala’s armas parlantes?
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Figure 8: Coat of arms. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585,
manuscript, unnumbered folio, University Library, Glasgow.
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was one of the family names of the royal cosmographer and chronicler under whose supervision
the text of the Instrucción y memoria was thought out and redacted, and this text’s dissemination
gave way to the production of the relaciones geográficas corpus. Could the lobo pasante, which
has a central position and significance in the coat of arms, be the emblem of Juan López de
Velasco?47 At this point, this can only work in a speculative realm; however, a good sign towards
a more assertive conclusion can be found in the probable fact that López de Velasco was born
around 1530 in the town of Vinuesa, in the province of Soria, located in the kingdom of Castile
and Leon (Pozuelo Yvancos 7). Vinuesa’s emblem has been a lobo pasante over a sinople tree
since the beginning of the fifteenth century. This possibility –which would make the coat of
arms’ lobo pasante more of a territorial than familial emblem –would change the way in which
the manuscript of the Descripción has been studied and considered until now. That is, who made
this coat of arms and when? Was it included in the manuscript by the author Diego Muñoz
Camargo or was it added later? If it was part of the original production of the manuscript
between 1580 and 1585, does it mean that the Tlaxcalteca were not only communicating with
Philip II but also directly responding to the cosmographer López de Velasco? If it was added
later, what were the reasons to add this coat of arms in contraposition to Philip II’s coat of arms
placed on the first folio of the manuscript?48
As can be noted in this panoramic view of the manuscript, there are still significant
details about its production and meaning that have to be addressed, inquired into, and answered.
The manuscript’s complexity and richness are enhanced both by the diversity of the themes it
47

Conversation with Jesús Rodríguez-Velasco, Works in Progress LAIC department at
Columbia University, December 2011.
48

For photographic reproductions of actual coats of arms conferred to and designed by Indian
noblemen see Luque Talaván and Castañeda de la Paz Privileges and Escudos and Castañeda de
la Paz Central Mexican Indigenous Coats of Arms.
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treats, the type of texts that contains –alphabetic and pictographic, written and oral – and the kind
of traditions to which it subscribes. Among the agents in the production of the manuscript that
will be discussed in the following pages, Diego Muñoz Camargo –whose name appears in the
frontispiece as the author, that is as the person who “made” the Descripción (“hecha por Diego
Muñoz Camargo”) – stands out as the clearest informing force. For that reason, I will begin the
next section with a discussion of his role both as a man of politics in New Spain and Tlaxcala
and as author of the Descripción.

Its Author Diego Muñoz Camargo

Diego Muñoz Camargo, the author of the Descripción49, was the son of Diego Muñoz50, a
conquistador that arrived to Mexico in 1524 with the royal tax collector Gonzalo de Salazar
49

Even though the Descripción will be the focus of my analysis in this dissertation, Diego
Muñoz Camargo authored other works as well. I will present these works in a more minute
manner in this section and their role, if any, in my dissertation. Nonetheless, because I will refer
to some of these works as biographical sources in this section, the titles of the works are: El
recebimiento que hizo la cibdad de Tlaxcala al Ilmo. y Rmo. señor Diego Romano del consejo de
su magestad fecho y ordenado por Diego Muñoz Camargo vezino de la dicha cibdad y dirigido
al muy Ille. señor Antón García, canónigo della (1579); Historia de Tlaxcala (c. 1599); and
Suma y epíloga de la descripción de Tlaxcala (c. 1588-89). As can be inferred from the last two
titles, these are intimately related with the Descripción, both in terms of content and production.
50

The complete name of the father of the author is also Diego Muñoz Camargo. Sources from
the last half of the sixteenth century use different names: either Diego Muñoz –like Dorantes de
Carranza – or Diego Muñoz Camargo –like Muñoz Camargo in the Descripción. I prefer to use
Diego Muñoz to refer to Muñoz Camargo’s father in order to avoid confusion. Especially
because Diego Muñoz Camargo named his son –born between 1571 and 1572 – Diego Muñoz
Camargo as well. The repetition of this name has caused confusion in the historiography on the
period, like the works of José Fernández Ramírez (1898), Joaquín García Icazbalceta (1899),
Antonio Peñafiel (1909), and Manuel Carrera Stampa (1945) See Gibson The Identity for an indepth analysis of archival documents regarding Muñoz Camargo's identity.
It is important to acknowledge that at the time this article by Gibson was published, the
manuscript of the Descripción has not been given to public light. Gibson knew other works by
Muñoz Camargo –like the Historia de Tlaxcala, for example– but not the Descripción.
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(Dorantes de Carranza 238). During his first years in Mexico, Diego Muñoz participated in the
failed campaign to Las Higüeras (present Honduras) with Hernán Cortés (1524-1525) –after
which he was in charge of ensuring the return of the Tlaxcalteca allies to their province –, and
also in another campaign against the Zapotec with Cristóbal de Barrios (Gibson, The Identity
198). Both Diego Muñoz Camargo and his brother Juan Muñoz Camargo were probably born
between 1528 and 1529 to a Tlaxcalteca woman whose name and identity have not been
established (199). Diego Muñoz married a Castilian woman though and soon both illegitimate
mestizo sons were incorporated into Diego Muñoz’s family and residence in Mexico City. About
his childhood in Mexico City, Muñoz Camargo remembers in the Descripción two important
episodes. In 1535 –he was probably seven or six years old –he witnessed the abduction of a
fellow companion by what he describes as painted Indians in an expedition he and other
“muchachos hijos de españoles” made across Indian neighborhoods in Mexico City: “...nos
corrieron unos indios embijados y, de seis o siete que íbamos, nos cogieron un compañero y se lo
llevaron, que nunca más pudo ser habido. Y, sin éste, hurtaban todos los que podían, para
comérselos o para tornarlos indios” (217v). I call this incursion into Indian neighborhoods an
expedition because that is precisely the idea behind Muñoz Camargo’s story: “fourteenth years
after being won the land by Cortés” there were still uncivilized Indians that would take a victim
to perform a savage ritual or custom, like cannibalism51. However, two years after this terrifying
experience, Muñoz Camargo was entrusted the task of teaching the “Christian doctrine” to a little
51

Muñoz Camargo brings this personal anecdote to illustrate how “en la primera edad” or the
first years of New Spain when the Indian population was not yet converted to Christianity,
crimes committed by them were not punished for fears of triggering an Indian rebellion. After the
anecdote, he elaborates more about this situation: “...a los españoles que caminaban a solas los
mataban y consumían secretamente, sin que jamás se pudiera saber dellos; hasta que se puso
remedio, y se mandó en toda la tierra que se tuviese cuenta con los españoles que caminasen y
fuesen a otros pueblos” (217v). The fragility of the political situation in New Spain during those
first years is palpable in Muñoz Camargo’s words.
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“more than thirty” Indians that accompanied Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca to Mexico City after
his disastrous shipwreck in the northwestern coast of Florida and nine-year wandering across the
southern part of North America from Florida to Nueva Galicia: “...trujeron más de treinta dellos
hasta la ciudad de México, a los cuales indios enseñé yo la doctrina cristiana y a rezar las santas
oraciones para que fuesen bautizados, porque se me dio encargo dello, siendo muchacho y paje
de bien poca edad” (217r-v). He was between eight and nine years old, to be more exact.
Living in Mexico City, Muñoz Camargo grew up among and personally knowing the
most influential figures in New Spain at that moment. He certainly met Antonio de Mendoza, the
first viceroy of New Spain, who arrived in 1535 and most probably entrusted him the task of the
evangelization of Cabeza de Vaca’s companions52. Living as such, inside the circles of New
Spain newly formed court, Muñoz Camargo had access to New Spain’s distinguished arrivals,
among which were the most prominent figures of the Franciscan order that helped carry out the
process of conversion and puesta en policía of the Indian population. When describing the
Indians’ “innumerables y diabólicas supersticiones” as he does in the first anecdote about
cannibalism, Muñoz Camargo remembers how “elegantly” the Franciscans recorded them and he
adds:
....Fray Andrés de Olmos y Fray Bernardino de Sahagún, frailes de la orden de
San Francisco, y Fray Jerónimo de Mendieta, y el padre Fray Toribio de
Motolinía, a los cuales conocí y conozco, y vi parte de sus obras escritas de mano,
los cuales con mucho cuidado y curiosidad supieron y entendieron muchos
secretos de los naturales, porque los inquirieron con vigilancia católica para

52

In Historia de Tlaxcala, Muñoz Camargo talks with affection about Antonio de Mendoza.
When Luis de Velasco succeeded Mendoza as viceroy of New Spain in a ceremony in the town
of Cholula in 1551, Mendoza was about to leave for Peru as he was appointed viceroy of that
kingdom. Muñoz Camargo describes Mendoza’s leave thusly: “Desde esta ciudad de Cholula se
partió el buen don Antonio de Mendoza para los reynos del Perú, viejo, cansado y enfermo; y
con esta senectud hizo su viaje por mandárselo Su Majestad. Se despidió de todos como buen
padre, y ansí fue llorado de toda la tierra, con mucha razón” (Chavero 271-272).
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desarraigar sus idolatrías53 (18r-v).
In addition to knowing personally such prominent key figures54 in the establishment of
repúblicas de indios across New Spain who, in doing so, produced lasting artistic and
historiographic works on the “naturales”’ languages and cultures; Muñoz Camargo, at different
points of his life, had access to precisely these works “written by hand”. The author then had
access to these Franciscans’ personal or conventual libraries where he could see not only –for
example – different versions or stages of the Florentine Codex (1576-1577) or the
historiographical works by Andrés de Olmos about pre-hispanic Mexico that are now lost55,
Motolinía’s Historia de los indios de la Nueva España (c.1541) or Mendieta’s Historia
53

The Franciscan Order had a pivotal role in the conversion and governing of the “naturales” of
New Spain during at least the first seven decades after the arrival of the so-called Twelve
Apostles. The Twelve Apostles were twelve Franciscan friars that arrived in New Spain in 1524
–just after three years following the conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan – to carry out the
conversion of the indigenous population.
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In Historia de Tlaxcala, Muñoz Camargo asserts he met the bishops from different provinces
all-around New Spain: “don Juan Vasco de Quiroga, le vino el obispado de Michoacán”, “don
Fray Juan de Zumárraga [...] Arzobispo de México”, “don Juan de Zárate, Obispo de Huaxacac”,
“el de Chiapas [...] Fray Bartolomé de las Casas”, “don Pedro Gómez de Malaber, primer Obispo
de Xalisco [...] todo lo cual ví por vista de ojos, y conocí a estos bienaventurados Prelados y
siervos de Dios. Todo esto fue en el tiempo que gobernó don Antonio de Mendoza” (Chavero
266-267).
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Andrés de Olmos is better known for his Arte de la lengua mexicana (c. 1547) that was never
printed in the sixteenth century and of which remain six extant hand-written copies scattered
across Europe and the United States. The number of extant copies is a good indicative of the
Arte’s popularity as an instrumental work of evangelization among missionaries in New Spain.
However, Olmos wrote other works: a collection of huehuehtlahtolli and a grammar and
vocabulary of both the Totonac and Huaxtec languages, all of them lost; two theological treatises
on Nahuatl: Siete sermones principales sobre los siete pecados mortales and Tratado de
hechicerías y sortilegios, both of them extant and published in modern critical editions; and a
book on the “antiguedades de estos indios naturales, en especial México, Texcoco y Tlaxcala” as
commissioned by Fray Martín de Valencia on 1533 and that Olmos finished on 1539. This book
is now lost. Could this be one of the sources of Muñoz Camargo’s historical account about the
“antigüedades índicas”? For more information on Andrés de Olmos see Hernández de LeónPortilla and León-Portilla.
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eclesiástica indiana (1571-1597) –that he recognizes as source for the Descripción56 –, but he as
well had access to printed materials that were required reading for the sixteenth-century
humanist: commentaries on the books of the Bible, patristic literature, moralized versions of
ancient Greek and Roman works of literature, mythographic manuals, ancient historiographical
works, treatises on painting and architecture, the works of Ptolemy and Johannes Sacrobosco’s
Tractatus de Sphaera, among others. Furthermore, it cannot be discarded the possibility that
Diego Muñoz Camargo attended in some capacity the Colegio de Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco
founded on 1536 in Mexico City –he was at the time of its foundation between seven or eight
years old – or that he had access to viceroy Antonio de Mendoza’s personal library.
Besides the humanistic preparation Muñoz Camargo had while growing up in Mexico
City, he was a cattle rancher –a business he inherited from his father57 – and made what seems an
occasional incursion into silver mining58. He was also an Indian and black slave owner and

56

“Aunque Fray Jerónimo de Mendieta habrá escrito largamente de las cosas sucedidas acerca de
la conversión de los naturales desta tierra, mas habremos de relatar algo dello...” (214v). Surely,
Muñoz Camargo read the mansucript of the Historia Eclesiástica Indiana.
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Muñoz Camargo explains how the town of Nopalucan –located just outside the limits of the
province of Tlaxcala to the southeast part –was a “town on its own” and was temporarily
“deposited” on Diego Muñoz “uno de los primeros pobladores de la ciudad de México y
conquistador desta Nueva España, que, por haber ido a la jornada de las Higüeras en compañía
de Hernando Cortés, había quedado sin repartimiento de indios. Y, por sus méritos, y por haber
quedado sin encomienda ni repartimiento, el Virrey don Antonio de Mendoza se lo depositó...”
(44v-45r). While being in charge of Nopalucan –located in the Atzompa Valley –the father of
Muñoz Camargo started a successful business of merino sheep farming, one of the first in New
Spain: “Comenzó a criar Diego Muñoz […] con dos ovejas burdas, y fue tanta su curiosidad, que
vino a tener, destas dos ovejas, más de 40 mil en diez años [...] Y, ansí, fue uno de los primeros
criadores de ganado que hubo en esta Nueva España [...] y uno de los que dieron principio de
fundar estancias y poblarlas de ganado, después de ganada esta tierra” (46v-47r). This town of
Nopalucan – it should be noted – is a Spanish town that presented a real threat to Tlaxcala's
territorial integrity as I discussed in the section Tlaxcala: A Shared History.
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While describing the mountain range called Matlalcueye, Muñoz Camargo refers to his
experience in silver mining: “[Dígolo] porque me he hallado, por parte de esta cordillera, en
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incurred in land speculation (Gibson, The Identity 202). In his adulthood, he moved to Tlaxcala
to establish his home and to be able to manage his properties and businesses located around the
same area, as he asserts in his introduction to the Descripción “ ...más de treinta y cinco años a
esta parte que ha que he residido en esta ciudad y su tierra” (2r). He married Leonor Vázquez, an
Indian noblewoman from the house of Ocotelulco sometime between the years of 1555 and 1571
with whom he fathered two children –Ysabel and Diego (Gibson, The Identity 200).
Besides marrying one of the most important women in Tlaxcala and having a series of
properties and businesses in the area, Muñoz Camargo had a close relationship with the
governing class of the city and province becoming by these attachments an influential figure. In
addition, Muñoz Camargo was a man proficient in both Spanish and Nahuatl and was from time
to time the official interpreter in legal disputes between common citizens in Tlaxcala. As the
influential man he was, he acted as witness in numerous contracts and received and accepted
“cartas de poder” in abundance from both Spanish and Indian citizens in Tlaxcala. His position
as nahuatlato and expert in all legal matters probably helped him secure the one-year rent of
Tlaxcala’s mesón or hotel intended for travelers passing through the city located in front of the
main plaza (Gibson, The Identity 201). Despite his prominence in Tlaxcala’s government, he
never had a political or administrative position because he was not a Tlaxcalteca nobleman.
However, on 1579 Muñoz Camargo wrote a chronicle of the arrival of the Bishop of Tlaxcala
titled El recebimiento que hizo la cibdad de Tlaxcala al Ilmo. y Rmo. señor Diego Romano del
consejo de su magestad fecho y ordenado por Diego Muñoz Camargo vezino de la dicha cibdad

algunos descubrimientos de minas, y en efecto las hay, porque yo he ensayado algunos metales y
les he sacado plata, aunque de poca ley” (31r).
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y dirigido al muy Ille. señor Antón García, canónigo della59. As Acuña argues, this work must
have revealed for the Tlaxcalateca cabildo Muñoz Camargo’s appreciation for the written word.
Soon, the Spanish alcalde mayor Alonso de Nava – most probably with the understading and/or
permision of the members of the cabildo of Tlaxcala – would entrust him with two important
responsibilities at the beginning of the 1580’s: first, to answer the Instrucción y memoria
received in Tlaxcala from the Council of the Indies and, second, the planning of a journey by a
Tlaxcalteca embassy to Madrid to visit Philip II on 1584 in which he would serve as official
interpreter of the ambassadors and would leave the manuscript of the Descripción directly onto
the king’s hands.
Muñoz Camargo worked in the production of Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica and the
preparation of the journey between the years of 1580 and 1584 before leaving for Madrid, taking
the still unfinished relación geográfica with him. On April 19th, 1584 the Tlaxcalteca embassy
began the journey to visit the king in order to make their demands, pose their proposals for the
future of the Indian province60, and deliver the Descripción. The Tlaxcalteca cabildo’s refusal to
send their relación geográfica to the Council of the Indies through the appropriate bureaucratic
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This manuscript is now lost. The existence of the manuscript is known through the work of
José Fernando Ramírez Adiciones a la Biblioteca de Beristain. In this work Ramírez describes
the manuscript as “escrita enteramente en letra del autor”, with a dedicatory, his signature, and
the location and date of Tlaxcala, September 7th, 1579 (Acuña, Descripción 21).
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The embassy presented concrete plans attuned to the need of reinforcing their dominion over
their territory. One of the proposals was a plan for new congregaciones that is explained in detail
in the text of the Descripción (56v-60v). As noticed by Martínez-Baracs, the plan detailed in the
Descripción is identical to a text written by Fray Jerónimo de Mendieta, who was one of the
most influential figures of Tlaxcala’s history around that period. It is not known who is the
original author of the plan, insofar as Muñoz Camargo was as influential as Mendieta in the
Tlaxcalteca cabildo. See Un gobierno 247.
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channels–as demanded by the last question of the Instrucción y memoria61–to instead directly
deposit it in the hands of the king himself is another emblematic example of the Descripción’s
singularity. Almost as significant were the demands made by the embassy. An important demand
was to ask for the restitution of Tlaxcala’s special status as conqueror nation deserving of spoils
of war–either land or wealth–and to argue for the tribute exemption bestowed to Tlaxcala by
Hernán Cortés circa 152062. The embassy was composed of the most important political figures
in the province: don Antonio de Guevara (Indian governor of Tlaxcala and author of the “Cuenta
verificada” included along with the calendrical wheels in the alphabetic text of the Descripción),
don Zacarías de Santiago, don Pedro de Torres, don Diego Téllez (Indian nobles from the
principal cabeceras or regional capitals), and Diego Muñoz Camargo. As interpreter for the
embassy, it was through him that the exchange of the Descripción from one hand to another took
the significance of an offering –that embodied the renovation of a contract between Spain and
Tlaxcala–, and through him that all the demands and plans were explained to the king. The task
of the interpreter was imperative in this moment–just as it was in the conquest of the Valley of
Mexico–to negotiate and give the force of contract to the words uttered from each side. Because
of this, Muñoz Camargo had ample opportunities to converse various times with the king himself
(Gibson, The Identity 203).
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“50. Y, hecha la dicha relación, la firmarán de sus nombres las personas que se hubieren
hallado [presentes] a hacerla, y sin dilación la enviarán, con esta instrucción, a la persona que se
la hubiere enviado”. The Instrucción also establishes that the author and respondents once
written the relación “les envíen [“a los gobernadores, corregidores o alcaldes mayores, a quien
los virreyes, audiencias y otras personas del gobierno enviaren estas instrucciones y memorias
impresas”] las relaciones que hicieren, juntamente con [las] memorias...”.
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In response to this demand, Tlaxcala only obtained a royal charter directed to the viceroy
enumerating Tlaxcala’s complaints and demands and asking for a detailed report on the matter. A
transcription of the document can be found in Tlaxcala: Textos de su historia, 304-305. The
original document is in Archivo General del Estado de Tlaxcala (AGET), Fondo Colonial, caja 5,
exp. 9, 1585.
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While representing the Tlaxcalteca ambassadors in court, Muñoz Camargo kept working
on the production of Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica, which he finished in Madrid. After Muñoz
Camargo finished witing the text of Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica, the latter was copied by a
scribe who signed the text with the letters B.P or P.B. This copy made by the scribe in Madrid –to
which copy Muñoz Camargo added the images of the pictographic text – is what we now know
as the Descripción. Finally, the Descripción was given to Philip II by the Tlaxcalteca embassy
and Muñoz Camargo in 1585. When Muñoz Camargo returned to New Spain in 1585 or 1586 he
took with him the original text of Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica, which is now known as
Historia de Tlaxcala63. The text that we now know as Historia de Tlaxcala was the object that
crossed the Atlantic Ocean and made the complete journey back to New Spain while the
Descripción was the final product of that journey –at least in the peninsular side of the Atlantic.
By having the Historia de Tlaxcala a context of production that extends beyond the context of
the Tlaxcalteca embassy’s journey to Madrid –which significantly changed the text and dissolved
its original/copy relationship with the Descripción –, it will not have a significant role in my
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Even though both texts have a common origin, the Descripción and the Historia are two
distinctly different texts. After arriving to New Spain until the time of his death, Muñoz Camargo
made substantial modifications to the Historia, from which it sprang a text of a different nature
than the Descripción. Furthermore, the Historia lacks the beginning of the text where the
description of the city of Tlaxcala is presented, the ruedas calendáricas, the transcription of fray
Francisco de las Navas’ Calendario índico de los indios del Mar Océano y de las partes de este
nuevo mundo, Antonio de Guevara’s “Cuenta verificada según antiguamente la usaban los indios
de la Nueva España de las Indias Occidentales”, and the pictographic text. The text of the
Historia has an interesting material history. The manuscript remained in the San Francisco el
Grande convent in Tlaxcala and was found later in Lorenzo Boturini’s collection. Later, it was
confiscated from Boturini and guarded in the Real y Pontificia Universidad de Mexico. During
Maximilian’s empire (1863-1867), the text was taken to France and is currently in the
Bibliothèque Nationale as Manuscrit Mexicain 210. Acuña explains the history of the
Descripción and the Historia’s manuscripts and their copies in his preliminary study to the 1981
facsimile edition of the Descripción (36-38). Furthermore, it is important to mention that the title
Historia de Tlaxcala was not given by the author of the text but by Alfredo Chavero, editor of
the first published edition in 1892.
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dissertation. That said, Historia de Tlaxcala poses its own questions to the researcher, which
merit a wholly different inquiry.
Sometime in the year of 158564 Muñoz Camargo requests a license to return to New
Spain along with his son Diego Muñoz whom he brought with him in his journey. Besides
wanting to return, Muñoz Camargo also requests permission to bring with him the following
things: “dos criados para su servicio”, “una dozena de e[s]padas con sus dagas”, “media dozena
de arcabuces”, “dos cotas de malla”, “dos dozenas de hastas de lancas con sus hierros” and
“media dozena de porselanas” (1r). He insists in the granting of these requests on the grounds
that he is a conquistador’s son: “Otrosí suplica a vuestra señoría que teniendo consideración a la
calidad de su persona y ser hijo de conquistador le haga mandar de le dar licencia” (1r). Besides
the porcelain, it looks like Muñoz Camargo was preparing to wage war or defend himself back
home judging by the list of weapons he wanted to bring with him. As a contrast, the Tlaxcalteca
ambassadors asked permission to take with them “las armas ordinarias dobladas para defensa de
sus personas y casas” that they were already wearing in the kingdom of Castile (it is not known if
they brought them from New Spain), and listed as returning cargo “bestidos y ropas y otras
cossas de los reynos” and “una dozena de libros misales y otra docena de brebiarios y diurnos
otra dozena” –all of the latter were materials for conversion65. All these objects were intimately
related with articulating nobility and keeping the proper appearance of noblemen in New Spain
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Archivo General de Indias, Indiferente, 2063, N. 119, 1587. The return request has however
the questionable date of 1587 on the top right corner of the first folio. Nevertheless, there is a
royal charter with the probable date of April 21st, 1585 that asks officials in the House of Trade
to authorize the return to New Spain of Diego Muñoz Camargo, his son, and a servant. AGI,
Indiferente, 1952, L.3, F.28v, 1585-04-21. Unfortunately, I have not been able to see this
document.
Interestingly, until now experts of Muñoz Camargo’s work have not refered to or
discussed the document cited above and those related with the peninsular part of the journey.
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AGI, Indiferente, 2062, n. 67, 1585.
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while also emphasize their pious character.
Gibson dates his return to New Spain no later than February 1586, when the Tlaxcalteca
cabildo appointed him “procurador” putting him in charge of the management of Tlaxcala’s
estate and of the representation of the province in any legal matters (The Identity 203). Later in
1588 the members of the cabildo honored Muñoz Camargo with a “donación de tierra” from the
communal lands of Tlaxcala near Huexotzingo (203); which was not really a donation but meant
that the cabildo made the concession of selling land to Muñoz Camargo that, as a mestizo, could
not do by law. As Tlaxcala’s “procurador” he was accused by one faction in the divided political
atmosphere of Tlaxcala of fraudulently collecting taxes and of mismanagement of the estate
during the last years of the 1580’s. Accusations that reached the king himself and prompted
investigations that generally lead nowhere66. Despite these accusations and the situation that
ensued, Muñoz Camargo was entrusted the responsibility of provisioning the movement of one
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Magnus Mörner and Gibson examine the accusations made against Diego Muñoz Camargo
from “indios principales y maceguales de la provincia de Tlaxcala” mentioned in a royal charter
addressed to viceroy Luis de Velasco the younger with the date of June 14th, 1589. From the
context of the segregation policies in place in New Spain, the historians describe the conflictive
political atmosphere in Tlaxcala between at least two factions during the last-half of the 1580’s,
one of which accused Muñoz Camargo “y sus hermanos y deudos, todos mestizos” of residing
illegally in the exclusively Tlaxcalteca city. He was also accused of other crimes –it seems some
of them entailed physical violence against Indians – not directly described by the charter in
addition to fraudulent tax collection. The charter also mentions that New Spain’s Audiencia –
after reviewing the case against Muñoz Camargo –made a judgment or “dio provisión para que el
alcalde mayor de la ciudad de Tlaxcala compeliese al dicho Diego Muñoz Camargo a que dentro
de tercero día se saliese con su gente y familia a vivir fuera de la dicha ciudad y su jurisdicción”
(567). Nothing was done in response to the Audiencia’s 1588 provision as well as in the case of
the 1589 royal charter. It was in the interest of viceroy Luis de Velasco the younger –as will be
discussed soon –that Muñoz Camargo remained in Tlaxcala because the latter would lead the
Tlaxcalteca colonization of the Gran Chichimeca, forced on the Tlaxcalteca cabildo by the same
viceroy. For more details of this controversy and its significance regarding segregation in New
Spain see Mörner and Gibson.
For a more detailed description of the charges levied against the Tlaxcalteca officials
allied with Muñoz Camargo –even though the latter is not mentioned –see Ana Díaz Serrano’s
chapter 9.2 “De valerosos guerreros a notables súbditos: el final de una aspiración”.
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hundred Tlaxcalteca families from the province to the Gran Chichimeca in 1591. These families
–by a forced agreement between viceroy Luis de Velasco the younger and the Tlaxcalteca
cabildo –went to colonize the Gran Chichimeca with the intention of helping in the pacification,
puesta en policía, and religious teaching of its “barbaric” and nomadic population. Muñoz
Camargo was declared “provehedor y repartidor de tierras”; as such, he chose the sites for the
founding of the towns of San Luis Potosí and Mezquitic, helped distribute the families, and
established the overall settlements of these towns (Gibson, The Identity 204)67. Two years after
serving as “provehedor y repartidor de tierras” in the Gran Chichimeca –and maybe as an award
for that particular service –viceroy Luis de Velasco the younger granted Muñoz Camargo in 1593
a piece of land for salt production at San Juan Ixtacmaxtitlan near the royal road from Veracruz
to Mexico City, and later he was granted a six-year monopoly in “the extraction, transport and
delivery of salt”68 (202).
During the last fifteenth years of his life, Muñoz Camargo would also work on the
writing of two different texts: the Tlaxcala’s relación geográfica he brought back from Spain –
now titled Historia de Tlaxcala –and what seems fundamentally a geographic description of
Tlaxcala entitled Suma y epíloga de toda la descripción de Tlaxcala69 (1588-1589). Both of these
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AGN. Indios, vol. 6, 1era parte, exp. 36, f. 9. 18 enero 1592, San Miguel de Mexquitic.
A 1592 entry documenting the confirmation by Muñoz Camargo and the “religiosos de la
orden de San Francisco” of the land distributed to “indios chichimecas y tlaxcaltecas” in
“Mexquitic” is extant but I have not seen the same for San Luis Potosí.
68

In the Descripción –finished on 1585 –Muñoz Camargo already expresses the desire to exploit
salt production in an specific area in the Atzompa Valley: “Participan estos llanos de muchos
salados y de aguas salobres, que es muy provechoso para los ganados, y puédase hacer sal muy
buena en abundancia, porque yo la he hecho y cuajado, teniendo en un tiempo estancias de
ovejas en este valle. Hice la experiencia, y es extremada la sal que allí se puede hacer” (45r-v).
69

The Suma y epíloga is a text written in Spanish included in a miscellaneous piece of three
volumes of manuscripts. The first two volumes contain works by Fernando Alva Ixtlilxóchitl and
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texts –like the Descripción – were produced in the process of answering the Instrucción y
memoria. The Suma y epíloga presents the bureaucratic aspect of the Tlaxcala’s relación
geográfica–as a mandate that was supposed to be fulfilled and sent according to specific
instructions–that was forgotten somewhat in both the Descripción and the Historia de Tlaxcala.
As Martínez-Baracs and Sempat-Assadourian propose, it seems that the Descripción was not
accepted as Tlaxcala’s official relación geográfica by the Council of the Indies and Muñoz
Camargo was asked to prepare another –that other relación would be the Suma y epíloga70. That
Muñoz Camargo was engrossed in the production of another text that had as main topic a
geographic description of Tlaxcala a few years later after finishing and delivering the
Descripción and returning from Spain, is indicative of the request for a proper relación
geográfica by either the Council of the Indies or New Spain’s authorities. However, it is not
entirely clear if Muñoz Camargo ever submitted the Suma y epíloga to the corresponding
authorities.
Diego Muñoz Camargo died sometime between the years of 1599 and 1600. Although he
never had a political position in the government of Tlaxcala, his son Diego Muñoz Camargo did
become a Tlaxcalteca official. He married Francisca Pimentel Maxixcatzin, the heiress of the
house of Ocotelulco. Through this marriage, Muñoz Camargo the younger became governor of
the Suma y epíloga. The third volume contains miscellaneous texts written in Nahuatl. See
Wayne Ruwet's study “Los manuscritos de la Bible Society: su historia, redescubrimiento y
contenido” in Muñoz Camargo Suma, 27-61.
Unfortunately, the text of the Suma y epíloga–that has 69 folios–is incomplete. Just like
the Historia de Tlaxcala, the text lacks its beginning and end. The first lines of the text allude to
a first part now missing and it seems to answer to an Instrucción y memoria but it is not clear if it
is the version sent to New Spain in 1577.
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“De ser las dos obra de Muñoz Camargo, como es nuestra hipótesis, la repetición del intento
respondería con toda probabilidad al fracaso de la primera [Descripción] en tanto relación
geográfica (puesto que no fue aceptada como tal)”. See Martínez Baracs and SempatAssadourian in Muñoz Camargo, Suma 16.
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Tlaxcala between the years of 1608 and 1614.
During his life, Muñoz Camargo had an important role in almost every aspect of
Tlaxcala’s public, economic, and social life. But as we have seen, he also was very influential in
the intellectual articulation of Tlaxcala’s political and symbolic discourses, which is made more
evident through his making of the Descripción, and the journey the Tlaxcalteca embassy made
from Tlaxcala to Madrid between the years 1584 to 1585. As discussed by Martínez-Baracs, the
Descripción is the text that agglutinates in a special form the contents of what the Historia and
the Suma y epíloga represent separately: a historical account and a geographic description,
respectively (8). It is through this critical agglutination of history and geography that the
Descripción takes its place among the sixteenth–century speculative and metric discourses
projected upon the real and potential riches, lands, and peoples of a New World. By articulating a
discourse that intermingles Tlaxcala's history of conquest and conversion with the clear present
and circumstancial anxiety of defending its territory while at the same time projecting a
discourse of warfare and political expansion, the Descripción inevitably makes use of
cosmographical and empirical methods for measuring and regulating space, territory, and
movement. A good place to star unraveling the singular relationship between historic and
geographic discourses in the Descripción –which serves itself as a symbolic “measuring” tool of
Tlaxcala’s role in the conquest of the New World – is the 1584-1585 journey to Madrid.
In the next section I will discuss the making of the manuscript taking into account this
journey to Madrid as one of the main practices of production adopted by a series of agents –
Muñoz Camargo, the Tlaxcalteca ambassadors, and tlacuiloque –and the role of a copyist –either
B.P. or P.B – in Philip II’s royal court71.
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Unfortunately, I have not been able to find information on the Descripción’s copyist. A call for
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Its Agents and a Timeline

In order to embark on the discussion of the Descripción’s agents of production, it is
necessary to begin first with the circumstances of production, that is: when and where – in the
Catholic Monarchy – was the Descripción produced? As I mentioned before, Diego Muñoz
Camargo left for Madrid on April 19th, 1584 with the unfinished text of Tlaxcala’s relación
geográfica. Once in Madrid, Muñoz Camargo had the opportunity and time to finish his relación,
have a scribe produce a copy of it to which he attached the images of the pictographic text, and
then give that copy –entitled Descripción – to Philip II in the middle of the year 1585 (Acuña,
Descripción 1981 12). The manuscript of the Descripción itself can offer further clues in the
unraveling of the timeline of its production and the role of its agents.
Diego Muñoz Camargo began to work on the relación in Tlaxcala most probably on
1580. Even though the manuscript does not provide a date to prove this assertion without a
doubt, the sheer monumentality of the Descripción, the variety of information, sources, and texts
included amount to years of work in which the author: most probably made an actual survey of
the province of Tlaxcala –which can be corroborated in the geopolitical description of the city
and province (folios 1r-64v) –; consulted written sources in New Spain –both alphabetic and
pictographic, European and Nahua (folios 64v-162r); and interviewed indigenous witnesses in
Tlaxcala and began organizing and writing the relación. At the beginning of the account about
the “antigüedades índicas”, Muñoz Camargo calculates how much time has passed since the
creation of the world and, in doing so, he says “y, ha que fue el nacimiento de nuestro Salvador,
1581 años” (65r) (Acuña, Descripción 1981 12). This suggests that Muñoz Camargo was writing

help to the Archivo General de Indias in Seville, Spain has gone unanswered for the moment.
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these lines during the year of 1581. However, these lines are hardly the beginning of the
“antigüedades índicas” account that extends across one hundred folios recto and verso. Muñoz
Camargo must have been engrossed in the research and writing of these pages and most probable
on the composition of some of the images integrating the pictographic text until he and the
Tlaxcalteca embassy left for Madrid in 1584. As can be inferred from his description of the main
public buildings of the city of Tlaxcala, the majority of the images included in the pictographic
text are based on murals adorning the interior of both the audiencia (court) and cabildo houses
(11v-12v). He seems to have made some of the images included in the pictographic text himself,
as he asserts in the introduction to the Descripción: “...hice principio a la obra, con el más claro
lenguaje que he podido, dibujando también en ella algunas cosas que me parecieron dignas de
saberse y poniendo en diversas partes algunos nombres propios en la lengua que los naturales
hablan” (1v). Even though studying the manuscript alone cannot prove without a doubt the
veracity of Muñoz Camargo’s assertion, as the bibliography on the Descripción has attested72, I
will argue on the following chapters that Muñoz Camargo is the author of the images that depict
the main places of Tlaxcala City (the main square and the monastery) and of some of the images
that reproduce the murals in the audiencia and cabildo houses as mentioned and described by the
author in his geopolitical description of the province. The way in which these particular set of
images work together with the text speaks of Muñoz Camargo’s direct involvement in their
production. However, the same cannot be said about the rest of the images in the pictographic
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In his “Estudio preliminar” to the Descripción’s 1981edition, Acuña suggests that Muñoz
Camargo is the author of all the images in the pictographic text by arguing that Muñoz
Camargo’s signature in the manuscript is identical to the Nahuatl glosses on top of the images,
which would point to Muñoz Camargo’s authorship of them. However, other historians have
argued otherwise. Martínez proposes that the images are the result of a collective effort (153)
while Brotherston and Gallegos present evidence that refute Acuña’s assertions (120-122).
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text.
While the process of production of the images –their authorship and place of production –
has not been determined yet, it can be argued with confidence that the alphabetic text or relación
was finished in Madrid, as another temporal marking in the Descripción can attest. In one of the
folios containing the text “Cuenta verificada según antiguamente la usaban los indios de la
Nueva España de las Indias Occidentales”, the author don Antonio de Guevara –Tlaxcala’s
Indian governor from 1583 to 1584 and member of the 1584 Tlaxcalteca embassy – criticizes the
current error of reducing the Nahua year by sixty-five days in order to make it agree with the
“Roman count”: “Todo este tiempo ha ido de yerro en estos 65 días, hasta este año de 1584”
(173r). A few folios later, Guevara provides a list of the Nahua months with their beginning dates
in the Roman calendar using the formula “comenzaba” but in the month Pachtzintli that begins
on October 28 the author says “comienza” (Acuña, Descripción 1981 12). This could be an
indication that either the author or scribe unconsciously changed the verb from the past
“comenzaba” to the present tense “comienza” as October 28 was approaching. The date of
October 1584 confirms then that either Antonio de Guevara was writing his “Cuenta verificada”
in Madrid or that the scribe was copying the manuscript of the Descripción at that moment. The
consideration of this last temporal marking brings special attention on Guevara as agent in the
composition of the Descripción, since Guevara’s text seems to be a response and critique of the
preceding calendrical text by fray Francisco de las Navas. The spatial placement of both
calendrical texts –de las Navas’ and Guevara’s –in the Descripción between the account about
the “antigüedades índicas” and the account of Cortés’ arrival and the subsequent wars of
conquest brings some questions about the composition of this specific part of the manuscript:
Who decided to place the calendrical texts dividing the prehispanic past from the newhispanic
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present, Muñoz Camargo or Guevara? Are these calendrical texts intended to be a rupture of the
time of the narrative or, on the other hand, an integration of the Mesoamerican and European
time-counting systems? How do they affect the overarching narrative of the alphabetic text? It is
very probable that the Tlaxcalteca ambassadors followed very closely the developments in the
composition of their relación geográfica and the contribution by Guevara proves his
involvement as an active agent in the production of the Descripción.
A significant detail related with the calendrical texts and wheels seems to point to the
identity of the scribe or copier in Philip II’s court –that is, B.P. or P.B. According to Wake, there
is an “error” in the framework of the “alphabetic day count in the calendrical section” that could
not be ignored by either the authors of the calendrical texts nor by an indigenous scribe and/or
nahuatlato (118). This detail brings the possibility that the scribe in Philip II’s court was either
“a peninsular Spaniard or criollo, but, more probably, a highly acculturated native or mestizo,
perhaps living and working at the Spanish Court and delegated to assist Camargo in Madrid in
the transcription of the clean copy of the Descripción” (119).
Another possible and crucial temporal marker can be found in the third section (178r234v) of the alphabetic text that follows the calendrical texts. As I said before, this section
narrates the arrival of Hernán Cortés on 1519, his alliance with Tlaxcala against MexicoTenochtitlan, the wars of conquest and the news in past and present New Spain. The writing of
this particular historical account that closes the alphabetic text could have begun in Tlaxcala but
it was most probably finished in Madrid. At the beginning of this historical account, Muñoz
Camargo refrains from discussing further the figure and identity of Malintzin or doña Marina
presenting the following reason: “En lo que toca del origen de Malintzin [...] no trataremos [...]
porque los que han escrito de las conquistas desta tierra habrán tratado largamente dello,
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especialmente Bernal Díaz del Castillo, autor muy antiguo, que hablará como testigo de vista
copiosamente, pues se halló en todo como uno de los primeros conquistadores de este nuevo
mundo, al cual me remito” (180v). A copy of the manuscript of Díaz del Castillo’s Historia
verdadera de la conquista de la Nueva España was sent from Guatemala to Spain on 1575 for
publication. The president of the Council of the Indies –Pedro de Villalobos – wrote a letter
acknowledging receipt of the manuscript on May 25, 1576 (Saenz de Santa María 1984, 27). As
the titles states, this work is a first-hand account by Díaz del Castillo of the conquest of New
Spain and adjacent areas, which the author finished writing almost fifty years after the events.
This work was written mainly as a response to Francisco López de Gómara Historia general de
las Indias (1552). In his work, Díaz del Castillo denounces openly López de Gómara’s
inaccuracies about the conquest of Mexico as product of the latter’s ignorance since he had never
been to new world and did not accompany Hernán Cortés in the wars of conquest. The copy that
Díaz de Castillo sent of the Historia to Madrid was not published until 1632. Díaz del Castillo
kept other copy of the Historia with him in Guatemala but there are no other known copies made
from this latter copy that could have been circulated across Guatemala or Mexico during the
sixteenth century73. It is very probable that Muñoz Camargo had the opportunity to consult the
manuscript in Madrid through the generosity of the manuscript custodian or owner. Something
that opens further the possibility that Muñoz Camargo had access for the first time to the
Historia in Madrid is that he often refers directly to the writings of Francisco López de Gómara
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Implicit in Carmelo Saenz de Santa María’s study of the material history of Díaz del
Castillo’s Historia, is the idea that the copy kept in Guatemala –called by experts Manuscrito
Guatemala –was somehow circulated in Guatemala and Mexico. However he does not offer
absolute proof of it: he refers to a Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo’s testimony in a 1579 petition
carried out by Díaz del Castillo’s son, Francisco, in which the first mentions having read the
Historia; Saenz de Santa María also presents as evidence of the circulation of the manuscript
Diego Muñoz Camargo’s mention of the Historia –the text I quoted above (1984 27).
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in the sections of the alphabetic text written in Tlaxcala but does not mentions Díaz del Castillo
at all. This a further indication that Muñoz Camargo consulted Díaz del Castillo’s work for the
first time while in Madrid.
In being the Descripción the product of a transoceanic journey from Tlaxcala to Madrid
in the way in which its making was not only in situ but also incorporated the agents movement
across an ocean and into a new land, culture, and metropolis, it is important to discuss how this
movement affected the production of the manuscript in terms of its sources and its overarching
narrative. Is it the Descripción a singular text among the corpus of the relaciones geográficas? In
terms of the agents’ transoceanic journey as a method of production of the manuscript, I think it
is. Now, it is indispensable to look at Muñoz Camargo’s sources to inquire further into the
Descripción’s singularity.

Its Sources

Most of the information about how the Descripción was produced can be found in the
manuscript itself. Like in the case of Zapotitlan, whose relación I discussed briefly in a previous
section, it is important to look at key aspects of the Descripción, like what kind of sources are
used and how. While in the case of Zapotitlan, the names and signatures of the author and the
scribe are included along with their sources –that is, the witnesses and the indigenous informants
– in the introduction to its relación along with a date and location as instructed by the Instrucción
y Memoria, the Descripción presents another type of introduction. It includes a hand-written
copy of the Instrucción y Memoria that ends with the signature of the scribe, either P.B or B.P.
(unnumbered folio) (Figure 9). The legal and bureaucratic heading is not included and the
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Figure 9: Scribe’s signature. “50. Y hecha la dicha relación, la firmarán de sus nombres las personas que se huvieren
hallado a hazella, y sin dilacion la embiaran con esta instruccion, a la persona que se la huviere embiado / PB [or
BP]. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript,
unnumbered folio, University Library, Glasgow.

legitimacy and authenticity native informants gave to some of the answers in the relación are not
explicitly recognized nor are a date and location. Instead, the Descripción has a double
introduction or heading: the first is humanist in nature and ends with Diego Muñoz Camargo’s
signature (1r-v) (Figure 10); the second has a more official style and refers directly to the
Instrucción y memoria (1v-2r).
The humanist introduction addresses the king –in this case, Philip II – and serves as a
dedicatory in which the Descripción is presented by a man “nacido en aquel nuevo orbe, y no tan
ejercitado cuanto era lícito para acometer tal empresa” (1r). That “undertaking” is answering the

Figure 10: Diego Muñoz Camargo’s signature. “Besa los Reales pies y manos de v[uesa] M[a]g[esta]d su humilde
vassallo y criado / Diego Muñoz Camargo”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 1v, University Library, Glasgow.

Instrucción y memoria. On the other hand, the second introduction begins the “relación y
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descripción” offering a brief account of how Muñoz Camargo was entrusted with the task of
being the author:
Dando principio a la relación que vuesa Majestad mandó se haga acerca de la
descripción desta tierra, conforme a la Instrucción que a esta ciudad de Taxcala
envió Don Martín Enríquez, Visorrey que fue desta Nueva España, a Alonso de
Nava, Alcalde Mayor della, el cual me cometió la hiciese con diligencia y cuidado
y que respondiese a los capítulos de la manera y orden expresados tocantes a esta
provincia...”74 (1v).
While the introductions have different purposes, they both use authorities that characterize or
describe the role of the Descripción and Muñoz Camargo’s as author. The humanist introduction
uses an indirect quote from Plato to refer to the author’s duty towards his “dulce patria y amigos”
and argue that the manuscript is the fulfillment of that duty; he also quotes Vegetius in order to
argue how his work can be considered “perfect and complete” under the king’s authority (1r)75.
In the second introduction, the two authorities mentioned by Muñoz Camargo are viceroy Martín
Enríquez and Tlaxcala’s alcalde mayor or governor Alonso de Navas but they are not witnesses
or authors; they both represent respectively New Spain and local provincial political power. In
this respect, these structures of power that appointed him to complete this task seemed to be for
Muñoz Camargo sufficient proof at that point in the text of his appropriateness as an author and
of the authenticity of the Descripción.
However, this does not mean that Muñoz Camargo did not have any sources –alphabetic,
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However, Muñoz Camargo does not follow the orders given by the Spanish Alonso de Nava
because his relación will have another order very different from the enumerated chapters or
questions.
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Plubius Flavius Vegetius was a Roman author who wrote De re militarii, a treatise on war
strategy and colonization between the fourth and fifth century A.D. Supposedly very influential
over the settlement practices during the first decades of colonization in the Indias Occidentales,
the treatise was very popular around Muñoz Camargo’s time. The author quotes from the
dedicatory of Vegetius’ treatise to an unidentified emperor.
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pictographic or oral –that helped him write his text. From the New Spain he used cantares,
codices, toponymic signs, and stories from the oral tradition; from the Spanish experience of
exploration and colonization, he resorted to chronicles by conquistadors, missionaries, and
Spanish functionaries (Hernández R. 30). Along the alphabetic text, Muñoz Camargo refers
either implicitly or explicitly to his sources that are of a varied nature. In his humanist
introduction the author uses Plato, Vegetius –both classical authors –and from the Old Testament
the books of Ezra and Nehemiah (1r-v). In the beginning of the text about the “antigüedades
índicas”, Muñoz Camargo uses patristic literature, specifically, the Alexandrian Bible, Beda’s
ecclesiastical history, and Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae (65r) to incorporate the prehispanic
world within the universalistic Christian narrative. In this same section of the “antigüedades
índicas”, he also uses the book of Matthew in an apology of the “discovery” of the New World
and the religious conversion of its peoples (67v-68v), and in order to prove the Jewish origin of
the Nahua people from the Valley of Mexico he resorts to the Old Testament again and uses the
books of Exodus and 1Kings (83r-v).
The Descripción also seems to have drawn crucial information and reference from the
Franciscan works produced in New Spain, specifically from Alonso de Molina’s Vocabulario en
lengua mexicana y castellana (1571) (3v; 4r; 113r) and Jerónimo de Mendieta’s Historia
eclesiástica indiana (1595/1596-1604) (214v-216r). As I mentioned before, Muñoz Camargo
states that he “knew and knows personally” fray Andrés de Olmos, Bernardino de Sahagún,
Jerónimo de Mendieta, and Toribio de Benavente Motolinía whose hand-written works he had
the opportunity to read (17v-18r). Besides the linguistic and historical and ethnographic works
by the Franciscan order, also from New Spain Muñoz Camargo consulted Francisco de Terrazas’
epic poem Nuevo mundo y conquista (12v) and Alonso de la Mota’s Floresta de virtudes (218r-
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v). The author also consulted López de Gómara’s Historia general de las Indias (1552) (49r; 70r)
in New Spain and Bernal Díaz del Castillo’s Historia verdadera de la conquista de la Nueva
España (1550-1568 [1632]).
Still, in addition to all these hand-written and printed works of historical and
ethnographic nature, Muñoz Camargo made use of informants and cantares76. He makes
reference at least three times to informants (35r; 70r; and 204r-v); one time, he mentions having
the testimony of the “naturales and viejos antiguos” as source for his narrative on the origin of
the Indians of the Valley of Mexico (70r-v), and in another reference, he mentions both
informants by name explaining that they are Tlaxcalteca warriors who took part in the conquest
of Mexico-Tenochtitlan (204r-v). Their names are Antonio Calmecahua –“que hoy en día vive,
que, según se afirma, es de edad de 130 años” – and Antonio Temaxahuitzin; the author records
their accounts about the feats of conquest, especially theirs and the ones done by Pedro de
Alvarado. Interestingly, in the case of the cantares –which he uses for various purposes along the
alphabetic text –the author insists in transcribing them at least partially in Spanish. In one
instance, two cantares are transcribed partially as examples of one of the ways the “naturales”
remember and record their history (55v-56r). In another, the partial transcription of a didactic
cantar serves the purpose of proving the nomadic character of the chichimecas (72v-73r). On yet
another instance, Muñoz Camargo transcribes partially a Tepanec cantar that he uses as source
for a brief history of the Tepanecs in the Valley of Mexico (78v). Moreover, the author bases his
narrative of the conquests in the Valley of Mexico by the Teochichimecas – the ascendants of the
76

In his edition of the Cantares mexicanos or Aztec songs, John Bierhorst argues that the
cantares were “revitalistic ghost-songs” mainly composed between 1550 and 1580 in New Spain
most probably by “men trained as professional singers before the arrival of Cortés” who
incorporated prehispanic elements in what was a new poetic genre proper to the post conquest
period. Muñoz Camargo specifically uses and quotes as sources Tepanec cantares. See Bierhorst
chapter 12.
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Tlaxcalteca – on an old account “lo cual dejó memorado Tequanitzin Chichimecatecuhtli [“muy
principal hombre de la cabecera de Quiyahuiztlan”] en unos cantares que compuso de las
hazañas de sus antepasados teochichimecas, primeros pobladores desta ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcalla” (114v).
About pictographic accounts or texts, Muñoz Camargo explicitly recognizes them two
times in the alphabetic text: during the description of the main buildings containing the murals
that serve as sources for some –if not all –of the images included in the pictographic text; and on
another occasion in the manuscript, when he refers to certain “carácteres y pinturas” by which
the author studied the Nahua calendar (65r). He does not recognize any other pictographic
source. However, it is important to address briefly the accepted assumption among some scholars
that the Descripción’s pictographic text has as main source the Lienzo de Tlaxcala (Martínez
1990: 153; Wake 102; Gillespie Saints, 48, 150, 169), a pictographic text supposedly produced
between the 1550’s and the 1560’s in Tlaxcala that contains different versions of eighty of the
156 images included in the Descripción. Even though on June 17th, 1552 the Tlaxcalteca cabildo
mentions in its discussions that a yaotlahcuiloli (a painting narrating Tlaxcala’s acts of war in
conquest after the “marquis arrived”) would be painted and/or written on “either on cloth or
paper” and sent to the emperor in Spain, there is no concrete evidence that the painting was ever
made or that the images we know as the Lienzo are, in actuality, a direct copy of this particular
yaotlahcuiloli (Solís 128, 324). In addition to the lack of evidence, the Lienzo in itself presents
fundamental methodological problems. The Lienzo is a text copied from a supposed sixteenthcentury original text at the end of the nineteenth century and commented by Alfredo Chavero.
Known way before the Descripción –which was found in the 1970’s –the Lienzo, as one of the
few substantial examples of the Tlaxcalteca School of painting, acquired and still has the status
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of an indigenous codex. More surprisingly, even though Acuña –the editor of the Descripción –
argued that the Lienzo was a late imperfect copy of the sixteenth-century manuscript of the
Descripción (Acuña Descripción, 1981 33), the general course followed by (art) historians has
been to give preminence to the Lienzo over the Descripción –that is, they argue that the latter’s
pictographic text is a copy or derivative of the former. On the contrary, for both historical and
methodological reasons, this dissertation follows Acuña’s assertion that the Lienzo, which is a
nineteenth-century copy of a pictographic text that did not have a clear date or period of
production, is a late copy of either the Descripción’s pictographic text or a related manuscript77.
The Lienzo will have a role in chapter four of this dissertation, but only when compared and
validated by the Descripción’s pictographic text.
Finally, in the last folios of the alphabetic text, Muñoz Camargo refers to yet another
source in his recounting of a series of earthquakes that happened in New Spain: one in the
“provincia de Ávalos que acaeció en el año de 1577” (233v) and another felt all around New
Spain on 1582 (234r). Although both earthquakes were catastrophic, Muñoz Camargo describes
the 1582 earthquake in Tlaxcala as a “juicio temerario”: “ ...fue tan recio este temblor de tierra, y
en tan poco tiempo que las campanas se tañían y bamboleaban de una parte a otra, que era un
juicio temerario” (234v). Given this and the apocalyptic description that follows in which the
bells “in every church and hermitage” in Tlaxcala fell to the ground, the detail of the hour when
it happened –“cuyo temblor acaeció a las cinco de la tarde, puntualmente a la llena de la luna,
según Chaves” (234v) – seems superfluous at first glance. However, this source is significant
77

In addition to the original edition of of the Lienzo published by Alfredo Chavero on 1892,
there are other essential more modern editions: Próspero Cahuantzi, Lienzo de Tlaxcala:
Manúscrito pictórico de mediados del siglo XVI, México, 1939. This edition contains a
“Descripción del Lienzo de Tlaxcala” originally written by N.F. Mazihcatzin in 1787; and
Josefina García Quintana and Carlos Martínez Marín, El Lienzo de Tlaxcala, México: Cartón y
Papel, 1983.
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within the Descripción’s articulation of geographic and measuring discourses, which source I
already mentioned in relation with other relación geográfica. This source Muñoz Camargo
mentions in these last lines of the relación is Jerónimo de Chaves’ Chronographía o Repertorio
de los tiempos (1548)78. I already presented this text in my discussion of the “Relación de
Xicalapa y Suchitepequez” written by the “viejo marino” Juan de Estrada. In his relación, Juan
de Estrada uses Chaves’ “reportorio” to make a comparative analysis of Xicalapa’s and Spain’s
tides taking in consideration the “seis horas que hay de diferencia de España a esta provincia,
segun lo dice Chaves en su Reportorio...” (32-33). In making clear Estrada that he knows the
calculated distance between Xicalapa and Spain as two points in the sphere of the world, he is
connecting his experience in Xicalapa to the universal world proposed by the geometry of the
sphere. In my opinion, Muñoz Camargo does the same for Tlaxcala. When he uses Chaves’
Repertorio to pinpoint the date, hour, and lunar phase when the massive 1582 earthquake striked
Tlaxcala he was, like Estrada, making a connection between the local and the global. However,
in the case of Tlaxcala, that connection cannot be unrelated or exist outside the province’s ties
and alliance with the Franciscan Order and its influence over the indigenous societies in New
Spain. It also cannot be considered outside of Tlaxcala’s self-representation as a conquering
nation in and of the New World.

4. The Measure of the New World: The Tlaxcalteca Itinerary of Conquest

From the beginning, both the alphabetic and pictographic texts of the Descripción assume
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Acuña asserted that the Chaves cited by Muñoz Camargo was Alonso de Chaves (1492-1586)
–the father of Jerónimo – who wrote the treatise Quatri partitu en cosmografía práctica y por
otro nombre Espejo de navegantes (1528-1538). However, there is no reference to this
earthquake –or any earthquake –in Espejo.
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the importance of measurements as the language through which mutual communication and
understanding are assured between the author and his intended reader. Through this “language”–
that, as any other, has a symbolic aspect–the description of the province and city will be carried
out and put in the global context of the Catholic Monarchy by the Tlaxcalteca nobility and Diego
Muñoz Camargo. As I will demonstrate in the following chapters, Muñoz Camargo was very
aware of the importance and significance of the historiographical and mapping projects of the
Council of the Indies and king Philip II. Under this awareness, the Descripción becomes the tool
through which Tlaxcala finds a place within those historical and cartographic projects. Both
coats of arms, Philip II’s and the unidentified coat of arms –that could be Juan López de
Velasco’s –could point to this instrumentality as together they recognize the political and
territorial presence of the king and the scientific and philosophical discourses and practices that
legitimate that presence. As two opposing points in a textual, geographic, and historical
trajectory, both coats of arms produce –in their symbolic value and position in the manuscript –
the two poles within which the discourses and practices portrayed in the manuscript will move:
politics and the legitimazing scientific and religious discourses. The first will be grounded in the
violent and itinerary movement of conquest while the other will rest on the idea of harmony
implied in the teological and scientific discourses of the sphere.
As a product of that awareness, Muñoz Camargo unfolds Tlaxcala’s own way to insert
itself in those projects by articulating a local political and symbolic project that rests on different
ideas of the landscape, measurement, and history. In the rest of this section, I will discuss two
examples –one from the alphabetic text and another from the pictographic text –that offer an
overall scheme of how conquest and measurements work together in Tlaxcala’s political
discourses –these connections between conquest and measurement will be developed in detail in
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the coming chapters.
The first introduction of the relación –that serves as a dedicatory to Philip II –works as
the locus from which the Descripción will be thought and organized in order to be presented to
the Hapsburg king. In this dedicatory and introduction, the author–inserting himself in the
humanist tradition –establishes a “direct” conversation between the king and himself as his
subject. In this conversation, the author promises to deliver –through his words – an important
part of the New World. Muñoz Camargo immediately recognizes the challenge of producing the
Descripción that he describes as a “neg[oci]o asaz arduo y que requiere noticia de filosofía, y
geometría y aritmética”. Even though it is implied that the author does not have this kind of
knowledge – to which he adds “la flaqueza de [su] bajo ingenio” and having been born “en aquel
nuevo orbe” as impediments in carrying out the task–, the fact that he mentions these discourses
of knowledge makes him aware of the scope and possible applications the information included
in the Descripción could have. It is in this awareness of the discourses of history –“philosophy”
–and measurement – “geometry and arithmetic”–that the relationship between the author and the
king is more firmly established when, as part of the dedicatory, Muñoz Camargo narrates the
story of “Art[a]jerjes, rey de los persas”. According to this version of the story, a rustic man
brought water “con gran amor y reverencia en sus p[ro]pias manos” to the king and the latter
“inclinando su real cabeza con gran benignidad y grandeza, la bebió”79(1r). In the act of offering
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Walter D. Mignolo argues somewhat correctly that the dedicatory replaces the legal and
bureaucratic heading or introduction that is required in the text of the Instrucción in order to turn
an impersonal mandate into a personal gift between the master and his vassal. However, Muñoz
Camargo recognizes the hierarchy implied in the distribution and mandate of the Instrucción y
Memoria: “Dando principio a la relación que vuesa Majestad mandó se haga acerca de la
descripción desta tierra, conforme a la Instrucción que a esta ciudad de Taxcala envió Don
Martín Enríquez, Visorrey que fue desta Nueva España, a Alonso de Nava, Alcalde Mayor della,
el cual me cometió la hiciese con diligencia y cuidado y respondiese a los capítulos de la manera
y orden en que vienen expresados tocantes a esta provincia” (1r).
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water to the conqueror king Artajerjes, the rustic man is certainly carrying out a ceremony of
contract through the transference of possession of water and land. Even though this story serves
as an analogy for the vassalage relationship between the author and Philip II in which the
offering of water serves as a metaphor for the transference of power –and the realization of a
contract–I propose that, in the case of the Descripción, this political metaphor works within or
depends of the discourses of scientific knowledge that Muñoz Camargo mentioned earlier in his
dedicatory. That is, a measured vision of water and land is, in fact, what is being offered in the
gift of the Descripción. Muñoz Camargo, in taking the place of the rustic man, underscores the
political relationship–between him, Tlaxcala, and the king–by proximity or presence, body
contact, and nourishment. When I mention proximity and body contact, I refer not only to the
analogy between the rustic man and Muñoz Camargo, Artajerjes and Philip II, but also to the
concrete proximity between Muñoz Camargo and the king between 1584 and 1585. As I said
before, Muñoz Camargo identifies himself as a man born “en aquel nuevo orbe”; “aquel” works
as a spatial marker that suggests that Muñoz Camargo wrote this dedicatory while in Madrid. It
is easy to imagine Muñoz Camargo reading his dedicatory to Philip II moments before placing
the Descripción in the latter’s hands. The Descripción, as the amount of water in the hands of the
“rustic”, has the connotation of nourishment that pretends to satisfy the king’s thirst for
knowledge of his ultramarine possessions –and with that, the ability to measure and describe
their dimensions –implicit in the questions of the Memoria.
However, the strong relationship of vassalage between the Hapsburg king and Muñoz
Camargo portrayed so elegantly and peacefully in the dedicatory was forged through the –often
violent –movement of conquest over the seas and landscape of the New World. The pictographic
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text constantly reinforces Tlaxcala’s vassalage relationship with the Hapsburg Crown by
describing the movement of conquest as an indivisible history of Tlaxcala and Spain as
conqueror nations. In the pictographic text, the reader can see the representation of the most
significant movements and itineraries in the Tlaxcalteca and Spanish history of conquest. Along
with Hernán Cortés, Francisco de Ibarra, Pedro de Alvarado, Nuño Beltrán de Guzmán, and
Francisco Vázquez de Coronado (cuadros 76-156) Tlaxcalteca warriors are represented defeating
the enemy against a peculiar topographical background that reproduces the place name of the
locality (See figures 11-14 for an example of Tlaxcala’s itinerary movement of conquest).
The final image of the pictographic text paints and narrates yet a last journey made by the
Tlaxcalteca to their “plus ultra” (Brotherston-Gallegos 135): the 1541 expedition led by

Figure 11: (Left) “Panco [Pánuco] / Conquista de Pánuco, que siempre los tlaxcaltecas fueron en ella”. In Diego
Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 276v, cuadro 77,
University Library, Glasgow. Figure 12: (Right) “Ayotochcuitlatlan / Conquista de Ayotochcuitlatlan y provincias de
Campeche y Tabasco, y, antes de pasar, de camino se fue conquistando la provincia de Totonacapan, Tonatiucpapan,
Tuzapan, y Papantla y Nautla y Achachalitla, provincias marítimas del norte”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo,
Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 277r, cuadro 78, University Library,
Glasgow.
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Figure 13: (Left) “La guerra de Chiametla llamada agora nueva biscaya governasion de Fran[cis]co de yvarra”. In
Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 285r, cuadro
94, University Library, Glasgow. Figure 14: (Right) “Atlpopocayan / Guerra de Atlpopocayan que es en los bolcanes
de Maçayan” (present Managua, Nicaragua). In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 307r, cuadro 139, University Library, Glasgow.

Francisco Vázquez de Coronado in search of the legendary seven cities of Cibola (Figure 15)80.
This itinerary looks to describe the movement of conquest as the one rooted in the agency of the
Tlaxcalteca as well as the Spaniards. Posing Tlaxcala as the main motor of conquest, it displays
in a very eloquent language a narrative that presents in detail the dimensions of the territories
conquered. The vast enumeration of conquered provinces –from which an itinerary map could be
produced –measures both territorially and symbolically the kingdom of New Spain and adjacent
provinces.
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Even though every text and pintura from the relaciones geográficas corpus is particular in its
artistic style, material used, and content covered, the quantity of images dedicated to the
minutiae of the history of conquest does not rival the drawings accompanying the text of the
Descripción. According to Donald Robertson, from the ninety-two pinturas known and/or extant
at the time his article was published only seven were dedicated to other themes besides the maps
of cities, ports, and islands asked for in the Instrucción y Memoria. See The Pinturas in Cline
Handbook.
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Figure 15: “Semo[...] qu[...]ra / tiguex çipolla / La entrada que hizo Francisco Vázquez Coronado a las siete
ciudades en tiempos de don Antonio de Mendoza, que en todo se hallaron los tlaxcaltecas en servicio de su Majestad
y Real corona de Ca[...]”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585,
manuscript, f. 317r, cuadro 156, University Library, Glasgow.
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While under the apparent humble figure of the rustic man, Muñoz Camargo presents the
Descripción to Philip II as a crucial primary material to help measure and map New Spain and
the New World (like Royal Cosmographer López de Velasco planned), embedded in it lies
Tlaxcala’s own geopolitical measuring tool: the visual narration of an itinerary of war and
conquest.
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Chapter Two:
From the “Boj” to Tlaxcala’s “Redondez”:
The Making of a Political Island

One of the main instances portraying the geographic nature of the Descripción can be
found in its first folios, in the manner in which the alphabetic text interacts with the Instrucción y
memoria questionnaire sent by the Council of the Indies. In the next section, I will discuss how
Muñoz Camargo answers, and fails to answer, the Instrucción y memoria and how his response is
deeply informed by the tension between the aforementioned questionnaire produced by the
Council of the Indies and Tlaxcala's political status as ciudad de indios81. This is essential
because Muñoz Camargo's compositional decision will inform the geographic discourses
articulated throughout the alphabetic text.

1. The “boj” as a Compositional Decision

After a dedicatory to the Hapsburg king Philip II, Muñoz Camargo asserts that he will
begin his description saying he will answer the eleventh question of the Instrucción y memoria.
As explained in chapter one of this dissertation, this questionnaire has fifty questions, the first
ten of which addresses pueblos or ciudades de españoles (Spanish cities or towns) only. The rest
of the questionnaire – with the exception of question eleven – addresses any kind of town, either
81

Nevertheless, I am not the first reader to notice this tension between the Instrucción y
Memoria and the Descripción. Walter D. Mignolo notices and discusses it in El mandato.
However, for him this tension lies more on the notions of “mandato” and “ofrenda” and how this
results in a hybrid text that is difficult to pinpoint under a genre classification. He also discusses
the corrective tone of Muñoz Camargo’s text, something I will refer to in my discussion about
Muñoz Camargo’s treatment of Tlaxcala’s ciudad de indios.
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pueblos or ciudades de españoles or pueblos de indios (Indian towns). Question eleven is then
intended for Indian towns, and asks only for the distance between them and their respective
governmental and religious centers: “En los pueblos de indios solamente se diga lo que distan del
pueblo en cuyo corregimiento o jurisdicción estuvieren, y del que fuere su cabecera de doctrina,
declarando las cabeceras que en la jurisdicción hubiere y los sujetos que cada cabecera tiene por
sus nombres” (Muñoz Camargo unnumbered folio). The ways that the inquiry is phrased
assumes that an Indian town is not or could not be its own governmental and religious center.
However, after asserting this, the author does not answer question eleven and answers question
ten instead, which was a question intended for Spanish cities and towns only82, one that asked
them to describe: “[...] el sitio y asiento donde los dichos pueblos estuvieren, si alto o bajo, o
llano; con la traza y designio, en pintura, de las calles y plazas y otros lugares señalados de
monasterios, comoquiera que se pueda rasguñar fácilmente en un papel, en que declare qué parte
del pueblo mira al mediodía o al norte” (Muñoz Camargo unnumbered folio). This question was
designed to produce a crystallized glimpse of the Spanish city in question that included the
topography of both the surrounding lands (“sitio y asiento”) and the interior urban space (“calles
y plazas y otros lugares señalados”) in both alphabetic and pictographic mediums. Both the
Descripción’s alphabetic and pictographic texts ultimately answer this question directed at
Spanish cities instead of the eleventh question, directed at Indian towns83. Muñoz Camargo’s

82

This was a matter of confusion since, in many pueblos de indios, the authors did not
understand the instructions and began their relación answering question one. However, in the
case of Muñoz Camargo, what I will discuss is that although he understood the instructions – and
made that perfectly clear in his text –, he still chose not to follow them.
83

In the pictographic text are included three bird-eye view images to answer question ten of the
questionnaire: Xicotencatl’s houses (of primary historical importance since Hernán Cortés was
received at this location when he arrived for the first time in Tlaxcala and was where the first
Christian cross in Tlaxcala was erected); the zócalo or central plaza with its fountain, pillory, and
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answer in the alphabetic text begins thusly:
Del asiento y descripción desta insigne y muy leal ciudad de Tlaxcala, diremos
que está fundada en lugar muy fuerte, y es ciudad metropolitana de toda su
provincia, que contiene cincuenta leguas de boj, dos más o menos, y éstas en
torno, de tierra doblada, y llanos y collados de diferentes temples y
disposiciones... (1v)
He stresses the fact that Tlaxcala, even though it is indigenous, is the capital and matrix of the
whole province. The adjective “metropolitan” also means in the case of Tlaxcala that this ciudad
de indios was a “cabecera de doctrina” or the seat of the Bishopric of Tlaxcala as it actually was
before it was moved to Puebla de los Ángeles84. Tlaxcala was conferred the title of “Leal
ciudad” along with a coat of arms by royal charter on April 22nd, 1535 (Figure 16). This
significant event in Tlaxcala’s colonial history happened during or soon after the second embassy
to Spain in 1534. The coat of arms was later exhibited in the streets of Tlaxcala city during the
Corpus Christi celebration in 1539 described by Fray Toribio de Benavente Motolinía in Historia
de los indios de la Nueva España. The years 1538 and 1539 were also of political importance
because it was then when the first Tlaxcalteca cabildo was created and the altepetlalli or lands of
the altepetl were established (Martínez-Baracs, Un gobierno 163). It was by request of the Indian
governor at that time don Diego Maxixcatzin –Hernán Cortés’ most important ally according to
main administrative buildings; and, finally, the Monasterio de San Francisco (which had –and
still has –a large patio where the mass was performed. This patio is one of the earliest examples
of capilla abierta in New Spain). Both the order and pictorial composition of the city’s and
monastery’s images will be discussed in chapter three of this dissertation.
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After two years the seat was moved to Puebla de los Ángeles, a ciudad de españoles, between
the years of 1539-1543. See Gibson Tlaxcala 54-61 and Martínez-Baracs Un gobierno 127-133
for a discussion of the complex situation of this move and how the turf war between mendicant
orders over the space of Tlaxcala’s ciudad de indios became a central factor for the move.
Sebastián de Covarrubias's Tesoro de la lengua castellana defines “metropoli” as “ciudad
principal, de la qual han salido muchas poblaciones circumvecinas dependientes della, de metra,
que es matrix, y polis, ciuitas, quasi matrix ciuitas. Usamos deste termino en las Iglesias
Catedrales Arçobispales...” (Parte segvnda 109v).
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Figure 16: Image of the royal charter issued by Charles V conferring Tlaxcala a coat of arms –featured at the center
of the image – and the title of “Leal ciudad”. April 22, 1535. In Josefina García Quintana (ed.), El Lienzo de
Tlaxcala, manuscript, 34.
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main Tlaxcalteca colonial historical narratives –that the title of “Leal ciudad” was conferred.
Maxixcatzin’s request asked specifically for a coat of arms, which according to the royal charter
would have to be “según de como las tienen las otras ciudades y villas de las nuestras [...] con
título de lealtad, pues aquella provincia la había tenido ante esta Corona Real” (Sempat
Assadourian and Martínez-Baracs, Tlaxcala 253-254). This first royal charter will be followed
by two more in 1563 and 1585 that will reinforce the role of Tlaxcala in the history of conquest
as a ciudad de indios. Opening Muñoz Camargo’s answer we can find these two last titles –
conferred by these charters – by which Tlaxcala becomes an “insigne” and “muy noble y muy
leal ciudad”. These titles are pivotal to understand Tlaxcala’s positioning within viceregal and
crown’s spheres of power and influence because it was through them that Tlaxcala went from
being a pueblo de indios to become a ciudad–a title conferred normally only to principal Spanish
settlements –in the same terms as Mexico or Puebla de los Ángeles. Honorific titles and political
jurisdiction were then pivotal in Tlaxcala’s self-representation as an Indian conqueror city and
province both in the context of New Spain and the overarching Hapsburg Empire; and Muñoz
Camargo’s initial description of the city immediately remembers the reader of both its political
and ecclesiastic jurisdictions. Moreover, Muñoz Camargo is engaging directly the tension
between the Instrucción y memoria's terminology and Tlaxcala's political nature by correcting
the language and presuppositions made by the Council of the Indies.
But in addition, Muñoz Camargo also provides additional information that was not
required by question ten; by using the peculiar term “boj”, he provides the measure of the
province’s circumference by asserting that the province “contains fifty leagues of boj, more or
less”. The boj was a measuring convention inherent to exploratory endeavors, used originally to
describe the circumference of an island or any other body of land entirely surrounded by water
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by circling and measuring it. In the sixteenth-century crónicas de Indias the term was adapted to
describe and measure especially impressive, circular topographical features of the landscape of
the Indies that were not islands, mainly lakes and mountains85. However, Muñoz Camargo’s use
is the only example I have ever seen of the measuring convention of the boj being used to
demarcate a political entity. Question forty-seven of the Instrucción y memoria that was intended
for coastal towns, however, reverts to or reinforces the boj’s original application when it refers to
this measuring practice for the description of islands: “Los nombres de las islas pertenecientes a
la costa y por qué se llaman así; la forma y figura dellas, en pintura si pudiere ser, y el largo y el
ancho y lo que bojan...” The question is: Why does Muñoz Camargo provide Tlaxcala province’s
perimeter using this circular measurement convention? As a spatial and territorial concept of
totality the boj reinforces the notion of a clearly ontologically demarcated territory that is
different from the outer or surrounding space. Considering Tlaxcala’s history as conqueror nation
allied with Spain and the subsequent congregation process it went through in which Tlaxcala
obtained the title of capital city of a province and acquired clearly designated if not perfectly
demarcated lands, the boj functions as a powerful rhetorical tool for defending the integrity of a
85

It is worth noting that Muñoz Camargo only uses the boj twice in his alphabetic text: one of
them is to represent the political entity of Tlaxcala and the second to describe a big mountain that
was hold sacred by the Tlaxcalteca. While describing the topography and temperament of the
province of Tlaxcala, Muñoz Camargo comes upon Matlalcueye: “Impórtanos tratar de la sierra
que llaman Matlalcueye, que quiere decir ‘la sierra de las faldas azules’, que, para más claridad
nuestra, se llama la Sierra de Tlaxcala […] Tendrá esta sierra, de boj y redondez, dieciocho
leguas de monte, una más o menos” (32v-33r). Arguing that Matlalcueye is a “sierra grande de
maravillosa disposición”, the author makes an encomium of the mountain using the boj to
emphasize its perfection, circularity, and uniqueness: “Y, estando desviados della, [parece] una
piña de color azul, a nuestra vista de maravilloso parecer, tan bien compuesta y perfeccionada, y
tan pareja, que naturaleza fabrica, en este mogote, un capitel tan perfecto, cuanto humano
entendimiento puede imaginar” (32v-33r)
For some meaningful examples of the use of the boj in the Crónicas de Indias see Columbus
Diario 121, 226 (description and measurement of islands); Benavente Motolinía Historia 4, 448
(description and measurement of the Lake of México and circling movement around the Lake of
México); and Acosta Historia 167-168 (encomium and perimeter of the Cerro del Potosí).
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political entity and its difference from others; that is, it seems to transform the province of
Tlaxcala into a kind of political island. The 1584 transatlantic embassy sent by Tlaxcala to visit
Philip II looked to defend its status in the New World by making itself out to be a closed entity.
Moreover, by using the boj, Muñoz Camargo is dramatically breaking with the numerical order
established by the questionnaire; that is, Muñoz Camargo makes a compositional decision in
which the boj –with both its circular spatial and insular political connotations –displaces the
numerical order of the Instruccion y memoria as the organizing principle of the geographic
description86.

2. The Cenecehuilli and the “Mapping” of Tlaxcala

It is in the nature of the boj as an itinerary practice of measurement that the reader can see
the intermingling of landscape and narrative and, by implication, the articulation of a geographic
discourse in the Descripción. For Muñoz Camargo not only uses the boj to enclose the province
of Tlaxcala but, in addition, recognizes that this particular practice of measurement makes use of
a unit of measurement –namely, the legua or league – to measure the landscape. Immediately
86

That Tlaxcala as an Indian city and province could not be classified in any category of
administrative units used in the Instrucción y memoria is reflected in the manner in which
Muñoz Camargo does not follow the order imposed by the aforementioned text. Instead of
understanding it as purely a question of how the author “took liberties” composing the relación
as discussed by Verlinden (45-50) – or as type of resistance by the humanist author to vice regal
bureaucracy –as discussed by Walter D. Mignolo (463-474) – I see the “reorganization” as
something inevitable because of the particularity of the city and province’s outstandingly hybrid
political institutions. Martínez Baracs presents a more technical description of this particularity
in her introduction to the only edition of the manuscript Suma y Epíloga de toda la descripción
de Tlaxcala (1588-1589) presumably written also by Muñoz Camargo: “Tlaxcala era un caso
diferente, pues era un ‘pueblo de indios’ (en contraposición con una villa de españoles) pero
tenía una ciudad cuya categoría administrativa era ya no de alcaldía mayor, sino de gobernación”
(14). A town that was not a capital had as main corpus of governance an “alcaldía mayor”.
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after asserting that the province has “fifty leagues of boj”, the author sees the necessity to define
what is a league in order to – like he insists to the reader – “nos demos a entender”: “Y, porque
hemos de tratar de las leguas, para la distancia que hay de unos pueblos a otros, y de los
términos, será bien que, ante todas cosas, digamos qué modo de leguas serán de las que habemos
de tratar…”(2r). At this moment in his description, Muñoz Camargo addresses question seven of
the Instrucción y memoria that asks the author of the relación to describe “las leguas que distare
cada ciudad o pueblo de españoles de las otras con quien partiere términos, declarando [...] si las
leguas son grandes o pequeñas, y por tierra llana o doblada...”87 (3). He answers the question by
declaring what type of league is used in New Spain:
En esta relación hase de considerar que, como los españoles son los que han
tratado de leguas en esta tierra, hanse tasado a poco más o menos, que serán de a
tres mil pasos cada legua, de cinco tercias cada paso (del paso que dicen de
Tolomeo). Y de esta suerte se han marcado todas las leguas desta tierra, según que
las marcaron los primeros españoles que a esta tierra vinieron, y ansí se han
quedado hasta hoy […] Y destas leguas usaremos en toda esta descripción (2r).
He further assures the reader of the validity of this assertion by adding that he has confirmed it
by measuring himself the leagues marked on the landscape (2r). However, he volunteers another
piece of information about itinerary measuring practices that was not inquired into by the
questionnaire:
...antes de pasar adelante, es bien saber cómo los naturales no sabían esta
cuenta de leguas; porque se regían en dos maneras para saber la distancia de
unos lugares a otros, en esta forma: hay, de aquí a tal lugar, tres descansos,
que un descanso es una legua que llaman los naturales cenecehuilli, que son
“descansos”. Ansí mismo, tienen por una legua una corrida que llaman cen
netlaloli, que quiere decir “una corrida”, que es lo propio que una legua... (2r)
As I said before, the Instrucción y memoria does not ask information about indigenous itinerary

87

As can be noted, question seven is intended to be answered by Spanish towns or cities and
Tlaxcala was a city but with an Indian cabildo or towncouncil.
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measurements, most probably because it was something its redactors at the Council of the Indies
did not judge necessary. As Barbara E. Mundy asserts, the Council of the Indies and royal
cosmographer López de Velasco expected relaciones or answers written by Spanish and Creole
government functionaries that subscribed to accurate cosmographic ideas like cartography and
chorography to compose the maps of inland cities (question 10 of the “Instrucción y memoria) or
coastal cities (question 42) and/or islands (question 47) (29-32). While cartography enveloped
the world under the abstract and geometrical space of the sphere, chorography was achieved
ideally by following the rules of perspective. However, those were not the kind of maps or city
views that López de Velasco received–in general terms– in the responses to the questionnaire
coming from New Spain88. I bring the example of the relaciones geográficas maps because a
parallel phenomenon occurs in the presence of the cenecehuilli and cen netlalolli in Muñoz
Camargo's discussion of leagues. Although itinerary measurements like the league generally
function in another realm – outside of the “accuracy” of cartography and chorography – where
their validation rests on the measured movement of the traveler over a given territory, the
inclusion of Nahua itinerary leagues is another example of the lack of correspondence between
López de Velasco's and Muñoz Camargo's understanding of how the landscape is organized and
measured in New Spain. That is, for Muñoz Camargo – a mestizo or “hombre nacido en aquel
nuevo orbe” (1r), as he calls himself –the concept of leagues or itinerary measurements in
general was not only rooted in European ways of measuring but also on Nahua itinerary practices
and discourses of measurement. It seems the practicality– maybe urgency –of describing the
88

Mundy discusses this lack of correspondence between López de Velasco and Spanish and
Creole functionaries in New Spain in the chapter “Colonial Spanish Officials and the Response
to the Relación Geográfica Questionnaire” (29-59). In this chapter, Mundy discusses examples
from the corpus of relaciones geográficas maps produced by Spanish or Creole officials to argue
that these officials had diverse understandings of the nature and production of maps that were not
rooted in European cartography or chorography.
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cenecehuilli and cen netlaloli surpassed any problem posed by the misunderstanding between
long or short leagues when producing an itinerary description of Tlaxcala’s distances and
perimeter. In his explanation of these indigenous itinerary measurements, Muñoz Camargo
refers to them as something that existed in the pre-Hispanic past (“se regían”) and has no room in
present New Spain. Still, in the same explanation Muñoz Camargo brings the cenecehuilli and
cen netlatoli back to the present when he says that the "naturales" "llaman" and "tienen"– that is,
understand –these measurements as a “legua”. That is, he presents a direct and unproblematic
equivalency between these Nahua measurements and the legua. In his Vocabulario en Lengua
Castellana y Mexicana y Mexicana y Castellana (1571) – one of the main sources on sixteenthcentury Nahuatl –Alonso de Molina presents a similar translation of these Nahua terms as he
defines both of them as almost invariably a league: “Legua. cen netlalolli. cen neceuilli” (CM
77r); and “Cenneceuilli.una legua”, “Cennetlaloliztli. una carrera, o una legua,
Cennetlalolli.idem” (MC 17r)89. From these similarities in the translation of value between
different measurement systems in both the Vocabulario and the Descripción (1580-1585), it is
my assumption that Muñoz Camargo used this dictionary as reference for his discussion of the
cenecehuilli and the cen netlalolli.
Muñoz Camargo's coming and going from the present to the past and back leaves the
reader unsure as to what exactly is the importance of these itinerary Nahua measurements in the
Descripción but, nonetheless, it makes it clear that these measuring practices and language still
have a role in the way in which the Tlaxcalteca make sense of the landscape. This puts into
89

In a literal sense these terms can be translated as “one-I-rest” and “one-I-run”, respectively.
However, little is know about the context in which these itinerary measurements were used. For
hypothesis on how these measurements worked see Daniel G. Brinton (1885) who discusses the
cenecehuilli in the context of the market using Fray Diego Durán’s Historia de las Indias de la
Nueva España y Islas de Tierra Firme; and Víctor M. Castillo Farreras (1972) who provides
examples of these measurements taken from historical sources.
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question the feasibility of what must have been an obvious problem for the Spanish authorities in
New Spain: the imposition of a system of measurement over an already thought-out, measured,
and mapped territory. Muñoz Camargo further puts into question the governing nature of the
Spanish league when, at the end of the cenecehuilli and cen netlaloli discussion, he asserts:
“Hanos sido conveniente hacer esta relación de leguas al principio [of the Descripción], para que
adelante se entienda de las leguas que se trataren por tierra…” (2v). The author betrays the
necessity of discarding from consideration a Nahua or maybe even mestizo itinerary
measurement in the description of the city and province.
Notwithstanding Muñoz Camargo’s rejection of the cenecehuilli and cen netlalolli as
potential units of measurement in his itinerary movement over and around the province, his back
and forth between Spanish and Tlaxcalteca ways of measuring the landscape speaks of the
impossibility of pinpointing when one ends and the other begins at the end of the sixteenth
century in New Spain. Despite the definition that Muñoz Camargo provides of the Spanish
league, the unproblematic equivalency he establishes between it and the Tlaxcalteca “league”
complicates the meaning of his movements over the landscape of Tlaxcala: Is he using Spanish
or Nahua leagues or a fusion or overlapping of both? This question becomes increasingly
meaningful when the author, at the end of his geographic description of Tlaxcala, brings the
measuring practice of the boj to bear when he moves around the borders of the province tracing a
perfect and measured circle.

3. Tlaxcala’s “redondez”: A Case of Colonial Innovation

Once Muñoz Camargo finishes describing the province –the main places of the city and
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its subject towns with their respective distances – he declares the next step is to encircle the
province and mark its limits in relation to the neighboring cities and provinces:
Habiendo dado razón de la policía cristiana, conviene dar fin a nuestra
descripción. Réstanos por declarar y decir de las provincias comarcanas
que están en torno desta. Y ansí, comenzaremos por la Ciudad de los Ángeles
[…] Y de la Ciudad de los Ángeles, dos leguas adelante, está la ciudad de
Cholllulan […] y, de la ciudad de Chololan, dos leguas adelante, ansí mismo al
poniente está la provincia y ciudad de Huexotzinco […] Desta provincia de
Huexotzinco se va […] hasta confinar con […] la provincia y reino de Tetzcuco;
que siempre se van rodeando y haciendo un círculo redondo hasta llegar a la
parte del norte.
This movement along the boundaries of Tlaxcala goes on clock-wise as he provides itinerary
measurements from Puebla de los Ángeles in the South to Cholula in the West to Texcoco in the
North, emphasizing the circularity of the route. As the author says, he goes along “…always […]
circling and making a round circle…”, to Castilblanco –also in the North – to Nopalucan to the
East and back to Puebla de los Ángeles in the South, where the author reminds the reader is
“from where we began to make this circumference” (61r-64r). By encircling the province in an
itinerary way, the author is establishing and identifying Tlaxcala’s boundaries with surrounding
provinces (Figure 17).
After narratively mapping Tlaxcala in the form of a circle, Muñoz Camargo immediately
adds “…para que mejos nos demos a entender, va rasguñado por pinturas y dibujos” (64v). This
direct reference to the pictographic text right as he finishes Tlaxcala’s description, indicates two
things: first, the author explicitly wants the reader to read both the alphabetic and pictographic
texts in tandem, that is, he suggests that one has to be read in conjunction with the other in order
to better understand what the author is conveying. I will return to this point in the next section.
Second, and more intriguingly, given that the term “pinturas” was also used in the sixteenth
century to refer to maps, could Muñoz Carmargo’s use here of the term “pinturas” be referring to
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Figure 17: Scheme of Diego Muñoz Camargo’s itinerary movement around the province, which emphasizes the
author’s idea of Tlaxcala as a perfect and measured circle. J. Amaral.

a map of the province of Tlaxcala that is now lost, and that once worked in tandem with Muñoz
Camargo’s circular description of the province in the alphabetic text? Although that question
cannot be answered because no map has ever been found, interesting extrapolations can be made
from this, as there are maps in the relaciones geográficas corpus made by Indian90 painters that
follow a circular projection similar to the one used by Muñoz Camargo in the alphabetic text of
the Descripción. For example, the famous map from the Mixtec province of Teozacoalco in

90

By “Indian” I mean local painters. The term Indian or “indio” in the late sixteenth century in
New Spain did not mean necessarily racial purity, instead it was a term that, at least in the case of
Tlaxcala, was used to express belonging to a group. In the 1580’s Tlaxcalteca noblemen –many
of which could have been categorized as mestizo for its racial make-up –called themselves
“indios” to distance themselves from Spaniards and other mestizos in Tlaxcala society that had
pretensions to political power but did not belong to noble lineages.
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Oaxaca produced in 1580 as a response to question ten of the Instrucción y memoria, depicts the
province as a perfect sphere that contains the capital city with its subject towns and lands while
at the same time pinpoints Teozacoalco’s territorial limits by marking them with the place signs
or toponymic representations of surrounding towns (Figure 18). Characteristic of Nahua
cartographic conventions in Teozacoalco’s map is, as Barbara Mundy argues, the definition of a
“territory by an enclosure of logographic place-names representing boundaries” (The Mapping

Figure 18: Map of Teozacoalco. In Relación geográfica de Teozacoalco y Amoltepec, January 9-21, 1580,
manuscript, Nettie Lee Benson Latin American Collection, University of Texas at Austin.

112). This circular “communicentric projection”, as Barbara Mundy calls it, is more rhetorical
than geometrical and intends to portray the province as a coherent, unified, and whole
community (112). In order to argue for the Nahua “humanistic” or “subjective” nature of this
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communicentric projection, interestingly, Mundy appeals to Muñoz Camargo’s definition of the
cenecehuilli as a practice of measurement in which the itinerary movement of the human body
from one point to another governs the spatial politics of the landscape. That is, for Mundy Nahua
cartography relies on humanistic abstractions of the landscape –instead of geometrical accuracy
–to articulate geopolitical symbols. However, it is important to remember how the Teozacoalco
map’s communicentric projection was traced over the piece of paper as it seems that the local
painter used a compass –a European instrument – to draw the perfect circular form of the
province. Judging by the bird-eye view perspective of the image, the painter was thinking in
abstract terms about the province and did not use the observation of the landscape as inspiration
or way of organizing the map. By using the compass, the painter was projecting onto a piece of
paper a European spatial concept of accuracy to which were attached a multiplicity of meanings;
the most ubiquitous of them being the theological and scientific Copernican representation of the
world as a perfect circle with Earth at its center and the circular map of the sacred city of
Jerusalem91. Undoubtedly, the painter of the Teozacoalco map knew about these cultural and
symbolic references and by overlapping the perfect circularity of the compass with Nahua
cartographic conventions –like the enclosure of a territory with place-signs –he conveyed not
only the idea of a sense of perfect community but also its Christian conversion and belonging
into what we now call western culture. By using the conceptual and material tools available to
him, the painter, just like Muñoz Camargo as I will explain soon, used diverse tools, languages,
and forms of representation to create a map of the province that not only conveyed its wholeness
91

Alessandra Russo brings to consideration the importance of this map in the context of
sixteenth-century New Spain, which was considered at that moment a “New Jerusalem”. Russo
discusses examples of both Nahua and European circular conceptions of the world and how they
could influence Indian mapmakers in their re-semantization of the landscape of post-conquest
México, and their creation of new pictorial strategies that fused together a heterogeneity of tools,
symbols, and conventions. See Russo El realismo circular Chapter “Tierras”.
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but, presently, speaks of the complex creative processes and dynamics through which humanist
painters and writers in New Spain placed themselves and their creations both in local and
broader cultural, religious, and political terms.
Even though a similar operation takes place in the Descripción to represent and “map”
the province, the way in which it occurs is particular and unique to the manuscript. Muñoz
Camargo’s communicentric projection is not articulated graphically on a piece of paper but
instead relies on the overlapping of the diachronic movement of the alphabetic text with the
movement of the author over the landscape of Tlaxcala92. Text and landscape become intertwined
through the author’s words and walking pace to create a perfect circular projection and
“mapping” of the province of Tlaxcala that does not resemble what was the form of the
province’s actual borders (Figures 19 and 20).
Even though an actual map of the province does not accompany the Descripción, there
are other “pinturas” in the manuscript that the reader can consult to better understand what the
author is trying to convey, and the author expressly invites the reader to do so. By following the
author’s invitation to admire the images, the reader sees the complex dynamics between text and
image unfold. As I will discuss in the next section, Muñoz Camargo’s walking over the
landscape of Tlaxcala establishes pivotal connections between the alphabetic and the
pictographic texts –and between landscape and history. As seen in the Teozacoalco map, Muñoz
Camargo will make use of diverse tools and methods of representation to speak of Tlaxcala’s
nature as a Christian Indian city and province that depicts its colonial beginnings in the marking
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Ricardo Padrón argues for another definition of space beyond cosmography’s “optical regime”
that makes possible the understanding of the spatiality of narrative as a map: “When ‘space’ is
understood not as a surface but as a distance, the opposition between spatiality and temporality
[…] begins to dissolve. The itinerary interweaves time and topography as two kinds of intervals:
‘space’ becomes inseparable from the action of moving through it. It is at once discourse and
course” (The Spacious Word 97).
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Figure 19: (Left) “Mapping” of Tlaxcala by Diego Muñoz Camargo in the alphabetic text. J. Amaral. Figure 20:
(Right) An approximate rendition of Tlaxcala’s limits in the sixteenth century. In Charles Gibson, Tlaxcala in the
Sixteenth Century, 1954, print, 59.

and crossing of a boundary.

4. Intersecting Image and Text: Tlaxcala’s Communicentric Projection

Muñoz Camargo’s instructions to the reader to look at the “pinturas y dibujos” after
circling the province play an important role because they are an additional component that
emphasizes the singularity of Tlaxcala’s communicentric projection. It is through these
instructions that the alphabetic narrative of Diego Muñoz Camargo and the pictorial
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representation in the Descripción intersect, and together articulate a symbolic geopolitical
discourse that narrates the beginning of Christian and conqueror Tlaxcala. By the way in which
these images are intimately connected with the author’s movement around the province – as I
will prove soon –, I also argue that Muñoz Camargo was most probably their painter as well.
While the author is moving around Tlaxcala completing the circle, he stops at
Castilblanco located to the northeast and says to the reader that it was through this town marking
Tlaxcala’s territorial limits that Hernán Cortés entered the province for the first time (62r). What
follows while he “is” in Castilblanco is Muñoz Camargo in situ narration of the first entrance of
Hernán Cortés in Tlaxcala and the eventual friendly reception by the four Tlaxcalteca leaders –
which has its corresponding images in the pictographic text (Figure 21). This apparent digression
from Muñoz Camargo’s circular movement around the province takes two folios verso and recto.
After a series of battles occurred between the Otomí warriors guarding Tlaxcala’s boundaries and
Cortés’s men, the Tlaxcalteca –according to Muñoz Camargo – concluded that “en sus memorias
antiguas de muy atrás esperaban que habían de venir gentes nuevas de las partes de donde sale el
sol, y que habían de tener gran amistad y parentesco con ellos…” By alluding to the legend of
Quetzalcoatl’s return and revenge by claiming back Mexico and its empire, the Tlaxcalteca are
already establishing –on their own terms – a military and political alliance with the “new
peoples” and are even claiming “parentesco” or familial ties with them. By claiming familial ties
with whom is considered Quetzacoatl’s incarnation, the Tlaxcalteca are overlapping and
appropriating as theirs both legend and history to reaffirm to the Descripción’s intended reader –
the king –that their role in the conquest of the New World was not only envisioned by their
ancient traditions but also carried through by an alliance which strength was comparable to the
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Figure 21: Diego Muñoz Camargo’s communicentric projection. J. Amaral. In his circular clockwise movement
around the province he stops at Castilblanco and relates how Hernán Cortés entered the province for the first time at
that site. He later asks the reader to look at the “pinturas y dibujos”. Cuadros 28 and 29, depicted above, are the
corresponding images to Muñoz Camargo’s narrative both in thematic and discursive terms.

strength of blood ties93. Muñoz Camargo’s story ends with the Tlaxcalteca’s realization that they
alongside the newcomers “habían de señorear todo el mundo, y sujetarlo y tenerlo debajo de su
dominio e imperio, mando y señorío” (64r).
Following Muñoz Camargo’s instructions to look at the images, the reader finds two
consecutive images –twenty-eight and twenty-nine – in the pictographic text that depict the
events narrated by Muñoz Camargo while he was at Castilblanco (Figures 22 and 23). The first
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As with any other nobility group and people in Spain, the king used to call the Tlaxcalteca
nobility “mis primos” in royal charters and any other official document.
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Figure 22: “Citlalpopocatzin / Xicotencatl / mensagero de Cortes / Maxiscatzin / Tlehuexolotzin / De como llegaron
los mensageros a Taxcalan y entraron los quatro señores de las cabeçeras en consulta sobre si recibirian de paz a
estas gentes o no, y alumbrados por el espiritu s[an]to se conformaron en recibirlos de paz y embiaron a dezir a
Cortes q[ue] viniesse”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585,
manuscript, f. 251r, cuadro 28, University Library, Glasgow.
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image shows the four seated Tlaxcalteca leaders listening to an Otomí messenger standing in the
center, all of them in profile following Mesoamerican pictorial conventions. Cortés and his
interpreter Marina or La Malinche sent the messenger, according to both the Castilian gloss in
the image and Muñoz Camargo’s narrative at Castilblanco. La Malinche was a woman bought by
Cortés as a slave in the Yucatan peninsula who played a central role in the establishment of the
alliance between Tlaxcala and the conquistador against Mexico-Tenochtitlan. The gloss in
Castilian at the bottom of the page communicates that once the messengers arrived with news,
the Tlaxcalteca were “illuminated by the Holy Spirit” and decided to receive Cortés peacefully.
In the upper center of the image, we can actually see the Holy Spirit coming from above as a
thunder illuminating the scene96. However, this representation differs a bit from Muñoz
Camargo’s recounting of the events without quite contradicting it. Namely, while Muñoz
Camargo overlaps the legend of Quetzalcoatl’s return with the argument of “parentesco” to
reinforce Tlaxcala’s alliance with the Crown to conquer the New World, the image narrates the
event in the context of Christianity’s arrival to Tlaxcala. In that respect, text and image
complement each other by emphasizing different but fundamental aspects of Tlaxcala’s political
genealogy predicated on Christianity and conquest. The interconnected nature of both text and
image is enhanced when in his narration Muñoz Camargo uses prosopographia in order to give a
voice to the messenger portrayed in the image. In this way, Muñoz Camargo dramatizes the
messenger talking to the Tlaxcalteca leaders, allowing readers to experience a literary
representation of the words and inflections used at the event. After the Otomí messenger
describes the newcomers’ strange appearance, the power of their weapons, and the ferocity of
96

Gillespie argues that the representation of the Holy Spirit in this image could also be related to
the divinity of Quetzalcoatl since this representation is similar to the Nahua pictorial convention
used to represent celestial bodies –among them Venus, Quetzalcoatl’s star. See Saints 146.
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their horses and dogs that he sees as the signs of the “acabamiento del mundo”, he goes on to
relate the purpose of the newcomers’ arrival:
Y van en busca y demanda de los culhuaques, dicen que los han de matar y
que vienen en favor y ayuda de nuestra patria y tierra, porque ansí lo viene
interpretando una diosa que viene en hábito de mujer, que habla naturalmente
como nosotros, y nos dice y amonesta que nos soseguemos y no tengamos temor,
que ella será intercesora nuestra (63r).
Cortés and his men were asking permission to enter the province and the reason they presented –
according to the messenger – is that they were there to end the Mexica’s tyranny and expressly
help Tlaxcala. They were surely emboldened by the knowledge that the Tlaxcalteca were the
Culhua’s enemies. However, the most significant aspect of this passage is the description of doña
Marina, through whose words the messenger learned about Cortés’ intentions. She seems to be
described as an ixiptla –an alive incarnation of a god97 –that speaks the “natural” language of the
Nahua; yet, the tone of the description changes mid-sentence and the messenger uses words like
“amonestar” and “intercesora” to paint a picture of doña Marina’s demeanor, character, and
symbolic meaning that are more connected to the cult and figure of the Virgin Mary.
Nevertheless, this connection between doña Marina and the Virgin Mary in Tlaxcalteca pictorial
accounts is not something new as it has been documented and discussed before98; and is a
particular expression of the overarching religious and political iconographic dynamics of
97

In pre-hispanic times, an ixiptla was a sacrificial victim adorned with all the ornaments
associated with the god in honor of which the sacrifice was made. He or she was believed to be
an incarnation or embodiment of the god. See Gruzinski La guerra section “Las recaídas en la
idoloclastia” where he discusses the proliferation in México during the 1530’s of cases of
indigenous men that assumed the identity of an ixiptla or pretended to be men-gods that had
healing powers.
98

See Navarrete La Malinche, la virgen y la montaña where he identifies the ixiptla nature of
doña Marina/La Malinche in Tlaxcalteca pictorial accounts and discusses the strategies of
symbolic overlapping between her and two key figures in Tlaxcala’s history and iconography:
Nuestra Señora de la Asunción (adopted by Tlaxcala as patron saint immediately after the
conquest of México-Tenochtitlan) and the mountain/divinity of Matlalcueye.
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sixteenth- and seventeenth-century New Spain through which towns appropriated the Virgin
Mary as patron saint and gave her a local character and a new name. These patron saints were
considered both the representation and the intercessors and protectors of the towns in religious,
political, and territorial terms. Most of these patron saints’ symbolic power and significance
remained at the local and regional level like, for example, the cult to the Virgin of Ocotlán that
originated in the town of Ocotlán, Tlaxcala during the second half of the sixteenth century who
became later the patron saint of both Tlaxcala and Puebla. However others, like the Virgin of
Guadalupe, which origin can be traced back to the 1640’s, acquired national and transnational
scopes of influence in modern times.
However, it is important to consider the particularity of this identification between doña
Marina and the Virgin Mary in the Descripción because she not only seems to be an ixiptla for
both the Virgin Mary and the divinity of Matlalcueye –as argued by Navarrete – but also because
she assumes a clear territorial dimension in the Descripción’s pictographic text. The
messenger’s description of doña Marina as a goddess intercessor of the Tlaxcalteca as narrated
by Muñoz Camargo and the illumination of the Tlaxcalteca leaders by the Holy Spirit in cuadro
twenty-eight of the pictographic text (Figure 22) –both of which are representations of the same
event –are connected by Muñoz Camargo’s circular movement around the province. Both
representations –in the forms of text and image – together will give rise to the narration of a
pivotal event in the colonial history of Tlaxcala: the first entrance of Hernán Cortés into the
province. Muñoz Camargo narrates the event in situ at Castilblanco; its pictorial counterpart –
that the author asks the reader to see –is cuadro twenty-nine in the pictographic text (Figure 23).
This image depicts Cortés’ first entrance into the province along with a cleric named Juan
Díaz and his interpreter doña Marina. Following the symmetry of the preceding image, this
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image portrays two Tlaxcalteca leaders with gifts and food in their hands on the left-hand side,
Marina –the translator and intercessor –at the center, and Cortés and the cleric on the right-hand
side. Like cuadro twenty-eight, the Tlaxcalteca leaders’ faces are depicted in profile following
Mesoamerican pictorial conventions; however, Marina, Cortés, and Juan Díaz’s faces are drawn
in an European oblique perspective. The Castilian gloss at the bottom identifies the location of
the encounter as “los montes de Ilihuca, salida [a] Istaquimaxtitlan Castilblanco”. It was there –
the Castilian gloss adds – that took place Cortés’ “first entrance through the borders of Tlaxcala”
and explains how after a situation of misidentification in which Tlaxcala’s warriors fought Cortés
thinking he was sent by the Mexica Empire, they received him peacefully with food in
Castilblanco. In the image, however, the instances of war are left out and what we see is an
instance of peace with Marina at the center as the linguistic and spatial “intercessor” between
both parties.
Interestingly, together with Marina at the center overlapped with her pictorial
embodiment is the figure of a tree. However, this tree is not merely a tree, it is also the place sign
or toponymic representation of Ilihuca or Iliyocan (which can be translated as “the place of the
alder trees”) and is the Nahua name of a mountainous area in Castilblanco, as confirmed by the
image’s Castilian gloss and the representation of a rocky and rough landscape on the lower righthand side of the image. By overlapping and fusing together with this place sign, Marina seems to
become not only Tlaxcala’s linguistic and religious intercessor as commented before, but she
also becomes a kind of spatial and geographic boundary between Tlaxcala’s enclosed and
circular territory and the outer lands and, in addition, between the notion of a pre-hispanic and a
post-conquest space. The first entrance of Hernán Cortés into the province is then marked by the
fusion of a place sign and the ixiptla or sacralized figure of Marina in cuadro twenty-nine. This
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Figure 23: “Marina / Cortes / Juan Diaz clerigo / La prim[e]ra entrada por los terminos de taxcala donde los otomies
de guarni[ci]on dieron guerra a Cortes y le mataron dos caballos y alg[un]a gente; mas luego despues que
entendieron que eran gente estra[n]gera y no de Moteçuma les dieron de comer y lo neces[ari]o en los montes de
Ilihuca salida Istaquimaxtitlan Castilblanco”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 252r, cuadro 29, University Library, Glasgow.
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image is in itself not only the depiction of a historic border crossing but also is –in terms of
Muñoz Camargo’s circular movement around the province – its geographic marking. Muñoz
Camargo’s communicentric projection of Tlaxcala completes itself when the author marks the
symbolic value of Castilblanco as the place of entrance of Christianity that foreshadows the
establishment of an alliance. Even though a pictographic map of the province of Tlaxcala that
follows Muñoz Camargo’s circular rhetorical mapping of the province in the alphabetic text does
not exist, by stopping in Castilblanco in his narrative itinerary and bringing our attention to the
geographic marking of Cortés’s entrance through both text and image, the author is bringing to
life techniques of mapping like the ones used in the Teozacoalco map.
And yet, what is the meaning of this singular communicentric projection? How the
narration and depiction of what is basically the breach of a boundary works within the overall
geopolitical discourses put forward in the Descripción? To what extent is this circular rhetorical
mapping a reflection on conquest?

5. Rethinking Conquest, Rearticulating the Space of the Island

In order to answer these questions I propose to consider for a moment the pictorial
representation of another breach made to a symbolic circle, like the breach of the perimeter of
the island-city of Mexico-Tenochtitlan during the final days of battle as shown in the Florentine
Codex (Figure 24). According to Alessandra Russo, this circular representation of MexicoTenochtitlan’s perimeter has cosmological roots and significance that throw light over the
strategies of representation used to depict the destruction of the prehispanic and sacred space
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Figure 24: Detail of the naval attack by Cortés’ soldiers against México-Tenochtitlan. In Alessandra Russo, El
realismo circular: Tierras, espacios y paisajes de la cartografía novohispana, siglos XVI y XVII, 64, manuscript,
Florentine Codex, Book XII, Laurentian Library, Florence.

of the island-city. The image depicts the power and violence of a cannon ball that destroys
fortifications and cuts through the island’s perfect circular form. The violent conquest of the
circular island of México-Tenochtitlan is also portrayed in cuadro sixty-nine of the Descripción
(Figure 25). It is in these representations – and conceptualizations – of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s
destruction by the tlacuilos that we can see –according to Russo – “el enfrentamiento simbólico
entre estrategias diversas de entendimiento espacial” (El realismo 65). In both depictions by
different tlacuilos the island of Mexico-Tenochtitlan assumes the form of a circle under attack by
forces and spatial notions that want to break –or are in tension with –its perfect and enclosed
form (El realismo 67). In the case of cuadro sixty-nine in the Descripción, the reader can see the
circular island of Mexico-Tenochtitlan in the center containing the figure of a temple, surrounded
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Figure 25 “Entrada por la calçada de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe llamada Tecpatepeque y Tenayucan para la
conquista de México”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585,
manuscript, f. 272v, cuadro 69, University Library, Glasgow.
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by water and the counter-clockwise movement of the Tenochca defending its perimeter. Around
the circle in each corner are Cortés and his Tlaxcalteca allies surrounding Lake Texcoco and
subjugating all the “cities” and “nations” that could help the island-capital. This strategy made
possible to a major extent the global military up rooting and isolation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan.
Specifically, the image narrates the subordination by way of battle of the cities of Tecpatepec,
Xochimilco, Coyoacan, and Tlacopan; all of them located at the banks of Lake Texcoco and each
of them mentioned by their place names composed of the image of a house or calli with their
distinctive glyph at the entrance of the house100. In the alphabetic text, Muñoz Camargo explains
how after the defeat of the Noche Triste, the Tlaxcalteca leaders suggested this specific military
strategy to attack Mexico-Tenochtitlan:
...los capitanes tlaxcaltecas dieron el suyo [su parecer] y fue que [...] se
conquistase la provincia de Tepeyacac, y todos sus alrededores y comarcas [...]
sujetas a México, y que, haciendo esto sería desmembrar y cortar las raíces del
árbol, y que, quedando destroncado, que con más facilidad se derribaría (211r).
According to this version of the story, the Tlaxcalteca attribute to themselves the idea that
ultimately lead to the final defeat of the island-city. By conquering Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s subject
towns, Cortés and the Tlaxcalteca isolated the capital, which as a tree without roots, fell down
more swiftly. Reminiscent of the image of a chop-downed tree and roots, cuadro sixty-nine
(following Mesoamerican pictorial conventions to express defeat by war) includes fragmented
and destroyed human bodies that surround the enclosed circle of the island-city. The Castilian
gloss at the bottom of the page emphasizes what were the results of this strategic attack: the
breach of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s circularity by Cortés and the Tlaxcalteca through the causeway
later named “Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe”. Similar to the entrance of Cortés into Tlaxcala that
100

See in Magaloni-Kerpel Imágenes a revealing discussion of the cosmologic meanings of the
Descripción’s cuadro sixty-nine.
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had the sacralized figure of Marina as an intercessor and geographical marking, here the Virgin
of Guadalupe marks Cortés and Tlaxcala’s entrance “for the conquest of Mexico”. Both sacred
geographic markings present the events of man and conquest under a providential light.
However, in contrast to these representations of the violent breach of MexicoTenochtitlan’s circularity, the entrance of Cortés through Tlaxcala’s circularity in the Descripción
takes place like the welcoming of a distant cousin and as a negotiated affair under the good
auspices of the geosacralized figure of Marina. This negotiated arrival and entrance could
constitute, furthermore, one of the first geopolitical markings of Tlaxcala’s colonial political
genealogy and territorial integrity101. It is from Tlaxcala’s colonial boundaries –especially from
Castilblanco –that Muñoz Camargo is rethinking the past of conquest; and it is in relation to the
defeat of the circular island-city of Mexico-Tenochtitlan that Tlaxcala assumes in Muñoz
Camargo’s narrative a circular, enclosed, and island-like identity that, like the former in the
prehispanic period, lead the new forces of conquest over the New World. By presenting itself as
the post-conquest counter-image of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, Tlaxcala depicts itself as the new
undefeated center of the cosmos of the New World from which a kinetic discourse of conquest is
carried out like a net in the four cardinal directions.

Conclusion

After Muñoz Camargo finishes circularly mapping the province, he asserts that his
description of Tlaxcala is complete. By placing Tlaxcala’s geography and history in a perfect and
101

See Jaime Cuadriello La virgen como territorio where he emphasizes the symbolic and
geographic significance of patron saints as protectors of Tlaxcala’s territorial and political
integrity during the seventeenth- and eighteen centuries.
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measured circle, the author is portraying a unified community that knows pretty well where it
begins and where it ends both spatially and chronologically. After finding out that the
terminology and structure of the questionnaire sent by the Council of the Indies was not
appropriate for describing a political entity as unique as Tlaxcala, Muñoz Camargo made a
compositional decision that led to a remarkable innovation: by juxtaposing or fusing together the
European itinerary measuring convention of the boj used in exploration endeavors with circular
mapping techniques as used in the Teozacoalco map in which a political and communal entity
acquires wholeness through the form of a perfect circle, the author creates a pertinent rhetorical
tool that truly conveys the complex nature of Tlaxcala as a ciudad de indios and republic. This
complex nature is the result of Tlaxcala’s historic role in the conquest of the New World, its
conversion to Christianity, and its contemporary territorial anxiety. In this we can see an example
of the powerful and interconnected nature of ways of measuring and representing the landscape
in sixteenth-century New Spain that in the Descripción are adapted as rhetorical and symbolic
tools, and which provide the ideological background for a dialogue between text and image,
history and geography, space and time.
Furthermore, it is in the local imaginary of the island in New Spain, firmly rooted in the
historical symbolisms and pictorial conventions of representation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan as the
conqueror island center, that in the Descripción Tlaxcala displays itself as the new symbolic
conqueror island in the New World. Even though this assertion could be seen as cutting against
the grain of Western notions of the island as the space to be conquered and exploited –which
notions certainly existed by the sixteenth century and later were discussed by modern Latin
American cultural criticism as a point of critique and resistance –; in terms of the particular local
history among the peoples of the Valley of Mexico prior and immediately after conquest, the
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latter notions of the island do not apply to the Descripción.
While in chapter one I argued that the pictographic text in the Descripción is Tlaxcala’s
own measuring tool of its itinerant territorial and political advances over the landscape of the
Habsburg Empire in the New World, in this chapter we can see a manifestation of the measure of
conquest mainly focused on the definition and defense of a political center and its territory. In
this particular manifestation, the operation of measurement takes the form of or argues a nonconquest: while the Spanish conquered rebellious Mexico-Tenochtitlan, Tlaxcala, like the new
political center it was meant to be, received the Spanish in peace inspired by the Holy Spirit. In a
moment where the probanzas de mérito were one of the main methods to communicate the
conquistador’s efforts, sacrifices, and loyalty to the crown in exchange of monetary and political
concessions, this type of conceptualizations of the political –where both Christian piety and
loyalty are marked over and argued through the geography of the province – would have been
appreciated by Philip II. Surely, the king could have not appreciated every element of this
conceptualization, but without doubt he would have followed with deep interest Muñoz
Camargo’s circular description and measurement of the province and later his instructions to
move from the geographical description of the province to two key images that relate the arrival
and welcome of Hernán Cortés by the Tlaxcalteca. Upon following the author’s instructions, the
king would have recognized immediately its foundational nature.
This type of reading of the geographic discourses enacted by the interplay of text and
image has important implications not only for this manuscript, which has not been systematically
studied until now, but also has implications for the field of colonial studies. Reading the
transculturated epistolomogies of measurement and geography expands our idea of the rhetorical
and literary strategies these sixteenth-century authors used, and it can be applied to other texts,
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including the larger relaciones geográficas corpus, for example, as well as Hernan Cortés’
writings –which declare the use of indigenous maps and artifacts in his itineraries of conquest –,
and Felipe Guaman Poma’s Mapa Mundi and chorographic texts and images about Perú in First
New Chronicle and Good Government (Figure 26).

Figure 26: “Mapa mundi del reino de las indias”. In Felipe Guamán Poma, Primera nueva corónica y Buen
gobierno, 1610-1615, manuscript, f. 983-984 /1001-1002, The Royal Library, Copenhagen.

In Guaman Poma’s 1615 “Mapamundi of the kingdom of the Indies”, the reader can see
the author’s symbolic vision of the Andean world: a world inhabited by mythical monsters taken
from Medieval and Classical traditions like dragons, mermaids, and unicorns; and that overlaps
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conventions of European cartography like, for example, the grid of longitudes and latitudes with
the symbolic mapping of the four quarters of ancient Tawantinsuyu or Inca Empire signified by
the two diagonal lines forming an X over the map. Even though Europeans used the mythical
monsters –especially the motif of the mermaid – since the beginning of the sixteenth century to
articulate an iconography that represented the exoticism of the New World, like Hiroshige Onaka
has argued, indigenous and mestizo authors embraced these motifs in an operation the art
historian calls “inverted exoticism”. These authors understood the meanings and functions of
these motifs within European culture and they strategically adapted them as a convenient way to
present their “identity as newly converted Catholic[s] in colonial society” (78). That is, these
originally exotic motifs and symbols became part of their culture and of the way in which they
chose to project themselves to others. In terms of geographic methods of representation, just like
in Muñoz Camargo’s boj through which he does a communicentric and measured mapping of
Tlaxcala, in Guamán Poma’s map we can see another example of a geographic representation by
an author who develops local and particular conventions of mapping (his own inverted
exoticism) that demonstrate the cultural and technical complexity of colonial innovations.
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Chapter Three:
“Tener más ser y autoridad la provincia de Tlaxcala”: The república de indios and Muñoz
Camargo’s congregation plan

1. Introduction: Describing the Center, Congregating the Periphery

Diego Muñoz Camargo narrates Tlaxcala’s history and kinetic discourse of conquest over
the New World while he walks, describes, and traverses the city and province of Tlaxcala. While
in Chapter Two I discussed Muñoz Camargo’s circular representation of Tlaxcala through the use
of the boj and his “put in practice” of this measurement convention when he narratively circles
the limits of the province –which in its complex nature as colonial invention turns Tlaxcala into a
political island –; in this chapter I will focus on the author’s movement from the metropolitan
center to the periphery of the province. More specifically, I will discuss how the author, while
moving from the political and symbolic center of the city of Tlaxcala to the periphery describing
different places, adopts for each place a special descriptive and measuring language that
highlights the places’ significance and role within Tlaxcala’s ciudad de indios, rendering the
latter as a paradigmatic república de indios. With measuring language I mean the use, on one
hand, of symbolic and geopolitical pictorial representations and, on the other, of concrete
practices of land measuring in New Spain. República de indios is a complex term and academics
from the perspective of different disciplines –History, Literature, Philosophy and Law –have
proposed definitions that –in my opinion–are limited in scope102. For the purposes of this
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See Gibson The Aztecs Under Spanish Rule and Menegus Bornemann Del señorío indígena a
la república de indios: El caso de Toluca, 1500-1600 in which she describes the Indian republic
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dissertation –and aware of being as limited in my definition as my colleagues –I understand
república de indios as both a process, an ideal, and a place that even though initially was used to
describe organized and “advanced” Mesoamerican societies through the classical western
concept of the res publica, it had its own social, political, economical, and religious evolution in
New Spain under the auspices of the mendicant orders and, most importantly, it was embraced
by these societies as a pivotal representation of its communal and political identity. A república
de indios normally was the result of a congregation plan in which a town would be designed and
constructed; main venues like a church, indigenous political and administrative buildings and
institutions, and a main square would be erected and constructed; and it was there where the
Christian indoctrination and put-in-order of the population would take place. This massive
relocation of the natural population had societal, economical, personal, proprietary, and tributary
consequences–among many others –for each member of the republic. It was a substantial
undertaking that could only happen under the political alliances established between local
indigenous leaders and the mendicant orders. Such was the case in Tlaxcala.
By adopting a broad scope on the idea of measurement, I will analyze the heterogeneous
ways and strategies that Muñoz Camargo –as both author and painter of some of the images –
uses in the Descripción to showcase the space and places that comprise Tlaxcala’s república de
indios and its position within the Hapsburg Empire. However, Muñoz Camargo’s description of
the republic of Tlaxcala has a special purpose related with the visit by the Tlaxcalteca Embassy

as a three-step historical process of transformation that disarticulated Mesoamerican societies
through the implementation of profound spatial, tributary, and jurisdictional changes. Also see
Levagii República de indios y repúblicas de españoles en los reinos de Indias where the author
details the political and philosophical western roots of the term and its use in the New World
and the Encyclopedia of Latin America Vol. 1 where the term is defined in a panoramic historical
approach.
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to Philip II in 1584-1585. While Muñoz Camargo’s description and ways of measuring each
place in the ciudad de indios have value in themselves, interestingly, what follows this section in
the geopolitical description of Tlaxcala is the proposal of a congregation plan for the province
developed by Tlaxcala’s cabildo, friar Jerónimo de Mendieta103, and the author (Martínez-Baracs
Un gobierno, 246-247). This proposal –which is one of the petitions presented to the king in
Madrid –extends through folios 56v to 60v. It is after the movement from center to periphery –
while describing Tlaxcala’s urban geography and history – that the author describes the
congregation plan in a detailed manner while also explaning its importance in maintaining both
the political and spatial integrity of the province that was just described.
This congregation plan –that emerged from the anxieties of Tlaxcala’s nobility over the
protection of the province’s labor force –, would reinforce the spatial make-up of the subjects
towns in order to further centralize Tlaxcala’s government and the Church’s grip over the
population of macehualtin or common people, which was the main source of labor and souls to
be converted. By the 1580’s the city of Tlaxcala –the province’s urban and administrative center
–was the final product of a congregation plan that reinforced spatially the quadripartite political
and institutional division of the province, implied the urbanization of the Tlaxcalteca nobility,
and symbolized their Christian piety. Through this initial congregation that took place in the next
three decades after conquest, Tlaxcala’s Indian governing class constructed a central town with
provincial administrative and religious buildings around which its population organized and
depended on their services. By becoming the capital of the province, Tlaxcala city housed the
governor of the province while its subject towns where divided between two types: the regional
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Jerónimo de Mendieta was a Franciscan friar and historian that lived almost all his adult lifein
New Spain and Central America. He wrote the Historia ecleciástica Indiana during the last
quarter of the sixteenth century.
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cabeceras or capitals and their respective subject towns (Martínez-Baracs Un gobierno, 245).
Even though the Spanish government in 1560 criticized and tried to implement a plan to fix the
deficiencies created by this hierarchical organization –in which subject towns in rural areas in the
periphery were left without any access to Christian doctrine and proper government –, the
Tlaxcalteca cabildo seemed to be satisfied with this arrangement and refused to implement it.
However, by the 1580’s the situation had changed for Tlaxcala. After going through a
demographic crisis, which impacted dramatically the province’s ability to acquire and produce
tribute, it seems that Tlaxcala’s cabildo saw the convenience of spatially re-structuring its
population and the new congregation plan was created and presented to the king (Gibson
Tlaxcala, 136-137).
The plan included in the Descripción deals with the problem observed earlier, that is, the
lack of proper government and teaching of Christian doctrine in rural areas. As noted by
Martínez-Baracs, this section of the Descripción begins with the following subtitle:
…de la necesidad que tiene esta provincia de la policía cristiana.
La provincia de Tlaxcala está muy falta de doctrina y policía cristiana,
mayormente en las estancias y sujetos […] porque los indios están tan
derramados, que no se puede tener cuenta ni razón con ellos. […] tampoco tienen
en lo temporal buen gobierno, ni lo pueden tener si no se juntan en poblaciones
concertadas en buena traza, que es el principio y fundamento de la policía
humana (56rv-57r).
In his introduction to the plan, Muñoz Camargo asserts what is the main structural problem in the
periphery: the lack of properly traced towns where people can congregate and live in an
organized fashion. In other words, a way of social and spatial organization that would make it
easier for the province to have more control over the population’s tribute contributions and
religious beliefs.
What is then the rhetorical or strategic purpose of including the text of this congregation
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plan immediately after the author describes the city of Tlaxcala? And how this plan works within
Muñoz Camargo’s circular proyection of Tlaxcala expounded in Chapter Two? These questions
will be answered by analyzing Muñoz Camargo’s description and movement over Tlaxcala’s
ciudad de indios.

2. Between a “natural orden” and the Space of the City

“…la poblazón queda en medio, en una hoya y hondura”: Tlaxcala’s Pre-Hispanic
Altepetl and the Concept of “rinconada”
In the first folios of the alphabetic text, once Muñoz Camargo makes the compositional
decision of using the boj as the organizing principle of his textual map, he embarks in an internal
description of Tlaxcala’s “redondez” or circle by making an itinerary description of the city and
province marked by his movement over the geographic –and historical –landscape of Tlaxcala.
At this point, Muñoz Camargo seems to go back for a moment to the order set out by the Council
of the Indies’ questionnaire and answers questions one, three, and four. These questions are
intended for Spanish cities and towns only and ask for the indigenous name of the town (question
one) –it is assumed the town was conquered –, a description of its climate and winds (question
three), and of its topography (question four). Interestingly, Muñoz Camargo does not answer
question two that asks information about how the town was conquered and by whom. As
explained in Chapter Two, the arrival and entrance of Hernán Cortés into the perimeter of
Tlaxcala is though out in the Descripción not as a conquest but as the symbol of a political and
religious alliance, and one of the first geographic markings in the map of Tlaxcala’s colonial
political genealogy and territorial integrity.
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That Muñoz Camargo begins to fill in with content Tlaxcala’s circularity answering
questions one, three, and four of the Instrucción y memoria reinforces the author’s perception of
the Council of the Indies’ lack of understanding of what a city like Tlaxcala is in administrative
and political terms. However, on the other hand, to knowingly answer these questions that
provided the cosmographic and ideological framework to the questionnaire –as discussed in
Chapter One of this dissertation – speaks of the author’s awareness of their importance and, with
that, of the significance of the cosmographic method. By opening its questionnaire asking
information about the town’s history of conquest immediately followed by a description of the
town’s surrounding nature (the topography and disposition of the land), the Council of the Indies
is not only referring to the issues of conquest and settlement but ingrained in those dynamics is
the notion that the conquistador and nature are the main or only variables in those dynamics
(Scott 17-48). Like many relaciones de probanza or petitions written during the sixteenthcentury that emphasized the rhetoric of the conquistador’s movement over a landscape and
nature that could be on one hand, very giving and easily traversable or, on the other hand, a harsh
place of sacrifice and suffering for the conquistador; the Instrucción y memoria makes recourse
of these dynamics to inform the ideological content and narrative of the questionnaire and the
expected responses. However, in the case of Tlaxcala and Muñoz Camargo, that narrative in
which the conquistador defies and conquers –or is conquered by – nature does not apply.
In the case of Muñoz Camargo’s Descripción, nature is inherently in agreement with
Tlaxcala’s culture whose understanding of the pros and cons of the landscape are confirmed or
supported by the cosmographic knowledge of the time. Evidence of this can be seen in the way
in which the author intertwines the topographic and climatic description of Tlaxcala with the
description of its most ancient or prehispanic political institutions and organization: the main
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four altepeme or cabeceras that conform Tlaxcala’s ciudad de indios –Ocotelulco,
Quiyahuiztlan, Tepeticpac, and Tizatlan (Figure 27).

Figure 27: Scheme of Tlaxcala’s huey altepetl. In James Lockhart, The Nahuas after the Conquest: A Social and
Cultural History of the Indians of Central Mexico, Sixteenth through Eighteenth Centuries, 1992, print, 22.
In this schematic representation the territory of Tlaxcala appears divided in four parts by an X and each altepetl
connects itself with the rest through the space of the ciudad de indios. The limits of this urban center are delineated
by the four black dots, each one of them marking that space of the city as pertaining to each altepetl. In this way,
each of the main four altepetlalli is connected with the space of the ciudad de indios. Needless to say, this scheme is
inherent to the foundation of the city of Tlaxcala as an indigenous Christian Hispanic institution. In it, the historian
James Lockhart, explains not only the governing structure of Tlaxcala but also the level of importance each altepetl
had in the pre-hispanic past and during the colonial period in descending order from 1 to 4.

Painting for the reader a map of Tlaxcala, Muñoz Camargo says that the city –that he
calls “poblazón” – is in “una hoya y hondura” where it occupies the valley at the bottom while a
great part of the population lives in the semicircular mountain range surrounding the center:
La mayor parte desta población [...] está a la parte del norte, que va subiendo
desta sierra hasta las primeras mesas y lomas donde es la cabecera de Ocotelulco,
que llaman la cabecera de Maxixcatzin […] Y desta cabecera sale otra loma llana
hacia la parte del poniente, que va toda poblada de mucha gente y caserías, que va
a dar a la cabecera de Quiyahuiztlan, del señorío de Citlalpopocatzin. Y de la
misma loma, por sierra arriba y derecha adelante, continuándose esta población,
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va subiendo hasta la cabecera de Tepeticpac, a donde era señor Tlehuexolotzin,
que es la cumbre de esta sierra [...] De manera que, tornando a proseguir, desta
loma de Ocotelulco, cabecera de Maxixcatzin, sale della otra admirable poblazón
que va por la loma abajo, hacia la parte de levante [...] va a dar a una loma alta
que llaman cabecera de Xicotencatl, señor de Tizatlan” (4v-5r).
As the reader can see, in this description of the huey altepetl of Tlaxcala, Muñoz Camargo has as
central point of reference the mountain where the cabecera of Ocotelulco is located. It seems that
it is from this cabecera – itself located north on a series of low or small mountains – that Muñoz
Camargo’s glance moves both west and east along the mountain range describing the rest of the
cabeceras. He uses the expressions “desta sierra” and “desta loma de Ocotelulco” which gives
the reader an idea of his position regarding the landscape described. It seems like Muñoz
Camargo is, in fact, standing someplace in Tlaxcala and from a vantage point is describing and
signaling for the reader the geopolitical components of the huey altepetl. He could be either on
the mountain of Ocotelulco looking south and moving his gaze from west to east, as I proposed
before; or he could be someplace high in the middle of the city looking north and moving his
gaze from west to east. In any case, his gaze seems to come from a political center: it could come
from, on one hand, the mountainous and rough landscape of the cabecera of Ocotelulco which
was the most powerful and influential in Tlaxcala across the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
or it could come from, on the other hand, Tlaxcala’s ciudad de indios – the urban core organized
in a grid of streets where the Indian cabildo was located along with other administrative and
religious buildings.
In looking across both the old altepetl and the new city of Tlaxcala, he first moves his
gaze from north to west to describe Quiyahuiztlan and Tepeticpac. Significantly, this movement
of his gaze from one cabecera to the other conveys a sense of continuity; what seems to connect
Ocotelulco with Quiyahuiztlan –and this will happen in every occasion – is the confusion of
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houses and settlements. That is, Ocotelulco’s and Quiyahuiztlan’s settlements merge with one
another in an organic geopolitical whole. The same thing happens with Quiyahuiztlan and
Tepecticpac, which is located at the very top of the mountain where the first one is located: “Y de
la misma loma, por sierra arriba y derecha adelante, continuándose esta población, va subiendo
hasta la cabecera de Tepeticpac…”. This spatial and organic political continuity between the
cabeceras also applies to the case of Tizatlan, which is located to the east of Ocotelulco. It was
precisely this combination and merging of settlements in apparent disorder along a mountain
range in the form of a horseshoe, what confused the Spaniards when they arrived to the Valley of
Mexico. They were unable at first to identify the scattered houses and buildings as a political
entity. In other words, for them these settlements could not be considered the proper physical
space of a republic or a city.
The type of landscape and topography Muñoz Camargo is referring to in his description
of the cabeceras is what is known as “rinconada” in the study of the main differences between
the geography of the altepetl and –later with the establishment of New Spain –the space of the
pueblo de indios (Figure 28). The “rinconada” was both an aesthetic and functional use of the
landscape by pre-Hispanic Mesoamerican societies that had an essential symbolic importance
(Fernández Christlieb and Urquijo Torres 150). The term “hoya” used by Muñoz Camargo to
“paint” a map of Tlaxcala is described perfectly by the modern term “rinconada”:
...el más común consiste en una especie de herradura formada de cerros en cuyas
faldas se hallan asentadas las viviendas del altepetl. Se trata de un paisaje de valor
estético y funcional. Lo primero debido a que da la idea de un receptáculo, de una
olla que acumula tanto agua como mantenimientos y que recuerda el útero
terrestre dentro del cual los pueblos mesoamericanos fueron creados. Lo segundo,
debido a que esta formación en herradura, efectivamente, favorece la captación de
agua además de constituir un abrigo montañoso que protege de vientos e
incursiones enemigas. Al mismo tiempo, la rinconada ofrece un horizonte de
cumbres que permiten fijar referentes astronómicos para la determinación del
calendario local (Fernández Christlieb and Urquijo Torres 150-151).
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Even though Fernández Christlieb and Urquijo Torres do not use Muñoz Camargo as a source for
their definition of the term “rinconada”, they would have found in this manuscript ample

Figure 28 Representation of a pre-Hispanic altepetl with the “rinconada” outlined with a gray broken line along the
line of mountain ranges. In F. Fernández Christlieb and P. S. Urquijo Torres, “Los espacios del pueblo de indios tras
el proceso de congregación, 1550-1625”, 2006, print, 150. Drawing by Ada Gómez. The numbers and colors
identifying the clusters of houses can identify different calpultin or –like in the case of Tlaxcala – four different
altepeme.

evidence of this Mesoamerican symbolic and political use of the landscape. In his description of
Tlaxcala’s “hoya” and “hondura”, Muñoz Camargo refers to almost all its practical and symbolic
elements and functions as detailed by Fernández Christlieb and Urquijo Torres. In serving, by its
particular topographical features, as a way of securing the access to food and water, building
materials, military security, and making possible the creation of calendars, Muñoz Camargo's
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“hoya” represents for the Nahua people a symbolic connection with their past. The author
himself explains the advantages of the “hoya” when he says about Tlaxcala: “... como testigo de
vista, puedo deponer, de más de cuarenta años a esta parte, que jamás […] ha habido falta de
panes, a causa de las grandes serranías que hay en torno desta provincia, que causan grandes
pluvias y humidades” (3r-v). He further refers to the topography to explain to the reader the
etymology of the name Tlaxcala that, as in the case of many other Nahua names for political
institutions, its identity depends on an important feature of its territory's topography. According
to the author, the province was called initially Taxcala (“en el lugar de los riscos y peñascos”)and
later became Tlaxcallan (“lugar de pan”) (3r). Even though Tlaxcallan actually means the “place
of maize tortillas”, like many of his contemporaries, Muñoz Camargo called maize tortillas
bread, while wheat bread was called pan de Castilla. For the author, the names of Taxcala and
Tlaxcallan –both of which will be used in the Descripción interchangeably – accurately describe
the disposition of the city and province as both a stronghold and a fertile land. The main reason
presented by the author for these attributes of protection and nourishment is the “grandes
serranías” that encircle both the province and the city of Tlaxcala104. Both names and its
respective meanings refer to the main features of the “rinconada” or “hoya” making Muñoz
Camargo an expert on the practical importance and symbolic significance of the pre-Hispanic
altepetl’s space. The attributes of protection and nourishment provided by the altepetl are
pivotal to the history of conquest and Tlaxcala’ role in it because it is in Tlaxcala’s huey altepetl
were the Spaniards’ found a strategic stronghold from which they conquered the New World,
according to the author: “ […] y en este sitio hallaron los españoles defensa cuando vinieron a la
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He further adds: “Es de considerar que todo lo poblado desta tierra es en lugares altos y cerros
en las tierras frías, por dos razones: la una y más principal es porque se dan mejores frutos en las
lomas y sierras que en los llanos, porque no hiela tan presto; lo otro, porque antiguamente tenía
mejor defensa los naturales, para sus guerras, en las lomas altas que no en los llanos” (5r).
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conquista de estas partes, y les sirvió de fuerte amparo para todos los negocios que intentaron”
(3v).
But, in addition, the author makes use of this cosmographic knowledge to describe the
relationship between Tlaxcala’s “hoya” and the nature and direction of the winds that pass over
it, in oder to answer question three from the Instrucción y memoria. He describes the north winds
like “ […] de muy gran utilidad y provecho por el mes de mayo y parte de abril, hasta fin de
septiembre, porque llueve con él muy templadamente a causa que sube el sol, y va subiendo al
signo de Cancro hasta llegar a trópico” (5v). On the other hand, the south winds that run from
October to March “causan grandes polvaredas, por ser el tiempo que aún no es bien pasado el
estío y por andar el sol cerca del signo del Capricornio y apartado del norte” (6r). He goes along
to explain what is basically the logic of the solstices and the equinoxes that produce the seasons
and what are their effects over Tlaxcala: “Por manera que podemos decir que, por desviarse el
sol del polo ártico, causa esta tierra grandes frialdades los seis meses del año. Y, por el
consiguiente, por desamparar el sol el polo antártico y por subirse al ártico, causa grandes calores
y sequedades en la tierra” (6r). It is clear by his explanation that Muñoz Camargo, like any
cultured person during the period, had a basic understanding of astronomy, read cosmographic
manuals, and had seen an armillary sphere –either the actual object or a representation in print.
Through his technical explanation of the movement of the sun and the coming of the seasons,
Muñoz Camargo connects Tlaxcala’s landscape –and the Descripción –with the overarching
ideology of the sphere; Tlaxcala’s “redondez” –discussed in Chapter One – ends up being a
mirrored image, although smaller and localized, of the perfect circularity of the ecumene.
But in a truthful geographic fashion, even though the author describes a harmonic world
composed of perfect contained and container circles, when he moves from the global to the local
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to describe the topography of Tlaxcala, he must use a variety of measurement discourses and
practices. It is in this variety –and its application – that the rhetorical and symbolic nature of
measurements becomes more obvious in the Descripción because Muñoz Camargo, as I will
argue in the next sections, chooses what he considers to be the appropriate way of measuring
different places in the urban and rural spaces of Tlaxcala. What are the bases from which Muñoz
Camargo describes and measures? Is it based on what he understands is the nature of the place or
is he responding to laws that govern –or intend to govern –the measurement, division, and
allotment of the land in New Spain? Are urban and rural spaces described differently? We can
begin to answer these questions by looking briefly at the way in which Muñoz Camargo
describes, on one hand, the mountainous space of the altepetl and, on the other, the space of the
ciudad de indios constructed from 1530’s to the 1560’s, and located in the valley at the bottom of
the “hoya”.
The author uses contrast to leave absolutely clear for the reader what form the settlements
follow in the physical space of the altepetl: “Por decir en este lugar cómo la poblazón y
poblaciones de que hemos tratado es sin orden alguna y muy ajena del modo nuestro de calles y
trazas, porque van a trechos, como a un tiro de piedra […] muchas casas juntas apeñuscadas y,
entre estas casas, muchos callejones angostos y torcidos, con muchos retretes y vueltas” (6v). In
this socio-political space “sin orden alguna” Muñoz Camargo prefers to use the inexact “tiro de
piedra” to measure or to give an idea of the distance between different clusters of houses. Later,
he calls the design of the altepetl a “natural orden” (7r) to refer to the organic relationship
between the mountainous topography and the outlaying of houses. However, on the other hand,
when he describes the checkeredboard city located in the valley he uses a more exact
measurement when says that the valley measures “poco más de mil pasos de ancho (de los de
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Tolomeo)” (4r). In order to unravel both the practical and rhetorical value of measurements in
the Descripción and how Muñoz Camargo uses them, it is important to discuss briefly what is
the “pasos de Tolomeo” and its role in the measurement of the lands of New Spain.

The “paso" of Conquest and the Measurement of the Lands of New Spain

As a matter of concrete need in that an idea of the distance between points of reference in
the landscape has to be communicated, talking about or discussing measurements does not seem
to be a problematic or telling element of geographic description. Instead, normally is understood
as a given and as a neutral objective appreciation of the landscape. In order to communicate to
his reader what measuring language he will use across its geopolitical description of the city and
province (1r-64v) Muñoz Camargo asserts that the “...leguas en esta tierra, hanse tasado a poco
más o menos, [...] a tres mil pasos cada legua, de cinco tercias cada paso (del paso que dicen de
Tolomeo)” (2r). I already referred to this passage in Chapter Two when I discussed the intriguing
inclusion and description by the author of the Nahua league (legua) of the cenecehuilli and cen
netlaloli in the first folios of the alphabetic text. Muñoz Camargo’s explanation of the Nahua
league –not asked for by the Instrucción y memoria –immediately follows in the text the
definition of the league provided above and casts doubts on the possibility of both a systematized
approach to and application of land measuring in New Spain. Muñoz Camargo, paradoxically,
provides more evidence of the lack of a system of land measurements in the kingdom when he
refers to the “paso de Tolomeo” as the basic unit composing the league. By inquiring into what
the “paso de Tolomeo” was in the sixteenth century and its metric relation with the league, one
finds a string of legislations and commentaries that reveal in their expressed preoccupations and
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methodologies the many problems and disputes concerning property and land measurement
across the century in New Spain. As a successful cattle rancher and landowner, Muñoz Camargo
certainly knew most of the corpus of legislation on land measurement produced in Mexico City.
With the definition of the league used in the Descripción, Muñoz Camargo is referring to
viceroys Antonio de Mendoza’s and Martín Enríquez’s ordinances on the measure of land in
Mexico City and New Spain issued, respectively, circa 1536 and on 1574. What it is pivotal in
this identification of the type of leagues (“ a tres mil pasos […] de cinco tercias cada paso”)
discussed by Muñoz Camargo with Mendoza’s and Enríquez’s ordinances, is that he is referring
to an institutionalized type of itinerary measurement that was intended to be used all over New
Spain –and potentially write off any other kind of measurement that would break with its
intended systematization of land measurement105. In other words, Mendoza’s and Enríquez’s
definition of itinerary land measurements in New Spain and its application in the geographic
description of Tlaxcala amounts to a state-sanctioned speculation over the landscape put forth by
Muñoz Camargo. In the course of my discussion of Muñoz Camargo’s league and the “paso de
tolomeo”, I will prove also that this institutionalized itinerary measurement a symbolic baggage
of conquest and exploration.
Muñoz Camargo’s most probable sources for his definition of the league and the “paso
de Tolomeo” were Viceroy Martín Enríquez’s Ordenanzas de la Mesta de la Nueva España,
Even though the original document of Mendoza’s ordinances is not extant, transcriptions and
paraphrasing of certain parts of the ordinances exist. A description of the ordinance included in
a 1868 compilation of land and water ordinances in Mexico refers to the legua as defined by
Muñoz Camargo. This description of the ordinance also states an exact date and location of
issuance: “La cual dicha ordenanza [...] parece se hizo y proveyó en este dicho cabildo en 9 de
Marzo de 1536, y está declarado que cada pié de los de dicha medida ha de ser de una tercia, y
cada paso de cinco piés; y asimismo parece estar confirmada con intervención del Lic. Loayza,
por el Exmo. Sr. virey D. Antonio de Mendoza, y pregonada en la plaza mayor de México el
mismo dia 4 de Julio de 1536 por voz de Juan de Bausilla, pregonero público” (155).
105
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issued in Mexico City on January 25th, 1574106 and Juan de Cercillo’s Explicaciones sobre las
medidas que deben tener las estancias de ganado mayor y menor. Y de caballerías de tierras
published in Mexico City in 1575, which seems to expand on Enríquez’s Ordenanzas.
Both documents respond to the main problem of land measurement in New Spain: the
lack of a coherent system that can minimize legal disputes between landowners –Spanish,
Mestizo or Indian. Cercillo’s text describes not only the unit of measurement and method
through which the land is to be measured, but also what ideal geometric form the “estancia de
ganado mayor” should have –which is the largest piece of land allotted to cattle owners like
Muñoz Camargo:
Y sabido si la tal tierra es de ganado mayor de este tal acierto se ha de medir
1,500 pasos geométricos, de a 5 tercias de vara de medir, cada paso, a todas
partes. De suerte que la estancia de tierra es de un círculo, y en el centro de este
círculo es el asiento: casas y corrales que han de estar en medio. La tal estancia y
el compas es el mecate con que se han de medir los 1,500 pasos geométricos a
todas partes” (Solano, Cedulario 228).
In his description, Cercillo uses the same measurement –“5 tercias de vara” –for the paso like
Muñoz Camargo although he calls it “pasos geométricos”107. Cercillo expands on that to add that
“La tal estancia y el compas es el mecate con que se han de medir los 1,500 pasos geométricos a
todas partes”. In this instance, Cercillo seems to use the word “mecate” derived from the Nahua
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In this document, the viceroy states that: “Que por cuanto no estar bien declarado en las
ordenanzas que hasta ahora se han hecho la distancia de tierras que han de tener las estancias de
ganados, mayores y menores, se podrían recrecer pleitos y otros inconvenientes. Atento a lo cual,
declaro, ordeno y mando que las estancias que hasta aquí se han hecho merced y se hiciere de
aquí en adelante, las que fueren para ganado mayor tengan 3,000 pasos de marca de a 5 tercias de
vara cada paso en cuadra, de linde a linde. O 1,500 a cada parte, desde el asiento de la casa”
(Solano, Cedulario 227).
107

Even though the names for this particular paso of “cinco tercias” vary –pasos de marca, de
Tolomeo, geométricos, de Salomón – its equivalence to 1,398 meters or “5 pies” remains in all
the studies made on measurement units and practices in New Spain, with the exception of the
study by Aguilar Robledo for whom the equivalence is 1,393 meters. See Laserna 231, Chardón
295, and Aguilar Robledo 26 for a discussion of the value of this paso.
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term mecatl –a rope used as unit of measurement of land in Mesoamerica – as a synonym for the
term unit of measurement. Used as a metaphor or mode of representation by Cercillo, the mecate
seems to refer to the measured pace of the paso geométrico as the one who measures moves from
the center to an imagined circular perimeter. With his use of the term “compas”, a tool used to
measure and determine the radius of and angles within a circle, Cercillo –very much like Muñoz
Camargo – seems to overlap landscape and paper as the distinct figure of a circular map forms in
the mind of Cercillo’s reader. Could Cercillo be yet another influence in Muñoz Camargo
circular and measured representation of Tlaxcala as discussed in Chapter Two? Knowing that the
“paso de Tolomeo” –as Muñoz Camargo calls it – is an institutionalized unit of measurement in
New Spain declared by the viceroy as the standard to measure, divide, and distribute land that is
to be conferred, given or sold as either communal or private property –in other words, it is the
measurement that lawfully denotes and establishes property as defined by the state –; it is very
probable that Cercillo’s text or one like it influenced the author. The description of the circular
estancia by Cercillo even follows an urban logic when he defines the estancia’s “asiento” –the
same term used in the Instrucción y memoria and by Muñoz Camargo to refer to the space of the
city –as the center of the circle occupied by the proprietor’s house and pens. The “asiento” is an
organized place occupied by the one who owns and has the power. Circularity then –either real or
symbolic –as one of the indications of property and power in New Spain is something that fits
very well within the Descripción’s geopolitical portrayal of Tlaxcala. This political and
proprietary aspect of circularity not only works on an institutional level in New Spain; its
ideological roots can be seen also in Peter Apian’s Libro de la cosmographia (Antwerp 1548).
Originally published in Latin, Apian’s book on the principles of cosmography and the sphere was
ubiquitous; it had multiple publications in different European languages during the last half of
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the sixteenth century.
In the first part’s second chapter – titled “de las partes de la medida y de las especies de
Geometria platica”, Apian discusses –among other itinerary units of measurement – the paso
geométrico or de Tolomeo and places it –through the use of images – in the context of conquest
and exploration. Peter Apian states: “Medida es vna longitud cierta y determinada por la qual se
mide al ojo la distancia de los lugares no conocida...” “Medida” is then the exact measurement of
the distance between places, which was unknown previously. In other words, measurement is
carried out over a piece of land that was not measured before –at least not by the people about to
do the measuring. The projection of a calculating gaze over the “places” speaks of the need of
controlling and colonizing –by way of measuring – a particular landscape. In the cases of
exploration and conquest, it serves as a form of mapping that invents or produces a new place or,
in the case of the settlement of a new town, of establishing the principles of private and
communal property where there was none before through neatly measured plots of land. From
these derivations of Apian’s definition of “medida”, it is clear that he is referring to the special
kind of measurement that can only be done through the itinerary movement over a territory by
the explorer, conqueror or settler. Peter Apian’s definition is followed by a list of the different
parts of the “medida”: “las partes della son las que se siguen, segun el vso de los geometras.
Grano de ceuada, Dedo, Onça, Palmo, Dicha, Espitama, Pie, Pie y medio, Passada, Passada
simple, Passada doble o al qual pueden dezir passo geometrico” (15v). As can be inferred, these
parts of the “medida” move from the smallest to the largest and each measurement part is
contained in the following. Apian’s treatise includes an image that illustrates the size of the
different measurements parts in which both the hands – especially its fingers – and the feet –in
their movement over the landscape –establish the measuring standard (Figure 29).
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The measuring standard for itinerary measurements is the “pié” or foot in Apian’s Libro
and, just like in the case of the Ordenanzas of 1574, Cercillo’s Explicaciones of 1575 and the
Descripción, the “passada doble” or “passo geométrico” contains “5 pies” (15v). This
institutionalized measuring standard apparently put in practice to measure land all over New
Spain needs further discussion. The illustration of the measurement parts in Peter Apian’s treatise
speaks of a significant nuance or meaning in the act or practice of measuring; that is, it appears
that different sorts of people do different sorts of measuring. In the section “Medida por pies”
there are three figures walking from left to right over an arid landscape and each of them

Figure 29: “Medida por la mano” / “Medida por pies”. In Pedro Apiano, Libro de la cosmographia, Antwerp 1548,
woodcut, 15v. This sort of table or scheme illustrates the different units of measurement used to calculate
longitudinal distance.

illustrates a different kind of “passo” or “passada”: a woman; a man wearing a codpiece, walking
in front of her and taking her by the hand–who seems to be her husband or male relative; and
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another man who walks alone and has his right hand over his sword. The woman illustrates the
“passada” (2 pies or feet), the man who takes her by the hand the “passada simple” (2 and a half
pies) and the man armed with a sword the “passada doble” or “passada geométrica” (5 pies) –this
last one being the standard of measurement that Muñoz Camargo proposes as governing itinerary
land measurement in New Spain (Figure 30). From the context of the conquest and colonization
of the New World, the images in Peter Apian’s Libro de la cosmographia are suggestive not only
Diego Muñoz
Camargo.
Descripción de la
ciudad y provincia de
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Viceroy Martín
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Figure 30: Table with definitions and equivalences of the paso geométrico or de Tolomeo by source and a summary
of equivalences.
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of a gendered and social categorization of measurements but also of how the explorer or
conquistador –that measures the land in passos geométricos or de Tolomeo – marks the rhythm
by which the lands will be acquired by new and, under the law, rightful owners; it is what I
would like to call the “paso” of conquest108. However, how this “paso” of conquest can be used
by Muñoz Camargo to measure Tlaxcala? How does it fit in the geopolitical description of
Tlaxcala as a conqueror nation put forth by the Descripción?

From the Altepetl to the Ciudad de Indios: Conquest, “policía”, and Urban Space
After describing Tlaxcala's altepetl with its mountainous topography and the “natural
orden” of the streets and houses, Muñoz Camargo moves to the bottom of the “hoya” to describe
the symmetrical space of the city. In the city, Muñoz Camargo's movement along and across the
physical space described becomes more evident. However, it is important to consider first how
the city of Tlaxcala emerged after the wars of conquest according to the author:
Y después de ganada y pacificada toda la tierra, para poner a los naturales en
alguna policía, por consentimiento, los señores desta república se bajaron destas
laderas a poblar a este pequeño llano […] donde en modo castellano se han hecho
y edificado muy grandes y suntuosas casas de bajos y altos, de cal y canto y
argamasa, […] porque tienen sus repartimientos de plazas y calles por gran nivel
y geometría (8r)
Terms like “policía”, “modo castellano” (Castilian way), and “geometría” (geometry) crystallize
the dychotomy under which function Tlaxcala's geopolitical description and the movement of the
author along the city and province. This dychotomy –that can be described using Muñoz
Camargo's terms of “natural orden” on one hand, and “modo castellano” and “geometría” on the
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However, it would be much better to know the origin of this woodcut and if and in what other
publications was used before the publication of Apian’s first edition of the Cosmographia in
1545. The same woodcut was used in both Spanish editions of 1548 and 1575.
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other – clearly demarcates two different spaces: (his ideas about) the pre-hispanic altepetl and
the ciudad de indios. In this particular section, I will discuss Muñoz Camargo's use of the paso
de Tolomeo when he describes the city and its relationship to Tlaxcala's discourses of conquest.
When describing the causes of the origin of the city and the movement of the Tlaxcalteca
population from the mountains to the valley, Muñoz Camargo does not forget who were its actual
designers and under which time period the city began to be constructed when he asserts that the
city was build “por industria de los primeros religiosos que a esta tierra vinieron, frailes de la
orden de San Francisco, gobernando don Antonio de Mendoza...” (8r). Under the Franciscan
Order’s design “...los más principales y señores desta ciudad, bajaron muy gran parte de la gente,
ciudadana y plebeya, donde hasta hoy quedaron poblados con mucha orden y concierto, o en esta
ciudad y llano, donde hay una plaza muy principal, cuadrada y muy graciosa, que tiene de este
[a] oeste 170 pasos y, de norte a sur, 176 pasos...” (8v). Muñoz Camargo makes an important
classic distinction about the quality of the population when he divides it between “gente […]
ciudadana” and “plebeya”; in the case of Tlaxcala, gente ciudadana are the tlatoque and the
pipiltin (roughly the equivalent of upper and lower nobility, respectively) who often had the
equivalent of private property and carried out wars, governance, and cultivated the (mechanical)
arts; while the gente plebeya are the macehualtin whose most important role was to produce food
and tribute, and be the workforce behind the construction of public works. The political nucleus
of this organized society whose population inhabits a “sumptuous” and geometrical city is the
main square framed by the author with the paso de Tolomeo (Figure 31). It is in this place that
the main attributes and symbols of power, order, and policía are to be found; and it is through the
paso de Tolomeo that Muñoz Camargo begins to connect Tlaxcala city’s order and geometry with
the discourses and practices of conquest, among which is the design and founding of cities.
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Figure: 31 Tlaxcala's ciudad de indios. “Portales de la ciudad que corren de norte a sur / Mesón / Cárcel / Casa de
los alcaldes mayores / Caballerías/ Carnicerías / Casas reales / La fuente / La picota”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo,
Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 245r, cuadro 17, University Library,
Glasgow. The author seems to move first from the necessary but least important institutions of the city (with the
exception of the casa de los alcaldes mayores) to, second, the institutions and buildings when government and
justice are carried out in Tlaxcala and, third, to the space of the plaza where the fountain and the pillory function as
symbols of life and auto-sufficiency and justice and policía, respectively.
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The paso de Tolomeo is the unit of measurement that had the symbolic value of conquest
and colonization attached to it –as seen in Apian’s Libro de la cosmographia – and that later was
institutionalized by New Spain's viceroy Antonio de Mendoza circa 1536 and later reaffirmed by
viceroy Martín Enríquez on 1574 and 1580. This is important because Tlaxcala's central plaza
works as the metonymic representation of the city in both the alphabetic and pictographictexts109.
In his description of the plaza in the alphabetic text, Muñoz Camargo mentions what are the main
symbols of policía in a Spanish city: the fountain110 that provides “very good water” for the city
and the picota111 (or pillory) that serves as the symbol of justice and policía and “rules over the
main square”. These respectively represent the autosuficiency and ordered peace that Aristotle
mentions as constitutive of a polis. In addition to these elements of policía, Muñoz Camargo
includes a sort of encomium of the market –in the tradition set out by Cortés with his description
of Tlatelolco’s market. He describes in grandiose terms Maxixcatzin’s market –a pre-Hispanic
market in Tlaxcala that was moved to the main square in colonial times112 (9v-10v). All of these
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See Kagan who proposes the metonymic nature of Muñoz Camargo’s pintura of Tlaxcala’s
main square and discusses its adherence to the discourses of policía and piety.
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“…en medio de la cual hay una fuente de agua de extremada hechura, que tiene ocho
columnas, que dellas proceden ocho caños de muy buena agua, que están en torno de esta fuente;
de modo que queda de muy graciosa forma, que a la continua está está llena de agua, donde
proceden otros caños que van a dar a otras pilas más bajas, donde la gente coge agua para
servicio desta ciudad” (9v).
111

“A un lado desta plaza, está una picota para ejecución de la justicia, que es una columna de
piedra blanca que tiene 18 palmos de alto, con una peaña ochavada de extremada hechura, de
que, hasta donde está el asiento de la picota, hay dos estados de alto, que señorea toda la plaza”
(9v).
112

“Y a esta plaza se pasó el mercado que solía tener Maxixcatzin, el cual es libre y franco […]
es uno de los principales y ricos mercados que hay en esta Nueva España […] y entran por año
[…] más de 200 mil pesos en reales sencillos. […] Hácese el mercado de ocho a ocho días, de
sábado, y es tan celebrado que acuden de otras provincias tanta gente, que es cosa
innumerable...” (9v-10r). The famous pre-hispanic tianguiz was located originally in Ocotelulco
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elements are included in the pictographic representation of the city, which presents the strong
possibility that Muñoz Camargo was the tlacuilo or painter that made Tlaxcala City’s pintura.
Maxixcatzin’s market is portrayed with a Mesoamerican-styled cornice over the “portales”
located at right and bottom sides of the image. About these portales he says: “Están los españoles
debajo de los portales, a la contratación de la grana, indios, mestizos, negros y mulatos, con sus
pesos y balanzas y dineros delante de sí para el rescate della” (10v). Interestingly, Muñoz
Camargo does not mention this cornice, which could be an element added by Muñoz Camargo
himself to identify the space of the market in harmony with the rest of the ordered space of the
plaza build “a modo castellano”. This harmonious way of bringing together these elements in the
pintura takes the form of a mirror image. The image of Tlaxcala’s main square could be folded
diagonally in half with one side –corresponding to the left-hand side of the image where the
mesón and cárcel are located –with a European-styled cornice and, the other, with what Muñoz
Camargo describes as Maxixcatzin’s market with its particular Mesoamerican-styled cornice113.
At the upper-right corner of the fold of this mirrored image, which contains two sides of Tlaxcala
city’s political and urban identity, is Tlaxcala’s cabildo house that has a distinctive thatched roof
with a Christian cross. Even though other commentators of the Descripción argue that this
thatched cabildo house is proof that this particular pintura was produced before the 1560’s
because it does not agree with Muñoz Camargo’s description in the alphabetic text114, I think that

and its tlatoani was called Maxixcatzin “el señor del mercado”.
113

Conversation with Jane Mangan and Melissa González on January 14th, 2013.
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Late Eleonor Wake calls cuadros sixteen to eighteen “architectural plans” (103). This term is
thoroughly problematic because it speaks of a very particular use of pictographic and written
descriptions in which the intention is to accurately and unambiguously capture the features,
space, and form of a building. In principle, to use this term to refer to the representation of the
three main urban spaces in the Descripción can be anachronistic and misleading. In the sixteenth
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this roof with a cross could symbolize, on the other hand, the identity of the cabildo and city: an
Indian pious political entity. Another element of Tlaxcala’s piousness is the inconspicuous
contrast between the figure of the pillory (“picota”) and that of the gallows (“horca”) in the
image. There was clearly a change or a mistake fixed in the gloss of “LA PICOTA” because the
ink is partially smudged; most probably the term “la horca” was changed to “la picota”115. The
possible change from “la horca” to “la picota” demonstrates the zeal of Muñoz Camargo in
portraying Tlaxcala as a political and Christian ciudad de indios. This can be further argued by
noting that the gallows were more a symbol of the punishment for idolatry –portrayed in cuadros
eleven, twelve, and fourteen of the pictographic text –; something that Muñoz Camargo and
Tlaxcala’s cabildo would not have liked to emphasize in the metonymic depiction of the city.
Meanwhile, the picota was a fundamental element in the founding of cities in the New World. An
illustrative example of its symbolic importance can be seen in Cuzco’s Acta de fundación, a

century, bird’s eye view or panoramic perspectives, like those used in the aforementioned
cuadros, could be in a lot of instances purposefully misleading as they tend to include symbolic
elements that can either function as the projection of an identity or discourse into the past or into
the future. They tend to represent the spirit or presence of the city or region the artist wants to
portray and not accuracy. From the group of the relaciones geográficas maps we can consider the
famous example of the map of Texupa (1579) that while it seems to give an unambiguous
representation of the town, its graphic elements point to the simultaneous coexistence of three
temporalities in the map: the past of conquest, the present, and the future of conversion.
115

Wake is the first to have noticed this, to my knowledge. She provides important information
about the smudged ink. There are two kinds of ink used: the original ink is black while the ink on
the top –the one used to make the changes – is brown. She argues that the original text could
have been “LA [H]ORCA” –a gloss referring to the gallows depicted above the figure of the
picota. Surprisingly, she further argues that the scribe and not Muñoz Camargo made this change:
“It is in this detail that the efforts of the copyist to align the plan with Camargo’s descriptions are
most apparent. Even if he was not responsible for trying to remove the heavily inked gallows, he
ensured that the picota, symbol and site of ‘execution of justice’, was present and did ‘impose
rule over the whole square’” (114). I find highly improbable that the scribe –which clearly was
not Nahua or had knowledge of the Nahua culture, which Wake herself argues – would have
more interest than Muñoz Camargo in the coherence between the alphabetic and pictographic
texts when describing Tlaxcala’s main square.
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document produced on March 23rd, 1534 by Pedro Sancho who writes down Francisco Pizarro’s
words and acts of foundation. The ceremony of foundation performed by Pizarro in Cuzco’s
main square was to mark with a knife the recently build picota as an act of possession and the
beginning of a new order116. By making the change in the image –or instructing the scribe to do
it – Muñoz Camargo is inserting Tlaxcala’s pictographic representation in the Western discourse
of policía (which meant urbanization and Christian indoctrination) while emphazing Tlaxcala’s
ciudad de indios as a center of Christianity and conquest. The use of the paso de Tolomeo to
frame and measure the perimeter of the main square should not be considered in a purely neutral
way; it is the unit of measurement sanctioned by the state to impose and bring a new political and
spatial order. The author’s emphasis on the fountain and the picota or pillory accentuates the
establishment of that new order not only by Spaniards over the indigenous people but, also, by
indigenous groups over other indigenous groups. That is, Tlaxcala’s nobility –in alliance with the
Franciscan Order – imposed a new order over the macehualtin and, later, in the travels of
exploration and conquest, Tlaxcalteca warriors and settlers would impose it over other
indigenous groups. This was the model of conquest and colonization in Hispanic America; it was
a shared and hybrid enterprise in which diverse groups came out with and implemented a model
or technique that fomented movement but also permanence.
In noting the thematic and symbolic correlation between the pictographic and alphabetic
elements in Muñoz Camargo’s description of the city, it is clear that both complement each other:
116

“Oy lunes veynte y tres dias del mes de março año del nascimiento de nro. saluador jhu.xpo.
de mill E quinientos E treynta E quatro Años en esta picota q. pocos dias a mande hazer y poner
en medio desta plaça en las gradas de piedra q. tiene q. no estan Acabadas de labrar con este
puñal que en my cinta trayo yo labro algo della y corto y labro un ñudo del madero de la dha.
picota como A todos los q. sois presentes do es bien visto y hago todos los otros avtos de
posesion e diligençias de fundaçion desta çibdad q. soy obligado e debia hazer las quales doy por
hechas poniendo por nombre a este dho. pueblo que he fundado la muy noble y gran ciudad del
Cuzco…” (Pizarro 165).
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while the pictographic text presents a bird's eye view of the plaza and surrounding buildings
identifying each of them with Spanish glosses, the alphabetic text gives a more accurate
description of the cardinal points lacking in the pintura. In this intimate interaction between the
text and the image, the reader not only has a more complete representation of the city described
but also can trace Muñoz Camargo’s movement over and through that space. This type of
correlation between text and images points very strongly to Muñoz Camargo’s authorship of both
representations.
The alphabetic text also includes a detailed description of the interior spaces of political
and administrative buildings, especially, the historical murals – that Muñoz Camargo calls
“retratos” and “medallas” – adorning their walls, and that narrate the events of conquest and
Tlaxcala’s role in it. The author also included and –most probably–drew the images in the
pictographic text that intent to be a reproduction of some of the mural’s images117. However,
there is an important difference between both pictographic narratives: the murals in Tlaxcala’s
audiencia and cabildo houses were painted for the Tlaxcalteca, New Spain’s viceroy, and local
Spanish officials while the Descripción’s pictographic narrative –which traveled overseas –was
meant to be looked at and studied by the king himself. However, a question remains: How these
murals or “medallas” fit into Muñoz Camargo’s measured movement of the city of Tlaxcala? In
the following section I will analyze the author’s movement inside the audiencia and cabildo
houses while he describes the murals to the king –Muñoz Camargo intended reader and partner
in his tour along Tlaxcala city –in order to argue that a kinetic discourse of conquest is
articulated that connects Tlaxcala’s local center of government with –and projects it over – not
only king Phillip II’s court but also the most remote points in the New World.
117

However, as discussed in Chapter One, it would be difficult to prove without a doubt Muñoz
Camargo’s authorship of these images. See section The Descripción: Its Agents and a Timeline.
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3. A Mural Cartography: Tlaxcala’s Discourse of Conquest

Tlaxcala’s “medallas” and the Articulation of a Kinetic Discourse of Conquest

Muñoz Camargo’s ekphrasis of the murals of the Cabildo house has a telling
introduction; he begins by describing the interior space where it can be seen hanging from the
wall a red velvet tapestry (“dosel de terciopelo carmesí”) with a crucifix attached to it, and
directly below it a chair where the alcalde mayor or governor sits. He says how after each
member of the cabildo has kneeled in front of the crucifix, they would pray, and then sit down in
accordance to their antiquity and importance. He describes the cabildo as a place where its
members “proponen sus negocios con mucho concierto, orden y severidad, cual en semejante
lugar conviene” (11r). The ceremoniousness of the place is also enhanced by its dimensions and
sumptuousness:
En esta lugar y sala de cabildo tan suntuosa y de tanta majestad puede asistir a ella
la misma persona real, porque tiene 61 pies de largo y 22 de ancho, con dos
ventanas muy grandes y rasgadas […] de maravillosa hechura, que caen a la parte
de la plaza […] Y en esta propia sala, están de muy buena mano retratados los
nueve de la fama… (11r-v).
The identification of the house of the cabildo as an appropriate space for housing the monarch –
or his representative in New Spain, the viceroy –through the structure’s dimensions already
establishes a measured spatial connection between Tlaxcala’s political center and the Hapsburg
Crown. While the members of the cabildo decided on questions of tribute production and
extraction, the defense of their lands or any other administrative issue, they had in their line of
vision the symbolic center of Tlaxcala: through the windows they could see the measured and
elegant frame of the main square with its water fountain and pillory. But, they also had in their
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line of vision a narrative of conquest always unfolding around them on the walls of their cabildo
room. As per Muñoz Camargo’s alphabetic description, the narrative begins with the depiction of
the Nine Worthies118. Muñoz Camargo does not reproduce this particular section of the murals in
the Descripción’s pictographic text; instead, he reproduces another section, which is the
allegorical representation of the indigenous provinces that comprise the political body of New
Spain (Figure 32). Following the leading allegorical figure of Tlaxcala are the figures of
Guatemala, Oaxaca, Pánuco, Chiapas, Coixco, Michoacán, Jalisco, Culhuacán, and Totonacapan.
The position the figure of Tlaxcala occupies among the rest of the provinces gives the former
preeminence over the others. They are standing in a line with their respective garments and
insignia in their hands, and the figure of Tlaxcala is leading them in what seems as a movement –
as in a procession –from left to right. It makes sense that, if these images are reproductions of
murals, they will follow the movement of the narration depicted over the walls of the cabildo
room. But in addition, by looking carefully at the image, one can see Tlaxcala’s right hand
signaling the way (the figure of Coixco does the same) while his face expresses piety. Where are
they going? Who are they following? It is important then to analyze briefly the image.
Below them are their respective place names and some of them are classified as
Bishoprics with the figure of a Bishop’s miter. The leading figure of Tlaxcala at the far right is
easily identifiable by the characteristic Tlaxcalteca headdress it carries –a braided cord with a
knot in the front–, Xicotencatl’s cloak with tied ribbons, the insignia in his hand that reproduces
Castile’s emblem – a (golden) castle – that was included in the coat of arms conferred by Charles

Symbolizing the chivalric values of the Christian king and warrior, the worthies were three
Hebrews: Joseph, David, and Judas Maccabeus; three pagans: Alexander the Great, Hector of
Troy, and Julius Caesar; and three Christians: king Arthur, Charlemagne, and Godfrey of
Bouillon.
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Figure 32: “Estas son las provincias y reynos que conquistó Her[nan]do Cortes Marqués del Valle, y otras muchas
q[ue] no se escriven”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585,
manuscript, f. 246r, cuadro 19, University Library, Glasgow.
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V to Tlaxcala in 1535 and below, the place name of Tlaxcala – a mountain with a maize tortilla
on top meaning “land of bread”. Among the allegorical figures, it is telling that Tlaxcala is the
only one holding her city’s insignia or coat of arms; it seems as if the others do not have the same
political standing and recognition as Tlaxcala. While there are three figures to the extreme right
that have feathers on their heads signaling their political status above the others –Tlaxcala,
Culhuacan, and maybe Totonocapan –, only Tlaxcala has the standing of a Loyal and Noble city
–and province – in this image. What is the significance or role of this allegorical representation
in the narrative of the pictographic text? This image presents a particular kind of narrative that
has a local geopolitical meaning. Thinking New Spain as the sum of either its bishoprics –like
the image itself presents – or its “provincias y reynos” conquered by Hernán Cortes –as the
Spanish gloss asserts –, supports the idea that, under the leadership of Tlaxcala, New Spain is
where the history and movement of conquest begins. And the movement of conquest seems to
take a concrete presence in this image, as it seems as if the figures are moving from the left to
right following pious Tlaxcala. The importance of this movement will reveal itself in the
interaction between Muñoz Camargo’s alphabetic description or ekphrasis of the murals and the
corresponding plastic representations –most probably produced or drawn also by him – included
in the pictographic text.
After referring to the Nine Worthies while moving along the cabildo room in his
description, Muñoz Camargo goes on to describe what he calls “retratos y medallas” (12r) that
have as topic the figures of Hernán Cortés, Christopher Columbus, and Francisco Pizarro
displaying their feats and trophies119 (Figure 33). They narrate in large strokes the history of
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However, it is important to notice the following: while in his alphabetic description Muñoz
Camargo describes the three murals depicting the conquistadors of the New World in a
chronological order according to their “feats” in the pictographic text the order of the cuadros is
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exploration and conquest in the Indias Occidentales focusing on New Spain, the Caribbean, and
Peru. By using the term “medalla” or medal to refer to these representations, Muñoz Camargo is
already inscribing them in a certain type of historical discourse put forward by a group of
historians from Europe’s cultural elite called numismatics. The numismatics relied on the
materiality and designs of ancient coins as hard evidence that could confirm or put in doubt past
historical events as narrated in ancient texts. The term “medal” used originally to refer to designs
on coins soon was adapted to refer to the plastic representation of kings and famous figures from
the ancient past, especially in mythographic manuals and treatises on painting120. In fact, in their
design, the drawings of the cabildo murals resemble a lot graphic representations included in
these types of manuals and treatises. Overlapping its seeming nature as historical evidence with
an aesthetic born from the demands of material and symbolic power, the term “medalla” as used
by Muñoz Camargo to refer to this drawings describes perfectly the role of these images in the
Descripción’s historical discourse and program.
These murals or medals described and most probably drawn by the author present a
historical and political discourse articulated from precisely the local institutions and places of
power in Tlaxcala. Among the murals or medals over the walls of the cabildo room, Muñoz
Camargo describes Hernán Cortés’ in the following manner:
Hernando Cortés, con un crucificio en la mano, llevando tras de sí a Montezuma
aprisionado con unos grillos en los pies, y arrastrando su bandera, su cetro y
corona por los suelos hecha pedazos, con sus ídolos y simulacros de falsos dioses
arruinados y caídos en tierra y despedazados, y, cabe sí, una india (que significa la
Cortés, Columbus, and Pizarro. From these differences it is essential to note that even though the
alphabetic and pictographic texts are meant to work together, they themselves have their own
compositional principle and logic. In the case of the pictographic text, it is clear that Tlaxcala
and later New Spain are posed as the symbolic and geographical beginnings of the conquest of
the New World.
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See Haskell History and Its Images, Part I “The Discovery of the Image”.
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Figure 33: “Don Fer[nan]do Cortes / Motecçuma / La Nueva España”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la
ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 246v, cuadro 20, University Library, Glasgow.
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Nueva España), con todos los caciques y principales que sujetó en estas
partes” (11r-v).
In the corresponding image in the pictographic text Cortes’ figure appears in the center
wearing the armor of a conquistador and holding a crucifix, denoting that he waged a holy war
against an enemy of the Christian faith. Moctezuma –the defeated enemy – appears in the far
right completely demoted of his political and religious power while New Spain–represented in
the allegorical figure of an indigenous woman holding Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s insignia in the far
left – looks intently at Cortés making a gesture of devotion and respect with her hands. It is clear
that Cortés saved New Spain from the cult of false idols and his face expresses piety in view of
his achievement. However, not all of his “trophies” are in this particular image; for Muñoz
Camargo also mentions the “caciques y principales” made subjects by Cortés and who are clearly
not in the image. They are instead in the preceding image discussed earlier in this section
(Figures 34). It is important to notice the great similarity in the pose and expression between
Tlaxcala’s allegorical figure and Cortés in these images; it seems that it is only Tlaxcala, New
Spain, and Cortés who truly understand the significance of this event. Interestingly, besides
Tlaxcala, only New Spain has an insignia. New Spain’s insignia has –like Tlaxcala’s – Castile’s
emblem of a castle but topped with Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s place name. In addition, the insignia
is encircled by a round perimeter that seems to signal Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s nature as an island.
That is, its insignia is a castle on a lake. Here again, the reader encounters another example of
Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s circular insularity in the Descripción, like those presented in other
examples discussed in Chapter Two of this dissertation.
The insistence on symbolic geography in the Descripción also works –although from a
regional and global perspective – in the following images described by Muñoz Camargo while he
strolls inside the cabildo room. According to him, another set of medals is located in front of the
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images of Hernán Cortés and the indigenous provinces; the figures in these medals also
reproduce the movement from left to right set out by Tlaxcala’s allegorical representation. This
movement from left to right is an important connection between the cuadros that gives the

Figures 34: “Mural” in Tlaxcala’s cabildo room. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, (left) f. 246r, cuadro 19, (right) f. 246v, cuadro 20, University Library, Glasgow.
By putting these images side by side the reader can have an idea of how the murals in Tlaxcala’s cabildo room
looked like. Following Muñoz Camargo’s description in the alphabetic text, both images would be part of one image
in the cabildo murals. One can then assume that the rest of the images discussed in this section work in the same
way.

pictographic text the form of a narrative that is not chronological but geographic. About this new
set of murals or medals, Muñoz Camargo begins saying: “...está Fernando Cortés, ansí mismo
ofreciendo a su Majestad una india (por la Nueva España), con gran suma de plata; y, tras éste,
Francisco Pizarro, con un indio que es el Perú, tambien con la una rodilla en el suelo, como los
demás que hemos referido, con insignias de inestimables riquezas que está ofreciendo a su
Majestad” (11v). In this representation of the kneeling figures of Pizarro and Cortés each of them
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are accompanied by the allegorical figures of Peru and New Spain along with coffers full of gold,
silver, and other objects representing either gifts or tribute communicating their condition of
subjects to the Hapsburg Crown122 (Figure 35). While Pizarro has New Castile’s insignia in his
hand, the woman representing New Spain seems to have Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s insignia between
her arms. All of them –with the exception of Pizarro –are looking to the right side of the image
with an expression of reverence and respect. As can be noted, in this succession of both historical
and allegorical figures, Muñoz Camargo is producing a cartography of conquest informed by
nobility symbols –like the horse, insignia, and trophies in the conquistadors’ hands – and the
figures’ bodies and expressions that are always looking to the right, placing their attention on
something or someone outside of the image that the reader (for the moment) cannot see.
However, by looking at the next two following images in the pictographic text, the reader can
identify the object of the kingdoms and conquistador’s gaze: the figures of Charles V and Philip
II, respectively (Figures 36 and 37). By clearly addressing the main symbolic figures and events
of the exploration and conquest of the New World, Muñoz Camargo inserts in the middle of his
geopolitical narrative of Tlaxcala a broader narrative of conquest, some of whose events do not
have an immediate or clear connection with Tlaxcala’s history –like Columbus’ and Pizarro’s
“feats”. Then, what is the author achieving with the insertion of those images in respect to the
over-all form or narrative of the pictographic text? He is articulating a kinetic discourse of
conquest that in its movement from left to right informs vassalage relationships. This movement
will be reproduced in the following images of war that represent Tlaxcala’s defeating and
Alessandra Russo identifies a “discursive strategy” in this image that goes back to Hernán
Cortés’s creation of the “idea” of New Spain. Russo reveals that Cortés actively designed objects
that would be sent as gifts to the Old World. By tracing the itinerary movement and intimate
relationship between these objects and inventories of those objects sent to the Iberian Peninsula
by Cortés, Russo discusses the rhetoric of the gift or offering as way of “mapping a ‘fictional’
geography of New Spain”. See Cortés’s objects.
122
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Figure 35: “Piçarus ofrece el Peru / Peru / Mexico / Cortesivs ofrece la nueva España”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo,
Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 248v, cuadro 23, University Library,
Glasgow.
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Figure 36: “Xtoval Colon / ofrece a su M[ajesta]d el nuevo mundo”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la
ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 249r, cuadro 24, University Library, Glasgow.
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Figure 37: “Phillipus Hisp[ania]e et Ind[iarum] Rex”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y
provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 249v, cuadro 25, University Library, Glasgow.
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Figure 38: “tonatiuh […] / La guerra de las partes del poniente llamadas tonatiuh yhuetzian, llamada la California
jorn[ad]a q[ue] hizo Cortes asta el puerto de la purificación, fueron los de taxcala”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo,
Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 288r, cuadro 100, University Library,
Glasgow.
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conquering a diversity of societies and nations across North and Central America and making
them subjects of the Hapsburg crown, like for example California (Figure 38). In this image the
movement of conquest from left to right –although more plainly violent – is reproduced. The
conquistadors are coming from the left and effectively defeating the soon-to- be subjects
occupying the right side of the image. This same movement and frame will be used and repeated
in the images of war against all societies in the four corners of the Mexica Empire and beyond
articulating in this way a kinetic discourse of conquest.
But in addition to this kinetic discourse, its is important to analyze further the image of
Charles V located in the Audiencia house and reproduced by Muñoz Camargo in the pictographic
text of the Descripción (Figure 36). This image seems to articulate a particular symbolic
cartography of the New World. How this “invention” of the New World by the author places
Tlaxcala within the over-arching discourses of exploration and conquest?

The Sphere as the Space of Vassalage: Tlaxcala and the Hapsburg Empire

Christopher Columbus appears kneeling and offering with his left hand a globe –the “new
world” (nuevo mundo) –to Charles V who, on a horse, grabs it with his right hand while holding
a bigger sphere with his left hand. In this intentionally anachronistic rendering by Muñoz
Camargo –Charles V was born on 1500; eight years after Columbus arrived to Guanahani Island
–both Columbus and Charles V seem to grasp the symbolism and significance of the delivery.
Charles V’s face, especially, acquires a calm expression through which the sublime significance
of the transference is made palpable. Over the kneeling Columbus there is a banner that has as
main symbol a ship in the sea with three flags –La Niña, La Pinta and Santa María? –with full
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wind-blown sails. Below, a shield has inscribed the words “[Chris]toval Colon ofrece a su
M[ajesta]d el nuevo mundo”. Through this relationship of vassalage, Columbus and Charles V’s
arms –in the manner of an axis –support and fix the globe of the New World in a central position
in the image. More to the right and parallel to the globe of the New World is a bigger and
tripartite sphere resting either on Charles V’s lap or hand. Even though the bottom half of this
second and bigger sphere is not shown, the reader can gather that it was divided at least in three
parts by two perpendicular jeweled strips, which identify the globe as the T and O Map. A
contemporary reader that knows about this particular concept of the orbis terrarum as a world –
habitable space –divided in three parts or continents would recognize in this earthly sphere the
two shown empty spaces as the two parts of the world sharing the same hemisphere: Europe and
Africa. At the end of the sixteenth century it is hard to ignore the possible meanings Muñoz
Camargo’s representation of the T and O Map must have had for its readers. Charles V’s domains
included the kingdoms of Castile and Aragon with their respective territories in the Atlantic (the
Canary Islands and the Americas) and the Mediterranean (the kingdoms of Naples, Sardinia and
Sicily); the kingdom of Navarre was also integrated to the empire along with the Duchy of
Burgundy (that incorporated the Netherlands, Luxemburg and the Free County) and the states of
the Hapsburg dynasty. In 1555 Charles V abdicated his title of emperor in favor of his brother
Ferdinand I and gave his son Philip II the Spanish empire. While king of Spain and of all its
vassal kingdoms in Europe, the Mediterranean and America, Philip II was crowned as king of
Portugal in 1581 after a war of succession acquiring in this way Portugal’s coastal commercial
empire that included regions of Brazil, Africa, and India.
What is thus being represented symbolically is the sphere of influence of the Spanish
Crown in the old world. However, the New World that is surrendered by Columbus to the
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Spanish Crown is also a divided and “mapped” world. A strip crosses its sphere and, like the
equatorial line, separates the globe in two hemispheres: one rests in Columbus’ hand while the
other is covered by the emperor’s hand. This wide and protuberant strip that embraces the center
of the sphere seems to be a representation of the Treaty of Tordesillas. The Treaty of Tordesillas
of 1494 was an important document in the history of cartography –even though it did not include
any maps –in the manner in which it established the imperium of the kingdoms of Spain and
Portugal over unknown lands and their inhabitants by “drawing” a meridian line over the Atlantic
Ocean 370 leagues from the Cape Verde Islands. The treaty’s historical significance is amplified
by the instruments and methods used to give it legal and empirical validity. As the interests of
both Spain and Portugal clashed over the potential richness of pagan lands to the east and west,
mathematical precision became necessary to settle conveniently the dispute. The treaty thus
became a turning point in which mathematics started to have more prominence in cartography
and imperial interests123 while joining together a community of cosmographers around the
question of how to calculate longitudes (Portuondo 66). The validity of the different calculations
made was reinforced when framed under the legality of Pope Alexander VI’s bull Inter Caetera
(1493) that was later modified and ratified in the Treaty of Tordesillas124.
As a composite proper of imperial ambitions, the mathematics of the sphere and the cult
of the divine are brought as legitimizing discourses in Muñoz Camargo’s cosmographical
“invention” of the New World. The line then dividing the New World in two parts has a special
123

For Denis Cosgrove the Treaty of Tordesillas came to be the first step of “modern globalism”:
“The treaty was the first geopolitical instrument of global imperialism since Augustus’s claim to
empire ad termini orbis terrarum” (84).
124

On other the hand, the limitations at that moment were clear: it was difficult to measure
leagues at sea and the exact position of the meridian was not yet established. The exact position
of the meridian near the Cape Verde Islands was supposed to be decided on a joint journey by the
two kingdoms, but it never took place. See Portuondo.
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meaning in this representation. The meridian that normally is considered a geographic and
political division is at this historical moment and in this representation a line of connection; it is
on the “neutral” space of the sea –very different in its potential nature as property and object of
dominium than land –that a line of demarcation becomes not a line of inclusion but a space of
association and community forging (Steinberg 260). This association and creation of transatlantic
ties and societies pervades the relationship between New Spain –as part of the New World –and
the Hapsburg monarchs; while it encompasses the “nuevo mundo” in a particular
“cosmographic” depiction of the Spanish imperial world, it also confers to this New World a
central position within that cosmos singularized by symbols of nobility. In this geographic and
cosmographic narrative of conquest that has as motor the conquistador’s movement from left to
right, the space of the sphere emerges as the site of connection and vassalage.

4. Measuring the Space of Conversion: The Monastery of San Francisco as an Intermediary
Space

“Hase de considerar que toman más campo 100 españoles que mil indios...”: Tlaxcala’s
Space of Conversion

After his description of the cabildo and audiencia houses, Muñoz Camargo proposes to
continue Tlaxcala’s description as he moves in a southern direction from the center of the city to
the monastery of San Francisco. In his proposal, the author provides a list of what will be the
upcoming topics:
Habiendo, pues, tratado de algunas casas desta república, es justo que volvamos a
tratar del asiento del monasterio que está fundado en esta ciudad […] Trataremos
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de los señores de las cuatro cabeceras, [...] y para que después, prosiguiendo
sucesivamente, salgamos deste lugar y tratemos de los sujetos della, y de las
distancias que hubiere a los pueblos comarcanos” (13v).
As can be noted, the author refers to his past description of the main square with the expression
“algunas casas desta república” in order to move to the description of the site of the monastery.
But the term “república” or republic used by the author also hints to one of the main purposes of
Tlaxcala’s description: to present it as a paradigm of the república de indios. While describing
the monastery, Muñoz Camargo will provide information about the “señores” - that, not
surprisingly, will be their conversion to Christianity in 1519 – and later he and the reader “will
move away from that place” in order to discuss the subject towns and their respective itinerary
distances from the city of Tlaxcala. In this instance, the author includes the reader (“salgamos
deste lugar y tratemos”) in the movement along the interrelated space of the city and the text.
This inclusive voice will permeate the description of the monastery and give way to a particular
manner of measuring this site of conversion.
The monastery of San Francisco is an important site located on a knoll in the southwest
part of the city; it effectively works as a kind of boundary between the flat topography of the city
and the mountainous border or “hoya” described by Muñoz Camargo. In keeping with the shared
movement of the author and reader along this spatial and textual landscape, Muñoz Camargo
introduces the description of the monastery in the following way:
Está la casa e iglesia en un repecho y ladera de un cerro […] Y ansí, que,
habiendo de subir [a] esta iglesia y monasterio, se sube por tres partes: por la una
parte, viniendo de una plaza, se sube por un terraplén llano de 85 pasos hasta la
entrada del patio […] Dejaremos de tratar de las otras dos entradas hasta su
tiempo, y proseguiremos por ésta (14r).
This spatial and textual movement works in tandem with the visual representation of the
monastery drawn and included by the author in the pictographic text (Figure 39). As such, the
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Figure 39: “El sitio del monast[eri]o de la ciudad de Tlaxcala / Terraplén y subida de la iglesia / La Concepción / La
subida del patio de la igles[i]a por 73 escalones / El monasterio de San Francisco / La huerta del monasterio / La
torre del campanario”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585,
manuscript, f. 245v, cuadro 18, University Library, Glasgow.
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reader could easily follow Muñoz Camargo’s movement in and around the monastery. In the text
quoted above, Muñoz Camargo directs the reader (“proseguiremos por ésta”) over a “terraplén”
or embankment that leads to one of the three entrances to the church and monastery126. This
entrance is represented at the bottom left-hand side of the image looking at it horizontally; the
reader could easily follow the author through this “terraplén” using this image. As it was noted
and discussed in previous sections of this chapter, the author continues to use the paso de
Tolomeo –the institutionalized measurement of exploration and conquest in New Spain –to
measure distances within the space of the city; here he measures the distance of the “terraplén”
from its beginning at the foot of the knoll to the entrance of the patio as eighty-five “pasos”.
However, once Muñoz Camargo and the reader arrive to the entrance of the walled monastery
and church, the former uses a peculiar way to measure the interior space or “campo” of the patio:
Finalmente, que, llegados al patio de arriba por esta entrada, es un patio grande
donde caben más de 100 mil animas. Hase de considerar que toman más campo
100 españoles que mil indios, porque [éstos] se aprietan más y no tienen estorbo
de ropa abultada como los nuestros; y ansí, en poco espacio de campo, caben más
gentes de indios que de españoles” (14r).
Unlike Tlaxcala's main square that was measured in “pasos” by Muñoz Camargo, the interior
space of the walled religious complex is not measured using this itinerary measurement but by
the quantity of people or souls that can occupy or be contained in this patio. In being this patio a
site of Christian conversion and indoctrination for the indigenous people of Tlaxcala it appears
that the author decides to use another measuring method more in tone with the nature of the
space. When describing the sacred space of the patio, the author juxtaposes Indian and Spanish's
bodies in order to provide its spatial dimensions. In being the patio the primordial space of
126

Muñoz Camargo says there are three entrances but only describes two in the alphabetic text:
the entrance I am discussing at this moment and the main entrance of the seventy-three stairs.
However, in the pintura a discrete third entrance with stairs can be seen in the wall near the
right-bottom corner of the image.
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conversion, Christian life and death for the indigenous population, the inclusion of Spaniards
occupying the same space brings a different perspective than that presented by Franciscan friars
during the sixteenth century for whom the pueblos de indios and their Christian sacred spaces
were a space of protection for the Indians against the immoral, corruptive, and – sometimes
called – unchristian influence of the secular Spaniard. However, in Muñoz Camargo's description
the juxtaposition of Indians and Spaniards in the space of the church's patio serves more as a
kind of perverse measuring equivalent or scale; a naked body versus a clothed or covered body
(both of them forming a dichotomy of social status in New Spain that plays to the civilizing
discourse of policía) permits a double reading or representation of the dimensions of that same
space. In order to understand this change in measurement discourses and/or language it is
important first to discuss briefly the religious, political, and symbolic values this sacred space
has in the república de indios.

Describing the República de Indios: Fray Diego Valadés and the Concept of “areae”
Besides being a place for mass, the monastery’s patio also was used to indoctrinate
children using the little chapels fixed in the crenellated walls to organized them by “barrios”:
“Sirven también estas capillas para doctrinar a los niños, los cuales vienen cada día por sus
barrios, niños y niñas de edad de seis hasta diez, […] Y por esta orden vienen desde la siete hasta
la diez y desde la una de la tarde hasta las cuatro, todos los días” (15r). Furthermore, indigenous
couples are also prepared for marriage in this patio: “Y por el consiguiente, hay otras capillas
donde examinan los matrimonios. Hay en esto gran cuidado […] y hasta que la saben [doctrina
para casarse] muy cumplidamente, no se casan ni los maestros de doctrina los admiten” (15r).
Muñoz Camargo ends his description of the patio stating: “Ésta es la más principal obra que los
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religiosos hacen en esta tierra y en toda esta Nueva España, y por esta similitud se enseña la
doctrina en todos los lugares de esta provincia donde hay conventos de frailes” (15v).
Furthermore, fortified walls surround this particular patio. Even though this aspect is not clearly
represented in the image, Muñoz Camargo includes it in his description: “Los cuales dos patios,
altos y bajos, están cercados de muy fuertes paredes de argamasa de un estado de alto y, por cima
de esta cerca y remate della, unas almenas altas y muy bien hechas, que dan mucha perfección a
todos estos edificios de la iglesia y monasterio de que hemos tratado” (16r). For the reader
knowledgeable of doctrinal Franciscan texts of the period, this description of the patio brings to
mind fray Diego Valadés's figure of the New World's church titled “Emblem of things the friars
do in the Indies” (Tipos eorum que frates faciunt in Novo Indiarum Orbe) (Figure 40). Included
in Valadés' evangelization manual Rhetorica Christiana127 (Perugia 1579), this symbolic image
depicts the New World's church as a walled garden128 that has in its center the building of a
church containing the Holy Spirit both of which are being carried in procession over the
shoulders of Saint Francis, fray Martín de Valencia, and the “twelve apostles”129. This movable

127

Fray Diego Valadés was a mestizo born in 1533 from a Tlaxcaltecan mother and conquistador
Diego Valadés, who came to New Spain in Pánfilo de Narváez’ expedition and stayed with
Hernán Cortés. He participated in the attack and final conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. Like
Muñoz Camargo, Valadés grew up in Mexico City. He attended Pedro de Gante’s School of San
José de los Naturales where he became a polyglot, an engraver, and a historian. He became a
friar in 1555 and left New Spain for Europe in 1571. See Esteban J. Palomera’s “Introducción” to
Rhetorica Christiana.
In the preface to the reader, Diego Valadés explains the fundamental rhetorical nature of
the evangelical work in the New World using as practical exercises or exempla “events from the
Indies”, and further explaining that those events used as material for the rhetorical exercises not
only had him –in the majority of the cases –as an eyewitness but happened under the governance
of the Franciscan order (Prefatio).
128

See Cañizares-Esguerra Puritan, Chapter One.

129

The Twelve Apostles were twelve Franciscan friars that arrived in New Spain by 1524 to
carry out the conversion of the indigenous population. They were: Martín de Valencia, Francisco
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church contained in the walled garden is itself surrounded by representations of the concrete
things or works friars do in the New World. The garden has four chapels in the four corners of its
walls; each of them is a school of indoctrination for girls (puelle), boys (pueri), women
(mulieres) and men (homines). In the upper-right side of the emblem, as in Muñoz Camargo’s
description, there are cantores or singing children and near below the examen matrimonii where
indigenous couples were taught and tested on the sacrament of marriage, among many other
things. In this walled garden Christian subjects go through the most socially significant events of
their lives (baptism, matrimony, death) and they learn (discunt) about confession, penitence,
doctrine, the creation of the world, and to write their names. At the bottom of the image there is a
big chapel glossed “iustitia” to reinforce the idea of not only divine law but also of the juridical
power the friars often had over the indigenous population during the establishment of the
repúblicas de indios. It is important to acknowledge that this emblem of the New World's church
is included in Rhetorica christiana's fourth part that deals with the three kinds of causes or
branches of rhetoric (demonstrative, deliberative, and judicial), the missionary as orator, and the
customs, rites, and knowledge of New Spain's natural inhabitants. It forms part specifically of a
historical narration that describes the arrival to New Spain of the twelve apostles in 1524

de Soto, Martín de Jesús, Juan Juárez, Antonio de Ciudad Rodrigo, Toribio de Benavente
Motolinía, García de Cisneros, Luis de Fuensalida, Juan de Ribas, Francisco de Jiménez, Andrés
de Córdoba, and Juan de Palos. Even though other friars came to New Spain before them, they
were the first ones to come to the place known as either “Yucatan or New Spain or Tierra Firme”
with clear instructions on how to convert and liberate the natural inhabitants from the grasp of
Satan by giving more preeminence to the active over the contemplative life. Along with the
instructions to convert “with words and example”, Fray Francisco de los Ángeles – the author of
the instruction – gave them the right to make external and internal (related with conscience)
judicial decisions among the indigenous and Spanish populations and to address and resolve any
matter of doctrinal import. Just like the idea of the garden in the image drawn by Valadés – and
interrelated with military metaphors – , the idea of the “vineyard” was used to refer to the space
of conversion where the Twelve would work untiringly “toward liberating and snatching away
from the maw of the dragon the souls” of the Indians. See Ángeles Orders.
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Figure 40: “Tipus eorum que frates faciunt in Novo Indiarum Orbe qua dictum est dilataberis ad orientem,
occidentem, septentrionem ac meridiem et ero custos tuus et tuorum”. In Diego Valadés, Rhetorica Christiana,
[Perugia 1579], 1989, engraving, 207.
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(Valadés Pars quarta, 205-208); as the emblem states, these twelve Franciscan friars were the
“First bearers of the Holy Roman Church in the new orb of the Indies” (Primi Santae Romane
Aeclesie In Novo Indiarum Orbe Portatores). Interestingly, this historical narration along with
another section titled “Description of the republics of Indians” (Indorum reipublicae descriptio)
share a point-by-point explanation of the emblem or image above (Figure 40). This last section
of Valadés’ description of the repúblicas de indios discusses in particular the concrete steps taken
by Franciscan friars and indigenous nobility to erect an Indian town or pueblo de indios. Among
the main spaces in a pueblo de indios there is the space of the church and its “patio” – as Muñoz
Camargo calls it – or according to Valadés, “areae” (212). In his description of the design of the
pueblo de indios, Valadés says about the “areae” that they occupy “an intermediate place
[between the center of the city and its periphery] [ …]” and that “The sacred buildings are
separated from the others, as if they were islets, with the neighborhoods around them. They have
tall masonry walls painted with quicklime, and they are not linked with any of the buildings that
made up the towns”132 (Pars quarta 109-110). The sacred area and buildings in and around the
church and/or monastery have a physical and spatial existence that it is deliberately isolated from
the rest of the town while at the same time, in the case of Tlaxcala, serving as intermediate space
or connection between the urban center and rural periphery of the ciudad de indios. Interestingly,
it is from this intermediate space that Muñoz Camargo will immediately move from the city to
the province of Tlaxcala, that is, from the urban center to the rural periphery in order to describe
the four main entrances to the city and province (which are oriented toward the four cardinal
directions), the congregation proposal, and the circular communicentric projection of the

132

“Templum dehinc intermedium locum occupat […] Sunt autem edes sacreab aliis separatae in
modum insularum vicos undique habentes, & altos parietes faxeos & calce interlitos, nulli
connexae aedificiis cohaerentibus”.
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province.
The patio as an intermediate and disconnected space between the urban center already
puesto en policía (put in order) and the rural periphery –which still needs to be converted and put
in order under the new congregación proposal according to the author – acquires – as I already
said – another set of rules of description and measurement in Muñoz Camargo's narrated
itinerary. The intermediateness of that space between the space of policía and Christianity and
the space of disorder and idolatry in the indigenous province becomes in this text a comparison
between clothed and civilized and naked, barbarian, and idolatrous people. In the Descripción, as
well as in myriad colonial texts, the acquiring of European clothing by the indigenous population
is one of the main steps toward achieving and implanting policía. The “100 mil animas” Muñoz
Camargo was referring to seem to be indigenous people not yet converted to Christianity or at
least not assimilated successfully to all matters of policía. Muñoz Camargo’s movement from the
center of the city to the periphery passing through the intermediary space of the monastery works
as a convenient way of framing a congregation proposal that if put in action, would alter
dramatically the lives of Tlaxcala’s macehualtin.
Interestingly, after Muñoz Camargo describes the mass of Indians using nakedness –the
mark of idolatry and barbarism – while in the intermediary space of the patio, he will move to
other parts of the monastery and from there he will narrate the history of conversion of the
province. Intriguingly, the place he choses from which to narrate this story is an old natural
fountain –located in the “huerta del monasterio”– that in pre-Hispanic times was venerated as an
idol and know as Chalchiuapan – or, as the author says, “el lugar del agua de las piedras verdes”.

The Walled Garden: Narrating Conversion in Sixteenth-Century Tlaxcala
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Muñoz Camargo describes the “huerta” or orchard of the monastery thusly:
“…tienen luego (a la misma parte del norte) los religiosos una huerta cercada,
muy grande y espaciosa, plantada de muchas arboledas de frutales de España […]
De forma que toda la huerta va compuesta y repartida por orden y concierto, por
calles y paseadores de mucha recreación, que toda ella es un vergel singular y de
extremado contentamiento […]Y tiene pared de argamasa, y la una pared desta
huerta, que es a un rincón y ángulo della, está una fuente de agua muy hermosa,
clara y apacible, de donde se riega toda la huerta desta fuente” (17r-v)
The garden mentioned and described by the author is included in the pictorial representation of
the monastery (Figure 39) in the upper –or northern –part of the image. The design in grid of the
garden emulates that normally used in the design of cities in the New World, and clearly
corresponds to the words “compuesta y repartida por orden y concierto” while also emphasizes
the diversity of the crops or “arboledas de frutales”. This walled garden, designed to be walked
on in straight lines –that brings to minds the idea of policía but from a religious and divine
perspective –, has a fountain that provides water and nurture to its crops (autosuficiency). The
symbolic meanings of Muñoz Camargo’s description of the walled garden can hardly escape the
reader. However, the author identifies the idolatric meaning that this fountain had in pre-Hispanic
times and briefly recommends to the king –his reader –the writings of Fray Bernardino de
Sahagún, Fray Andrés de Olmos, Fray Jerónimo de Mendieta, and Fray Toribio de Motolinia for
information on the idolatric practices that were performed in this fountain; these “frailes”, as
Muñoz Camargo insists, “supieron y entendieron muchos secretos de los naturales, porque los
inquirieron con vigilancia católica para desarraigar sus idolatrías” (18r-v). He immediately adds
that in the source of this fountain “está una cruz […] que provoca a muy gran devoción con su
buena traza y compostura…” (18v). It is after stating implicitly that the fountain has been given a
new meaning and significance under the cross –by which the idolatric presence of the
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chalchihuitl has been erased – that the author narrates the origins or beginnings of Tlaxcala’s
Franciscan monastery:
“Después desto, conviene saber que este sitio y asiento escogió, para fundar esta
iglesia y monasterio, un religioso santo varón que se llamó Fray Martín de
Valencia, el cual vino con doce compañeros a esta tierra por Custodio dellos, por
mandado del emperador don Carlos nuestro señor de gloriosa memoria, en cuyos
tiempos se poblaron estas tierras, los cuales envió para la conversión de los indios
que, mediante el favor divino, hicieron gran fruto en la iglesia de Dios. Que se
puede llanamente decir que estos doce frailes de la orden del señor de San
Francisco fueron fundadores en esta tierra de la doctrina cristiana […]” (18v-19r)
(Figure 41).
In its corresponding image in the pictographic text, the Twelve Apostles are shown on their
knees in front of the first Christian Cross erected in Tlaxcala that has all the markings of the
Crucifixion on it. With the help of the cross, the apostles are casting out demons, figures
associated with the idols worshiped by the natural population. Muñoz Camargo presents them as
the designers of Tlaxcala’s monastery and, by extent, its city. Fray Martín de Valencia, according
to the author, chose that place located between the central valley and the mountainous
topography of the altepetl to build the monastery, a structure that serves as an intermediary space
in Muñoz Camargo’s trajectory from the city to the peripheral –and still somehow idolatric –
population. By marking the old venerated fountain with the symbols of Christianity and its water
used to nurture the walled, organized, and symmetrical garden, the Franciscan friars were
actively and physically recreating in Tlaxcala the metaphors used to describe the Christian
church of the New World. While in the garden, the author continues narrating Tlaxcala’s history
of conversion, which consequently is the origin of colonial Tlaxcala. He represents the political
dimension of the arrival of Christianity to Tlaxcala in the story of the baptism of the four main
Tlaxcalteca tlatoque or leaders by Juan Díaz, the friar who accompanied Cortés in his incursion
into the Valley of Mexico:
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Figure 41: “Ymcan cruz tlacoyo huazquiquetzque teopixque [en donde la cruz afincaron y enhestaron los frailes] /
La llegada de los doce Religiosos frayles de la orden del s[e]ñ[or] S[a]n fran[cis]co embiados a la nueva España por
el Emp[erad]or Don Carlos n[uestr]o s[eñor]r fray Martin de Valen[ci]a Custodio de doze frayles y de la primer cruz
q[ue] pusieron”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585,
manuscript, f. 239v, cuadro 8, University Library, Glasgow.
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Aunque, al principio de la conquista, trajo consigo Hernando Cortés por capellán
de la armada un clérigo que se decía Juan Díaz […] Éste hizo gran efecto en la
iglesia de Dios entre estas gentes, bautizando y derribándoles sus ídolos. Y así,
con celo católico y cristiano, éste bautizó a los cuatro caciques de las cuatro
cabeceras de Taxcala, y éste fue el primero que dio agua de Espíritu Santo y
derramó por las cabezas de los nuevamente venidos a la iglesia de Dios, llamados
de la nueva planta (19r) (Figure 42).
In the corresponding image, Juan Díaz is standing in the foreground with the kneeling figures of
Xicotencal –the figure being baptized by the cleric – and the rest of the Tlaxcalteca leaders.
Cortés is seated on a chair with a cross in his right hand while Marina –or Malintzin – is standing
beside him. Another Spaniard –holding a candle and a book – serves as witness to the event as
well as other tlatoque (rulers) or pilli (noblemen). In the center, between Juan Díaz and
Xicotencatl is the baptismal font used, and in the upper and center part of the image there is what
looks like a painting of the Virgin Mary with the baby. Between the baptismal font and the image
of the Virgin Mary is what appears to be the figure of a house –maybe what used to be a temple?
As can be seen, in this image Cortés has already assumed political power while the
Tlaxcalteca rulers, by becoming Christians, turn into subjects of the emperor Charles V. By
ending his description of the monastery in the walled garden and with the narration of this
pivotal and symbolic event, Muñoz Camargo overlaps or directly connects the birth of the church
of the New World with the genesis of Tlaxcala as a Christian conqueror nation; they become one
process, one event. Simultaneously, by doing this, Muñoz Camargo is establishing direct
connections between the alphabetic and pictographic text while at the same reorganizing and
narrating history not according to chronology but geographically, that is, through his textual
movement over the space of the city and province of Tlaxcala.
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Figure 42: “Cortes / Malintzin / Ju[an] Diez clerigo / Bautismo q[ue] se hizo a los qu[atr]o s[eñore]s de taxcala q[ue]
pidieron ser cr[ist]ianos”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585,
manuscript, f. 254v, cuadro 33, University Library, Glasgow.
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Conclusion
In the simultaneous narration and geographic movement of Muñoz Camargo, the monastery’s
intermediary space connects the civilized center with the still possibly idolatrous periphery. It is
after his movement to the periphery, in which he describes briefly each of the regional capitals,
that Muñoz Camargo presents and explains his and Jerónimo de Mendieta’s congregation
proposal. The congregation plan keeps Tlaxcala as the main capital of the province under which
they would be villas (towns) that will have aldeas (hamlets) as subject towns. The villas would
be “the main settlements second to the capital” (58r); each villa would have a
monastery along with judicial institutions to which the people from the aldeas would go to
resolve any matter on religion or justice. The congregations would take place in both the villas
and the aldeas, but it would have different results. While in the villas new social hierarchies
would be formed (or older hierarchies strengthened) through the privilege or preeminence of a
new land distribution and/or sell –that essentially would create a new group of landowners –, in
the aldeas such a priviledge would not be bestowed upon its settlers and they could only be
tenant farmers of landowners (58v). In this way, the political, administrative, and spatial
structure of city-town-hamlet would have a mirrored societal hierarchical structure. Tlaxcala
would remain as the capital (and only) city to which its subject towns (both villas and aldeas)
would go ultimately to resolve any matter of justice, government, and Christian doctrine (59v).
After Muñoz Camargo explains the plan and its policies, he summarizes its intended
“provechos” or benefits to the king:
Los provechos que de la junta, conforme a esta traza, se seguirían son: el
primero, tener más ser y autoridad la provincia de Tlaxcala, con la ciudad y ocho
villas y sus aldeas puesta en orden y traza, y sería de fundamento de más policía
que ahora tiene y, por ventura, de más perpetuidad; el segundo, que podría ser
gobernada la provincia con mucha más facilidad que ahora, y más en provecho
de la misma república; lo tercero, que serían los naturales della doctrinados
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suficientemente, lo cual ahora no son, e irían adelante en las cosas de nuestra
cristiandad; lo cuarto, que habría cuenta y razón de la gente, y claridad para todo
lo que se ofreciere (60v).
This list of benefits clearly points to Tlaxcala’s political and administrative crisis. The phrase
“tener más ser y autoridad” communicates the idea that Tlaxcala City’s power over its province
is still fragile and its perpetuity could be in danger. By doing this kind of assertion, Muñoz
Camargo’s text is relying on the Habsburg king’s favor; it was under his father Charles V that
Tlaxcala as a province and república de indios was established and agreements were made
between the Tlaxcalteca, the Franciscans, and the Crown. The republic’s own survival depends
on the implementation of this plan and Philip II could help in the matter by being the protector of
Indian republics –just like his father seemed to be. Additional benefits of Tlaxcala’s political
perpetuity as an Indian republic are the put in order and indoctrination of the general population,
which meant their relocation to checkeredboard towns organized around a church where the
Indians could have access to the doctrine and the sacraments. But the Crown will not only have
Christian and put-in-order subjects in these congregations, they could also be more easily
counted for the implementation of tribute policies, public work projects, and other similar needs.
Beyond indoctrination, a more effective assessment of the population that would facilitate the
extraction of tribute and labor would have looked extremely attractive to Philip II. In this way,
after moving along the landscape of Tlaxcala’s ciudad de indios with Muñoz Camargo and seen
both in text and image the history and places of the city and province, Philip II is presented with
a plan to protect the perpetuity of this institution and is given powerful and beneficial reasons to
do it. Thus, the description of the república de indios by Muñoz Camargo as a spatial method of
persuasion for the purpose of the implementation of the congregation plan by Philip II should be
considered. That is, only after describing the model congregation that is the city of Tlaxcala
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could the king (the Descripción’s intended reader) appreciate the importance of the new
congregation plan. Muñoz Camargo’s description of Tlaxcala as a spatial method of persuasion
also brings the important point that works like the Descripción and Valadés’s Rhetorica
Christiana (besides classic works, like Motolinia’s Historia de los Indios de la Nueva España
and Mendieta’s Historia Eclesiástica Indiana, among others) should be required bibliography
when defining complex terms like república de indios. Especially, when the authors of these
works were, like in the case of Motolonia and Mendieta’s, the designers of these republics and,
in the case of Valadés and Muñoz Camargo’s, people who grew up within or were very close to
these societies.
Interestingly, in Muñoz Camargo’s description of Tlaxcala’s república de indios the
congregation plan takes the place of what would have been the description of the peripheral
subject towns. The fact that the author decided to not describe the periphery and instead put in its
place the congregation plan, talks of an interesting strategy through which the present (and its
problems or imperfections) is set aside to include in the geopolitical description of the province a
description of the future (or what Tlaxcala hopes these subjects towns will be under the
congregation plan). The description of the future congregations instead of the current spatial
disorganization of the periphery becomes more suggestive when Muñoz Camargo, after
explaining the congregation plan, delineates and measures a circular Tlaxcala – as I discussed in
Chapter Two. By including the congregation plan, a description of a potential future becomes
part of the whole geopolitical mapping of the circular, closed, and measured province of
Tlaxcala. It is in this orbis tlaxcalum proyected by Muñoz Camargo that the reader can find not
only a physical representation of the province but also the itineraries –both actual and imagined –
that look to prove that Tlaxcala was present in every endeavor of conquest and colonization of
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the New World.
It seems that Muñoz Camargo’s persuasive appeal to the king in favor of the congregation
plan was effective. Philip II issued a royal charter on 1585 instructing the viceroy to implement
Tlaxcala’s proposed congregation plan (Gibson Tlaxcala, 137). However, the plan was not really
implemented until the very end of the sixteenth century and certain aspects of it had to be
accommodated to the reality of the province (Martínez Baracs Un gobierno, 253-255).
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Chapter Four:
“The Passing unto All Humankind”: The Image and Meaning of
the Ship in Tlaxcala’s Discourse of Conquest

The image below presents to the reader of the Descripción the culmination of a
significant part of the war of conquest by the Spaniards and their allies over the peoples from the
Valley of Mexico (Figure 43). The final triumph over Mexico-Tenochtitlan on August 13th, 1521
– that meant the beginning of a second and bigger phase of conquest and evangelization over the
landscape and peoples of the Valley of Mexico, the Yucatan Peninsula, the Northern and
Southern regions of Central America, and later the Philippines on 1565 – takes the form of a
symbolic synthesis of events in the image below. Depicted are the capture and incarceration of
Cuauhtemoc, the last tlatoani of Mexico-Tenochtitlan; Cortés seated –assuming political power
in the Valley – with doña Marina –the “lengua” and “intercesora” –at his side and conversing
with his Tlaxcalteca allies. This conversation between the ruler and the Tlaxcalteca warriors–that
takes the center of the image–seems to have the meaning of a contract. In it, the four figures
seem to be in the midst of a post-victory discussion. One of them, the warrior at the extreme left,
has on his back a teopamitl or emblem of Quiyahuiztlan, one of the four cabeceras of Tlaxcala.
At the bottom of the image can be seen a row of people walking towards a building with a glyph
that identifies it as Mexico-Tenochtitlan133. Interestingly, this row of people is walking over what
looks like water or a liquid, malleable piece of land.
133

Muñoz Camargo discusses Tenuchtitlan’s etymology in the alphabetic text: “...Tenuhctitlan,
que quiere decir ‘lugar y barrio del tunal de piedra’. Tomó este nombre la gran ciudad de México
por derivación de que nació encima del cu grande de Huitzilopochtli, que era el templo mayor de
los ídolos de México: un tunal sobre una piedra o peñasco duro, sin tener ningún género de
tierra…” (208v-209r).
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Figure 43: “Ic poliuhque mexica [así se acabaron los mexicanos] / Victoria y fin de la guerra, y toma de la ciudad de
México, día del señor San Hipólito”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala,
1580-1585, manuscript, f. 275v, cuadro 75, University Library, Glasgow.
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These Tlaxcalteca figures –as made clear by their characteristic headdress with a knot in
front –are lead by a Spaniard–maybe Cortés? This instance covers the entire bottom side of the
frame, emphasizing the journey from one point to the other. The terrain the figures are walking
on seems to be a sort of synthesis between the dynamic movement of a body of water and the
solidity of hills. Both Cortés and the Tlaxcalteca warriors are fully dressed and armed, but their
swords are not raised for battle –that part of the war is finished; they are used as staffs supporting
and legitimating the walk of the figures over that unusual terrain. The building or house they are
walking towards –from a blank space where there are no structures –acquires the status of a
polity, and the date of conquest is mentioned in the Spanish gloss under the Julian calendar as the
day of San Hippolytus.
These instances apparently had a special significance for the Tlaxcalteca around the early
1580’s when the embassy from Tlaxcala’s ciudad de indios took on the journey to Madrid to see
Philip II and present the Descripción. Even though this image numbered seventy-five is part of a
larger series of one hundred and twenty-nine depicted battles in the Descripción, this image
occupies a special place in the Tlaxcalteca iconographic narration of conquest; it depicts the end
of a war and foreshadows the beginning of others depicted in the last eighty-one images of the
pictographic text. The allegorical nature of the victors’ walk and crossing over a liquid dynamic
landscape –put in contrast with the rest of the figures above it that have a different size and seem
to exist in another realm – plays a central part in the image and, I as will argue, in the rest of the
Descripción for it will work as an extended metaphor informing Tlaxcala’s discourse of
conquest. The victors’ walk works as an over-arching representation of conquest in which the
conquerors seem to be able to move and walk over any kind of topography –either land or water.
The significance of the landscape, how it was thought and represented, evokes the experience of
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conquest as one of traversing, territorializing, and measuring the physicality of the political
space. Considering Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s strategic location on a lake and its island attributes
that proved to be essential for its defense against attacks, this synthesis of land and water that
produces a peculiar landscape for the victors to pass over would be only that: a peculiar
landscape. However, as seen in chapter two, Muñoz Camargo’s circular communicentric
projection inserts Tlaxcala in the imaginary of the island by not only marking and measuring its
territorial limits but also by engaging conventions of representation used to conceptualize the
conquest of the island-city of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. But beyond presenting Tlaxcala as the postconquest counter-image of Mexico-Tenochtitlan; how does Muñoz Camago further
conceptualize the crossing that led to this conquest and Tlaxcala’s role in it? That is, what are the
discourses, ideas, and methods of representation behind the allegorical nature of the victors’ walk
(Figure 43)?
An essential element that has to be considered in answering this question is the role of
mythographic manuals in the plastic and conceptual production of the Descripción. As discussed
in chapter three, Muñoz Camargo uses the term “medallas” to refer to the murals in the audiencia
and cabildo houses and, most probably, to refer to his reproductions of these murals in the
pictographic text. This term was used in mythographic manuals and treatises on painting
published in Europe during the sixteenth century to refer to the plastic representation of mythical
and historical figures, and it brought with it particular ways of approaching and interpretating the
past. In this chapter, I will analyze how the plastic and conceptual influence of mythographic
manuals on the Descripción helped Muñoz Camargo articulate a Tlaxcalteca maritime discourse
of conquest. This brings to attention the importance and prestige that navigational practices,
objects, and discourses of exploration and conquest must have had for Philip II’s subjects in the
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New World.
Considering that this allegory is painted in the 1580’s –at least sixty years after conquest
and at the height of Spain’s scientific and cosmographical inquiries into the New World –, it is
pivotal to ask what this image means in terms of the alliance between conquest politics and the
development of scientific knowledge, discourses, and practices from the perspective of an
indigenous province and polity. That is, to consider from the over-arching scientific context
informing the cosmographic inquiries into the New World kingdoms like the 1577 Instrucción y
memoria, how cultural productions like the Descripción strive to work within an imaginary of
exploration deeply rooted in navigational and maritime practices, traditions, objects, and
instruments. In the recognition by indigenous groups of the importance –either in the form of
myth or history –of the passage over water from one point to another, by which global
connections and political influences can claim ownership over vast territories and nations, one
can gather that they were as conscious of scientific and navigational inventions and discourses as
a political tool of influence as anybody at the end of the sixteenth century. Thus the meaning of
this image depicting not only the aftermath of conquest (history) but also the symbolic walk of
the conqueror over water –in which the water stops being an obstacle and becomes another space
of passage – points to the need to revaluate post-conquest modes of geographic representation
produced in New Spain and their deep understanding of the main discourses and practices
informing early modernity.
However, how to make a valid extrapolation from –and establish a credible connection
between –the historic circumstances of the naval conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan during the
months of June, July, and August of 1521 to the over-arching discourses of science,
cosmography and navigation in the Spanish imperial context at the end of the sixteenth century?
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In the case of the Descripción’s images –and, as we will see, also in the alphabetic text –, there
are significant examples that lead the way to fully explain these connections and their pivotal
role in articulating a Tlaxcalteca maritime discourse of conquest.

1. An Instance of Tribute and the Beginning of a Myth

One of the aspects that will help to explain the informing role of maritime and
cosmographic discourses in Tlaxcala’s discourse of conquest is comprised by the figures of two
Mexica134 women –in the upper left corner of the image – bringing gifts to the huey tlatoani
Cortés in containers resembling little boats (Figure 43). In this instance of tribute, in which
unspecified gifts are brought to the new huey tlatoani dressed with quetzal feathers, some
peculiarities can be noted. The figures of the women are drawn in different scales: the woman at
the left is clearly bigger in size than the woman at the right. The vessels used to carry the gifts or
tribute resemble or reproduce the form of a ship, but they are different in their form: the one at
the right is flatter and is drawn in straight lines and rectangular angles; the one at the left has a
more fuller figure. In terms of their contents, these are not easily recognizable. However, the
contents of the vessel at the left have an interesting array of forms; they are grouped in clusters
134

Gillespie identifies these women as Mexica for their characteristic hairstyle. She also
understands this instance as one of offering. According to Gillespie, the woman to the reader’s
left-hand side who is carrying the boat-like vessel is Tecuhichpoch Motecuzoma, Cuauhtemoc’s
consort: “…Tecuhichpoch appears in front of Cortés carrying a dish with some type of offering
and accompanied by another woman who also carries an offering” (Saints 164-165). She was
captured along with Cuauhtemoc when they tried under disguise to escape the city on a boat
according to Bernal Díaz del Castillo, even though he does not mention her name (568-571).
However, Sahagún’s Historia depicts the moment in a more dignified way. In this version,
Cuauhtemoc surrenders by going on his own accord to the Spaniards in a boat with two servants
according to the Spanish text – and a Mexica captain and two servants in the Nahua text (754,
806). Judging by the different versions of the same event, it is difficult to assert that at least one
of those women is in fact Cuauhtemoc’s wife Tecuhichpoch.
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of rectangular and circular drawings. Some of them cannot be identified in a recognizable form;
others however, seem to be anthropomorphous. Especially what it looks like a human head in the
front or prow of the ship (Figure 44). Instead of a plate of food or other kind of tribute, the vessel
has the appearance of a ceramic or carved wooden craft. It is this craft what appears to be
offered to Cortés. These details lead to the following questions: Who are these women? What is
their importance or significance in this allegory? What is being represented in that gift? Why
they –the women and their tribute– have been included alongside events of such import as the
capture of the last and rebel Mexica huey tlatoani Cuauhtemoc, Cortés’ acquirement of power
through an alliance with the Tlaxcalteca nation and the walk, the final advancement of Cortés
and the Tlaxcalteca over to the island of Mexico-Tenochtitlan?

Figure 44: Details. “Ic poliuhque mexica [así se acabaron los mexicanos] / Victoria y fin de la guerra, y toma de la
ciudad de México, día del señor San Hipólito. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 275v, cuadro 75, University Library, Glasgow.

In order to begin answering these questions, one assertion can be made about their
meaning that will entertain a hypothesis about both the possible meanings and production of the
manuscript: the women with the crafted ships work in conjunction with the conquistadors’ walk
–and its political implications – in the way in which they share historical, thematic, and symbolic
elements in relation to Tlaxcala as a main protagonist in the conquest of Mexico and the New
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World.
In order to understand the scope of the Descripción’s geographic narration and singular
iconography as used in this image, it is necessary to refer first to one probable source of
influence: the mythographic discourses and texts influencing learned culture during the sixteenth
century in Europe, Spain, and the kingdoms in the New World.

2. Mythography and Its Interpretations

It is important to discuss briefly the production of this image from the context of the late
Renaissance culture at the end of the sixteenth century; especially what sources and types of
reading and interpretation permeated literary and artistic productions like the Descripción. As
discussed by Jean Seznec in The Survival of the Pagan Gods: The Mythology Tradition and Its
Place in Renaissance Humanism and Arts (1953), across the cosmographic vision informing
culture in Europe during the second half of the sixteenth century, comparative mythography or
the study of the ancient and pagan gods’ stories, meanings, and iconography revealed itself as an
enduring cultural foundation, and appeared time and again as a valued resource for artistic and
literary production. A concrete manifestation of the disseminated nature of mythology across
culture (besides the artistic renditions of the pagan gods both in murals, paintings, sculptures,
carnivals, and literature both in Europe and New Spain) and the popularity of comparative
mythography is the production of encyclopedic manuals of the pagan gods’ fables, meanings, and
corresponding iconography. The ekphrasic nature of these manuals made them an ideal
iconographical source for painters, engravers, and sculptors, and provided subject matter for
writers. Even the Reformation and the Counter Reformation could not extinguish or diminish the
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complex and intimate relationship –forged during centuries along the medieval period –between
Christian societies and ancient and classical culture and literature from which sprout distinctive
but complementary methods of interpretation of texts and images: one is the historical
interpretation or understanding of the fables of the gods (in which method the gods really existed
as men who, for their achievements, were immortalized as gods); another is the physical
interpretation (in which the nature of the gods as either planets, stars, constellations or members
of the zodiac and their influence over the lives of men constitutes the principles of astrology);
and, finally, the allegorical interpretation (that saw the fables as sources of moral content and
even Christian doctrine). As explained by Seznec, these manuals had as sources the same late
classical and medieval treatises on the gods that were “mythographical, allegorical and
astronomical texts of very unequal value” (Seznec 226), which once brought together in an
ordered and systematized fashion in the manuals, created encyclopedic texts that contained all
aspects of the gods: their stories and adventures–some of them as men before they turned into
divinities –, their internal moral significance or didactic precepts, their relationship with nature,
the stars and the planets, and their exterior appearance and trophies. The production of these
manuals reached its peak during the second half of the sixteenth century and –like in the rest of
Europe –they were very popular in Spain where, in 1585, Juan Pérez de Moya –an eminent
mathematician and humanist – published his own manual: Philosophia secreta donde debaxo de
historias fabulosas, se contiene mucha doctrina provechosa a todos estudios, con el origen de
los idolos, o dioses de la antiguedad. Along with this late manual, humanists in Spain had access
to the popular and at that moment classic manuals of the German Georg Pictorus’ Mythologia
Theologica (1532) and three manuals composed by Italians: Lilio Gregorio Giraldi’s De deis
gentium varia et multiplex historia in qua simul eorum imaginibus et cognominibus agitur
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(1548), Natale Conti’s Mythologiae (1551), and Vincenzo Cartari’s Le imagini degli Dei degli
antichi (1556; 1571 illustrated). This corpus of mythographic manuals became veritable sources
for any humanist of the period: “...the manuals of mythology had their place in the library of
every cultivated gentleman of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and [...] several of them,
in fact, knew the touch of illustrious hands” (Seznec 318-319). Both Diego Muñoz Camargo, as a
“cultivated gentleman” and as a tlacuilo or painter who had “the touch of illustrious hands”, in
the process of producing the Descripción most probably had access to these manuals and used
them in the composition of both the alphabetic and pictographic texts while either in Tlaxcala or
Madrid. Signs of their use and examples of the interpretative traditions of the lives of the gods
can be found not only in the pictographic text but also in the alphabetic. Specifically, in the
section when Muñoz Camargo discusses what he calls the “antigüedades índicas” or the history
of the culture, politics, wars, and religious customs of the Indians of the Valley of Mexico before
the arrival of Hernán Cortés in 1519.
3. On the Mesoamerican Gods and Their Origins: The Historical Interpretative
Tradition and Quetzalcoatl

The discussion about the “antigüedades índicas” is a substantial section that occupies
ninety-seven folios verso and recto in the alphabetic text (64v-161v), and can be divided in two
parts: the first part is dedicated to the nations that integrate the Nahua culture of the Valley of
Mexico –although he dedicates some space to the Otomi and P’urhepécha cultures – (64v-96r)
and the second part is dedicated to the Tlaxcalteca nation and its ascendants (96r-161v)135. The
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These internal divisions of the “antigüedades índicas” section reflect in general terms the
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first part treats subjects like: the origin of the “naturales” of New Spain, the origin of their
religion–the life of their main gods and heroe semigods –, how did they arrive to the Valley of
Mexico, their military art, practices, and weapons and the “Mexican” language. The second part
deals with the arrival of the ascendants of the Tlaxcalteca, how through warfare they imposed
their power over the other side –southeast side –of the mountains of Tlalocan, and the
development of the isolated altepetl through constant warfare with Mexico-Tenochtitlan. In this
overall section, the reader can see how Muñoz Camargo applies the historical tradition or
ephemerism normally used to understand the fables of the pagan gods derived from classical
antiquity to narrate and discuss the origin of the Mesoamerican gods. As discussed by Seznec,
euphemerism or the “historical tradition” of interpretation looks to ground the lives, adventures,
and tragedies of the gods to a human existence. That is, the gods before being gods were human
beings of an exceptional nature that in lieu of their feats and accomplishments were divinized by
the following generations. The gods were then human beings that invented and/or passed on to
humanity its main cultural assets like, for example, justice, fire, the written word, etc. However,
in the medieval period this tradition took a turn: “Mythological figures are no longer presented as
common benefactors of humanity. They are the patrons of this or that people, the parent stem
from which the race has issued and from which it derives its glory”136 (20). An excellent example
of this “historical tradition” of interpretation can be noted in Muñoz Camargo’s discussion of the
famous figures of Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca, which occupies some folios of the discussion

subject matter treated by Muñoz Camargo. However, he, like most of his contemporaries, often
goes into digressions and his narrative can jump from the description of a specific trait of a
nation to talk or speculate about the Nahua culture and societies in general.
136

With the consolidation of kingdoms in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in Europe, this
tradition will take another turn: mythological figures –including Biblical figures –will no longer
be associated with the genealogy of nations but with the lineages of kings (Seznec 24-26).
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on “antigüedades índicas” (84v-88v).
In discussing the presumed Toltec origin of the people from Cholula –an enemy altepetl
of Tlaxcala in prehispanic and conquest times –, Muñoz Camargo describes the importance of
being associated with the refined Toltec culture that had as “caudillo” a man called Quetzalcoatl:
“Y se cuenta, en este paso, un cuento: que, como hubiesen llegado a Tula
estas gentes, traían consigo una persona muy principal por caudillo que los
gobernaba, al cual llamaban Quetzalcoatl, que después los cholloltecas adoraron
por dios. Éste se tiene por muy averiguado que fue de muy buena disposición,
blanco y rubio y barbudo y bien acondicionado...” (84v-85r).
After linking the prestige of Tula with the figure of Quetzalcoatl and describing his striking and
peculiar exterior figure or physical attributes, Muñoz Camargo goes on to narrate his exile from
Tula with some of the Tolteca to establish the city of Mictlan and create a culture of refinement:
“Y estas gentes, dicen que hicieron aquellos grandes y suntuosísimos edificios de
Mictlan (que quiere decir ‘infierno’ en lengua mexicana), que ciertamente es
edificio muy de ver, porque se arguye de aquellos que lo obraron y edificaron ser
hombres de muy gran entendimiento [...] Y ansí estas gentes, como atrás tengo
dicho, dieron industrias de muchas cosas buenas para el uso de la vida humana.
De donde se toma derivación de llamarse artífices de cualquier primor y sutileza,
y ansí, a los que son maestros de cualquier oficio ingenioso, sutil o delicado [...] le
llaman los naturales Tultecatl, que quiere tanto decir como si dijésemos ‘artífice’”
(85r-v).
The Tolteca came to be the creators of a culture personified in the figure of Quetzalcoatl, and the
Cholulteca –along with the rest of the Nahua societies –considered themselves heirs of the
“many industrious and good things” they invented for the betterment of human life and
civilization. Although Muñoz Camargo revels on the exceptionality of Quetzalcoatl and the
Tolteca, he attacks the notion of his divinity and makes use of euphemerism:
Fingen los naturales de Chullolan [...] que ansí mismo fue dios dellos este
Quetzalcoatl, [y] que no murió porque fue dios, sino que se metió en la mar y que
se convirtió, de hombre mortal, en dios. [...]
La verdadera razón de Quetzalcoatl fue que, como hombre mortal, murió
en la provincia de Nonohualco Teotlixco y que, después de muerto, por gran
espectáculo fue quemado su cuerpo, y sus cenizas fueron recogidas y amasadas
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con sangre de dos niñas inocentes y dos niños [...] y, puestas estas cenizas
amasadas en un vaso a manera de relicario [...] las trujeron con gran veneración y
pompa a la ciudad de Chullola, y las pusieron en el templo que al dicho
Quetzalcoatl dedicaron en vida...” (87v-88r).
In this last excerpt, the author is describing the process and ritual practices that lead to the
divinization of a man in ancient Mesoamerican cultures. However, the way in which he describes
the ritual remains of Quetzalcoatl as housed in a container in the manner of a reliquary (“puestas
estas cenizas amasadas en un vaso a manera de relicario”), relates these pre-Hispanic
Mesoamerican practices with Catholic practices of sanctification. This approach to these
practices not only makes their description more comprehensible to a European reader but also
helps Muñoz Camargo’s main goal. This last intervention by Muñoz Camargo in the middle of
his discussion on the divinity of Quetzalcoatl has as main purpose to reconcile the coexistence of
the prestige of the Tolteca and Nahua cultures –their myths, arts, and practices –with the piety of
Christian doctrine and life in New Spain. That is, to accommodate the artistic productions of a
once pagan culture within the principles of a mainly Christian society.
These same interpretative traditions are used, on the other hand, to speculate on the origin
of the “naturales” (from which part of the world they came from) in the section “antigüedades
índicas” in order to insert them in the Judeo-Christian history and cosmography as descendants
of the ten tribes of Israel who left the kingdom of David in a second exodus. Muñoz Camargo
participates then in the speculations about the origin of the “naturales” of the New World,
concentrating his attention on the people of the Valley of Mexico.

4. A First Passage: Asserting the Jewish Origin of the “naturales”

When Muñoz Camargo begins his discussion on the “antigüedades índicas” of New Spain
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and Tlaxcala, he starts his narration with the Judeo-Christian myth of the Great Flood. According
to him, after the “golden age” that followed the flood, people populated the “universe” “ahora
por sediciones, por guerras, o por hambres [y] pestilencias […] o por ser señores de su libertad y
libres de servidumbres, huyendo de tiranías de alg[un]os príncipes y caudillos tiranos que en el
mundo ha habido” (65v). For Muñoz Camargo, these are the main reasons to explain why “los
hombres se han ido desterrando de su propio natural”. This is in a nutshell the origin of the
people of the Valley of Mexico whose theological, political, and philosophical arguments set the
ground for the geographical description of that populated and old “universe”: “Asia, África y
Europa, las cuales tres partes divididas siempre se ha tenido noticias dellas con los límites y
términos que les dieron, tratándose y comunicándose como cosa sabida por todas las naciones
del mundo” (66v-67r). The “discovery” of a New World by Christopher Columbus –celebrated in
the pictographic text –changed the conception of a tripartite world, as the author asserts, and now
“el Nuevo Mundo” can communicate and deal with the Old. In discussing how the understanding
of the geographic space has changed since Columbus’s discovery, he also makes reference to the
errors of Ptolemy’s ideas on the inhabitability of the “tórrida zona”. Furthermore, he implies that
all these changes and rectification of the ancients’ conjectures about the world were previewed in
the book of Saint Mathew in which the potentiality of an opening of the world is established for
the first time through the mouth of Jesus Christ:
“...que por vuestra sagrada boca y divinas palabras pronunciastes un auto
sacratísimo a vuestros sagrados apóstoles, cuando les distes potestad y que fuesen
por todo el mundo y redondez de la tierra, y que diesen noticia a toda criatura de
vuestro santísimo nombre y predicasen [vuestro] sagrado Evangelio [...] para que
todo el mundo de cabo a cabo, del un polo al otro, se descubriese toda la tierra, y
gentes y habitadores della [...] como clara y manifiestamente lo vemos cada día, y
como el día de hoy se predica ya el sagrado Evangelio en las Filipinas Islas del
Poniente y en parte de la gran China; que ha menos de quince años que estábamos
bien descuidados de este tan inestimable bien que Dios nos ha hecho...” (67v68v).
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As the reader can see, the early modern conflation of religion and science –that is, between
Biblical scriptures and the Ptolemaic tradition –informs Muñoz Camargo’s narration. This
excerpt works as a prayer in the narration of Muñoz Camargo in which he is addressing the
Christian god directly as the entity who made the opening of the world –“todo el mundo y
redondez de la tierra” – possible. Interestingly, Muñoz Camargo uses this same vocabulary –
specifically the term “redondez” –to describe both the integrity of the province of Tlaxcala and
the kingdom of New Spain. In being all of them spheres –Tlaxcala, New Spain, the world –the
author is creating an intimate connection between them whose connected geography is
presupposed not by the similarities of their natural resources and topography but by the material
and cultural continuities between them. For Muñoz Camargo, all the things of this part of New
World “son tan nuevas y extrañas, y exquisitas y tan raras, que parecen ser criadas de por sí, y en
otro mundo y otra nueva creación que Dios había hecho. Y, si no hubiera visto por vista de ojos
muchas cosas que el Diluvio arruinó en esta tierra, me pareciera que había sido criado de por sí”
(71r). The signs or marks left by the Great Flood is one of those material continuities that link
these dissimilar spheres in a shared history of expansion in which the recent discoveries of routes
to the Philippines and China are the latest developments.
Besides the physical signs of the Great Flood over the topography of New Spain, Muñoz
Camargo identifies two more material continuities among the “naturales” of this kingdom that
unite the New World and the Old in a shared and single history: the Amantecayotl or art of
feather painting and land measurements. For him, these two characteristics of the culture of the
“naturales” are major evidence that they are descendants of the ten tribes of Israel. In this
instance also, Muñoz Camargo makes sure to establish the historicity of this origin as he inserts
it in one of the stories narrated in the book of 1Kings, one of the denominated historical books of
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the Old Testament:
Y que hayan sido estos indios de los hebreos no nos hemos de maravillar,
[ya] que pudieron venir y pasar por los estrechos que atrás dejamos tratados por
los troncos de árboles, como ellos dicen, y ser, parte destos, de aquellas tribus de
Roboán y se fueron con Jeroboán, pues, hasta el día de hoy no se ha sabido
dellos” (83r).
1Kings narrates –among other things –the history of the kingdom of David and his descendants.
Muñoz Camargo makes reference to the history of this kingdom under the reigns of Solomon and
later Roboam (the son and grandson of David, respectively), in order to argue that from the
exodus of the Ten Tribes of Israel came people to populate what would later be Mexico137. The
way in which this plot occurs in 1Kings takes the form or symbolism of a second exodus (after
the first exodus from Egypt under Moses before the kingdom of David is established) that could
not have escaped Muñoz Camargo’s attention. By conflating the exodus of the Ten Tribes of
Israel with the Mesoamerican myth of origin of the Seven Caves, this second exodus of the tribes
of Israel becomes the origin of “estos indios” that crossed the seas in vessels made of trees and
arrived to the New World. He then provides the reasoning behind this assertion:
...mas, a mí, me parece que vienen algunos dellos de aquellas gentes y destas
tribus de Israel. [...] Usaban estas gentes obra de pluma tejida en sus tabernáculos,
que mandaba Dios que hubiese cortinas labradas, tejidas de pluma, con que se
adornase el tabernáculo, como parece en la Sagrada Escritura. [...] De donde se
infiere que realmente éstos son judíos, porque con este ornato servían a sus dioses
en sus templos. También, en las suertes de tierras que repartían entre sí, los
llamaban ‘cordeles de tierra’: como decimos nosotros ‘suertes de tierra’, ansí los
llamaban los naturales ‘mecatles de tierra’” (83r-v/128-129).
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According to 1Kings, Jeroboam, a servant of Solomon to whom the latter gave control of the
slave labor encounters a “prophet” in the desert near the kingdom of Israel who says to him that
God decided to punish Solomon for the sin of idolatry and make him –Jeroboam – the king of the
Israelites. Solomon finds out about it and tries to kill Jeroboam, but he escapes and takes
refuge in Egypt with the Pharaoh until the death of Solomon. God’s punishment for Solomon
takes place then under the reign of his son Roboam. After Roboam meets the ultimatum of the
Ten Tribes of Israel with arrogance, they leave him to follow Jeroboam; Roboam still keeps the
kingdom of David because God has promised the latter that his kingdom –and lineage –would
last forever. See 1Kings 11:26-40, 12:1-20.
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In his presentation of the material evidence, Muñoz Camargo discerns between the “naturales”
that live in New Spain and the rest of the natural population in the New World. By referring to
the Amantecayotl and land measurements in the Nahua language as material evidence of this
lineage, it follows that only Mesoamerican groups, specifically, are the descendants of some of
the lost tribes of Israel138. In the case of the art of featherwork, the sacred meaning and value of
feathers function as the connection between both groups as the feather is used to create religious
and sacred objects both in the Tabernacle –according to Muñoz Camargo –and temples in Nahua
cultures139.
In addition to the Amantecayotl, land measurements are introduced as further proof of the
Hebraic lineage of the Nahua by using a comparative approach to the measuring practices of the
ancient Israelites (“cordeles de tierra”), contemporary Spanish Christians in New Spain (“suertes
de tierra”), and the Nahua (“mecatles de tierra”). The term “mecatles de tierra” is a Hispanized
plural form of the Nahua term “mecatl”, which means “rope”140. In Muñoz Camargo’s particular
definition, the “mecatles” is a unit of measurement for plots of land that seems to have a
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See Velazco Visiones.
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Alessandra Russo quotes Muñoz Camargo when discussing amantecayotl as one of the main
reasons used to argue during the sixteenth century that the Indians of New Spain were
descendants of one of the lost tribes of Israel. Furthermore, Russo brings to attention Bartolomé
de las Casas’ opinion on the matter in which he asserted that the Tabernacle’s feathered curtains
could be the result of a mistranslation of the Egyptian term pluma that could mean “needle”. See
Russo Image-plume 158-159. Giving de las Casas’ opinion credibility, the translators of the book
of Exodus in the Oxford Annotated Bible describe the curtains as “embroidered with
needlework” without any mention of feathers. See Exodus 26.36.
140

The term mecatl also had political and symbolic meanings. See Fray Diego de Durán’s
Historia de las Indias de Nueva España y Islas de Tierra Firme, chapter XIII “De cómo después
de hecha la calçada por los xuchimilcas y tepanecas mandó el rey Itzcoatl de México a repartir
las tierras de Xuchimilco”; Enkerlin Medidas de tierra 70-72; and Roskamp La heráldica 238.
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determined length or longitude141.
Both practices, one from the realm of the sacred–Amantecayotl–and the other from the
politic and economic necessity of dividing and distributing land according to social hierarchies
and lineage –mecatl–, are fundamental in the connection between different geographic regions.
The “second exile” of the ten tribes of Israel from a symbolic Egypt becomes, by the force of the
oral and material evidence presented by Muñoz Camargo, the arrival to the New World of the
Nahua people’s ancestors. The continuity established in the historical discourse between the
Israelites and the Nahua rests on the act and idea of traversing or passing over the seas from one
place to another, as the author asserts. The Nahuas, according to Muñoz Camargo, then have as
part of their history the sea-faring passage from the Old World to the New, which makes them
“judíos” and connects them to the overall Catholic historical narration of the world. In this way,
Muñoz Camargo is participating actively in the dynamics of invention of the New World because
this passage establishes and proves further the existence of only one world with traversable seas
and oceans that connect one land with the others. It also leads the author to write a reflection on
the ancients’ ignorance about the “tórrida zona” as divider of geographic regions and men:
“Y en este engaño, cuántos reyes y monarcas habrán caído, ansí filósofos
como cosmógrafos [...] Pues, ¿si decimos de Tolomeo, con toda su
astronomía y cosmografía, que hallaba por inhabitable todo lo que estaba
debajo de la tórrida zona y lo que ceñía la línea equinoccional, y vemos el
día de hoy [que] son habitables, [y] que se anda y atraviesa todo?” (67r-v).
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However, the dimensions of this unit of measurement have not been determined with
certitude. In his Vocabulario, Molina defines mecatl simply as a “cordel, o soga, o açote de
cordeles” (VMC 55r). In addition, he includes other composite terms with mecatl that are related
with the measurement of land: tlalmecatl means “cordel para medir tierras y heredades” (VMC
124r) and cemmecatl is, among other things, “una suerte de tierra” (VMC 16v). Víctor M.
Castillo Farreras discusses different units and practices of longitudinal measurement related with
mecatl, and leads the reader to important sources in his classic article “Unidades nahuas de
medida” (222-223).
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The sea-faring passage of the Nahuas’ ancestors in antiquity has repercussions for their
present though and, through them, Muñoz Camargo creates a series of symbolic and allegorical
representations of other critical sea-faring passages that make stronger the continuity between the
New World and the Old. In the next section, I will discuss how this first passage to the New
World, embellished by the idea of a second exile from Egypt, takes a new form under the historic
and symbolic passage and arrival of Christopher Columbus.

5. A Second Passage: Columbus and the Beginning of a New Order

In the third chapter of this dissertation, I discuss the role of the figure of Christopher
Columbus in cuadro twenty-four where he surrenders the sphere of the New World to Charles V
(Figure 36). In this particular representation, the figure of Columbus becomes an integral part of
a geographic discourse of the New World that constitutes the sphere as the space of vassalage.
Columbus is portrayed on his knees giving the sphere of the New World with his left hand to
Charles V who is on horseback and receives it with his right hand while carrying the sphere of
the Old World in his left hand. Both figures’ arms form an axis around the sphere of the New
World that fixes it in the almost exact center of the image. In this representational arrangement,
both spheres become part of a symbolic cartography where two worlds connect through the Holy
Roman Emperor’s body extremities.
But in addition to cuadro twenty-four, there is another image –cuadro twenty-one –in
which Columbus is represented on horseback carrying a piece of sea and a ship in his left hand
and navigation and cartographic instruments in his right hand (Figure 45). Unlike cuadro twentyfour, that has the conspicuous image of a sphere resting in the monarch’s hand, the trophies in
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Figure 45: “Cristobal Colon / las yslas de santo Domingo y Cuba”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la
ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 247r, cuadro 21, University Library, Glasgow.
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cuadro twenty-one are of a rather curious nature. In the alphabetic text, Muñoz Camargo
describes this particular “medalla” of Columbus thusly: “Cristóbal Colón, con un navío en las
manos a todas velas, y un compás y su estrolabio y carta de marear, a caballo y armado de cota y
corazas, mostrando gran arrogancia de la victoria que había alcanzado” (11r). What are the
possible sources of this image and what kind of symbolisms are being established? At the end of
the sixteenth century, a disseminated figure that carries almost the same iconography and
symbolism than Columbus in the Descripción is that of the Egyptian goddess Isis who was
conspicuous in the mythographic manuals that influenced so much Muñoz Camargo’s narration
about the “antigüedades índicas”.
The figure of Isis and the fables about her life are explained in the mythographies
generally in the conjuncture of two different mythological traditions: Greco-Roman and
Egyptian. Isis begins her fable under the guise of Io, the nymph Zeus or Jupiter wanted to seduce
but that he transformed into a cow instead to conceal her from his wife Juno’s jealousy. Juno
asked Jupiter for the cow as a gift and he complied. Juno then put Io under the vigilance of
Argus, the being with one hundred eyes who could watch her day and night. Jupiter then sent
Mercury to rescue Io; disguised as a shepherd, he played his pipe until Argus was totally asleep
with all his eyes closed and slayed him and took Io away. Juno responded by sending gadflies to
follow and torture the cow with their bites. In his Mythologiae, Natale Conti narrates what
follows in the story of Io: “The ancients claimed that Io became so crazed by the gadfly that she
immediately swam across the Ionian Sea, which was later named in her honor” (771). Conti –just
like Muñoz Camargo in the case of the Nahuas’ ancestors –produces an itinerary of Io’s journey
that makes her cross the Ionian Sea, the Balkan Mountains, and later the Bosporus Strait to
Scythia. Afterward, once she “swam across the many European and Asian seas [...] she finally
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ended up in Egypt” (771). Once there, Conti adds, “...the Egyptians declared Io to be a goddess,
and they worshiped her under the name of Isis. And they put her in charge of storms and sailors,
as Lucian confirms in his Dialogue of Zephyr and Notus” (772). In mapping the itinerary of Io’s
journey, Conti’s compilation of classical sources –much of them reworked and transformed
during the medieval period –includes Aeschylus’ Prometheus, in whose prophetic words
resonates the overall significance of Io/Isis’ passing:
“Aeschylus makes the point in this verses from his Prometheus, where he
predicts all the things that are going to happen to the girl [Io], including the
following: ‘... be well assured, [it] shall bear the name Ionian, as a memorial of
thy crossing unto all mankind’. And again: ‘... and even after among mankind
there shall be great mention of thy passing, and it shall be called after thee the
Bosporus’” (771).
The lines from Prometheus that Conti considers more significant are those that refer to Io’s
legendary “passing” and “crossing unto all mankind” through the Ionian Sea and the Bosporus
Strait. The words “crossing unto all mankind” –in all their poetic sensibility –enclose the
historical, symbolic, and strategic importance of these bodies of water. The Ionian Sea connects
the south of Italy with Greece while the Bosporus Strait is a narrow channel located in Turkey
that serves as a natural boundary between Europe and Asia; it also connects the Black Sea to the
Sea of Marmara and –by extension –to the Aegean and Mediterranean Seas. Following Io’s
itinerary proposed by Conti, she crossed the Ionian Sea –named after her “passing” –from
present Italy to Greece, she later went through either present Albania or Macedonia, crossed the
Balkan mountains to Turkey, crossed the Bosporus Strait from Europe to Asia, and kept on to
“Scythia”. After Scythia –a territory in Eurasia whose limits through history are difficult to
pinpoint–, she “finally ended up in Egypt” where she was transformed from a cow to a woman
again. According to Conti’s reconstruction of Io’s itinerary before transforming into a woman
and later the goddess Isis, Io walked and swam from Italy to Greece, to Byzantium or present
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Istanbul and later arrived to Egypt moving around or through the Mediterranean Sea –a sort of
reverse of the geographic and historical lineal idea of translatio studii, translatio imperii. In her
movement by both sea and land, Io forges a link between all the places visited that makes her
“crossing unto all mankind” the main meaning of her passing, at least in Conti’s and Muñoz
Camargo’s time. Not only were the Ionian Sea and Bosporus Strait named after her according to
Conti, but in her apparently errant journey she united mankind by the geographic nature of her
passing that, like Christopher Columbus’, gave name and form to the surrounding world. Io’s
mapping of an itinerary between the main cultural and political centers of the ancient and
medieval worlds across the Mediterranean Sea could illuminate Columbus’ passing to a “New
World” in the images from the Descripción. How are Isis and Columbus concretely related in the
Descripción? A pivotal element in answering this question is found in the iconography of Isis
included in the mythographic manuals available to Muñoz Camargo’s inquiries.
A telling sign of this relation between Columbus and Isis can be found in the manual
written by the Italian mythographer Vincenzo Cartari titled Le imagini de gli Dei de gli Antichi.
Published for the first time in 1556, this manual became one of “the most popular and
ubiquitous” works of iconographic reference that had thirty-two editions in different languages
from 1556 to 1699142 (Mulryan 274-275). In one of the manifestations of Isis in this manual, the
goddess is described and portrayed with a chamomile garland in her head and a bunch of the
same herbs in her left hand. Most importantly, she also carries a ship in her right hand143 (Figure
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The first publication and its reprinted editions did not have illustrations. The illustrations
were added in a 1571 edition published in Venice. Le imagini was translated into Latin for the
first time in a 1581 edition published in Lyon (Conti 271, 275).
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“...hanno posto in capo al simulacro di Iside una ghirlanda di Abrotano, et le hanno dato nella
sinistra mano la medesima herba, et nella destra una Navicella, con la quale volevano forsi
mostrare, che ella passò in Egitto, conciosia, que quivi fosse celebrata una festa come scrive
214

Figure 46 Figures of Isis. In Vincenzo Cartari, Le imagini de gli Dei de gli Antichi, [1556] 1609, print, 84. Both
figures or “simulacri” represent Isis in her different manifestations. The figure to the right has a cymbal and a vase
that represent, respectively, the rumor the Nile makes when it raises and the lakes left behind, according to Cartari.

Lattantio, dedicata alla Nave di Iside...” (Cartari 84-86).
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46). Looking at the images of Isis in Cartari and Columbus in the Descripción, the reader can see
important similarities between them that make clear how both images are part of the same
tradition that uses mythographical iconography to conceptualize geographic imaginaries of
power: the most evident and important of these similarities is that both hold the figure of a ship
in their hand.
Specifically, in the case of the Descripción, what is being conceptualized is a discourse of
transoceanic conquest in which Tlaxcala wants to insert itself as an agent, as I will discuss soon.
In the articulation of that desire, the figure of Isis and the mythographical tradition resonate in
the pages of the Descripción, for the production of which Muñoz Camargo must have turned
more than a few pages in various mythographic manuals. Both the image of Isis and Columbus
share a series of conventions of representation. Among these, is the framing of the space of
representation; the rectangular frame provides a privileged view in the printed work that the
hand-written image is trying to emulate. Inside this rectangular frame, the distribution of space
locates either the mythological or historical figure in the foreground holding its trophies and
symbols in their hands with a landscape in the background. But this landscape is not generic; it is
inherent to the figure represented in the foreground. It signifies a point in the figure’s trajectory,
specifically, its final passage in an itinerary of geographic movement and exploration; for
Columbus is the islands of Santo Domingo and Cuba and for Isis Egypt.
However, both figures –Isis and Columbus –have their own meaning and clear
differences exist between them and their passages. In being Isis the Egyptian goddess of
navigation, her iconography reflects this fact: she is shown holding a ship high with her right arm
and a bunch of chamomile plants in her left hand (probably the chamomile grew in the banks of
the river Nile). Her ship as the symbol of seafaring passing grants a strong spirit of harmony –
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both ideologically and spatially –to this image: both human civilization and nature are
conceptualized here as corresponding and symmetrical. On the other hand, although the figure of
Columbus partakes in this kind of symmetry, it seems to have other objectives and addressing
other discourses. Just like in the representation of Isis, the meaning of Columbus’ image depends
not only on his figure and symbols but also on the background –the mountains representing the
islands of Santo Domingo and Cuba –that seems to contain his simulacrum. In addition, a
significant element are the glosses in Spanish included along with the figures which help the
reader to identify without a doubt the simulacrum of Columbus and the mountainous topography
containing it. The space inside the rectangular frame has Columbus at the center on the
foreground. His simulacrum has both to its left and right the figures of Spaniards two of which
nearest to Columbus seem to present or introduce him to the gaze of the reader with a graceful
gesture of their hands. The horse further establishes Columbus’ nobility; only Spaniards and
indigenous noblemen with special permission could ride a horse and carry arms. However,
Columbus does not carry any discernible arm or weapon. In his hands are precision instruments –
the ones that made possible his passage from and old to a new world – and a piece of sea
containing a ship.
The astrolabe, the sea chart, and the compass are shown here as symbols of Columbus’
nature: he is clearly a master of navigation and navigational cartography. While the astrolabe was
an instrument that helped the sailor find his location in the sphere of the world, the compass and
the sea chart put in a proportionally measured representation the position of islands and coasts at
the same time as it delineated paths and maps on paper that other sailors could use to navigate
and repeat the itinerary of the original voyage. Columbus, in making a passage from the old to
the New World, calculated his location and put it in maps and a diary using his knowledge of
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navigation, cartography, and cosmography. Columbus then was a man that used to hold in his
hands literally the knowledge necessary to achieve “victory”, using Muñoz Camargo’s term to
refer to the idea of the “discovery” of the New World and its peoples144. The first element of
Columbus’ simulacrum though is the ship in his hands (Figures 47 and 48): “Cristóbal Colón,
con un navío en las manos a todas velas...” (11r). Interestingly, Muñoz Camargo does not

Figure 47: (Left) Details. Figures of Isis. In Vincenzo Cartari, Le imagini de gli Dei de gli Antichi, [1556] 1609,
print, 84. Figure 48: (Right) Details. “Cristobal Colon / las yslas de santo Domingo y Cuba”. In Diego Muñoz
Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 247r, cuadro 21, University
Library, Glasgow.
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Strangely, Muñoz Camargo does not mention the “aguja de marear” –currently “brújula” in
modern Spanish – or compass in the arrangement of precision instruments and maps in
Columbus’ right hand. José de Acosta in Historia natural y moral de las Indias (1590), published
in Seville five years after the delivery of the Descripción to Philip II by the Tlaxcalteca
embassy, dedicates at least two whole chapters to the singular importance of the “aguja de
marear” in uniting the world and making possible a fast and reliable journey by water: “De lo
dicho se entiende que a la piedra imán se debe la navegación de las Indias tan cierta y tan breve,
que el día de hoy vemos muchos hombres que han hecho viaje de Lisboa a Goa, y de
Sevilla a México y a Panamá, y en este otro mar del Sur, hasta la China y hasta el Estrecho de
Magallanes; y esto con tanta facilidad como se va el labrador de su aldea a la villa. Ya hemos
visto hombres que han hecho quince viajes, y aun dieciocho a las Indias; de otros hemos oído
que pasan de veinte veces las que han ido y vuelto, pasando ese mar Océano, en el cual cierto no
hallan rastro de los que han caminado por él, ni topan caminantes a quien preguntar el camino”
(2006 54-55).
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mention in his textual ekphrasis of the image the piece of sea containing the ship “at full
sail”.Could it be that the piece of sea was not included originally in the Audiencia mural
described by the author and he added it later to the reproduction on paper? In any case, the sea
below the ship conveys movement and speed. Whereas in the alphabetic text Muñoz Camargo
refers to the speed of the moving ship when he says “at full sail”, in the pictographic text the
representation is meant to be a living image of the moving ship: Not only is the ship represented
at full sail –like the ship in Isis’ hand – but, in addition, the sea below opens because of the ship’s
speedy movement that forms big waves at both sides. Everyone who has experienced a journey –
no matter if short –in a boat or ship has seen the grooves and the surrounding waves in the water
split by the ship’s keel. Could this addition be a reference to a concrete voyage by sea? Maybe
the passage through the “Mar del Norte” (Atlantic Sea) from Veracruz to Spain in 1581 made by
the Tlaxcalteca embassy? If this is so, the production of this image –and its accompanying
images discussed in chapter three of this dissertation –most probably took place in Madrid.
Taking this experience as a potential constitutive part of the making of the image that adds
another element –the sea –to the mural already described by Muñoz Camargo in the alphabetic
text, Isis’ ship acquires in the Descripción’s re-elaboration the meaning of recent experience in
addition to its mythic and symbolic traditional meanings. In this sense, the sea and the boat in
Columbus’ hands are not inanimate objects; movement and speed are inherent to them as they
represent the sea as a space of passage and connection.
This moving or kinetic element connects Tlaxcala’s transoceanic discourse of conquest
with the overall symbolic and scientific tradition of navigation in Europe. In re-appropriating in a
peculiar way the ubiquitous simulacrum of Isis that conceptualizes navigation as the agent of
civilization, Muñoz Camargo makes of Christopher Columbus the new Isis that completed the
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passage from the old to the New World. This passage–that in the Descripción works as second to
the Nahuas’ ancestors original passage narrated in the “antiguedades índicas” section –is
represented by other symbols besides the ship at full-sail over the sea: the precision instruments
and maps in Columbus’ hand are also a new addition to the Isis’ simulacrum that emphasizes the
importance of cosmography, geography, and navigation at that moment in the last quarter of the
sixteenth century. Most importantly, considering that the pictographic text in which the image of
Columbus as the new Isis is included is, for the larger part, a yaotlahcuiloli or war painting, the
symbolic meaning of the image becomes more complex. By the inclusion of this image in
Tlaxcala’s war painting, Muñoz Camargo not only reflects on the significance of navigation in
the “discovery” and exploration of the New World, he also is placing Columbus’ passing and
arrival as part of Tlaxcala’s achievements. That is, by establishing connections between
Tlaxcala’s efforts and itineraries of conquest and the figure of Columbus, Muñoz Camargo
anachronistically but symbolically presents Tlaxcala as an active historical figure in the
overarching discourses of exploration and conquest of the New World.
While in this section, the figure of the ship carries the meaning of geographic connections
and harmony articulated by the figures of Isis and Columbus (the new Isis), in the next and final
section what will be discussed is the emergence of the ship –its next passage – as a machine of
war: its role and depiction in the final conquest of Tenochtitlan. In this depiction, the Tlaxcalteca
will occupy the space of the ship.

6. Teçiquautitlan (a Third Passage): The Tlaxcalteca Transoceanic Discourse
Unraveled
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Figures 49: “Entrada del barrio llamado Teçiquautitlan por la parte de la calçada que va a Xuchimilco y a Coyuacan,
y hechados los bergantines por aquella parte y por las partes más necesarias”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo,
Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 274r, cuadro 72, University Library,
Glasgow.
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In the image above, the representation of a singular event in the history of conquest is taking
place (Figure 49). It is especially singular –within all other events of conquest –because it did not
take place; or at least, not as depicted below. The attack on the island-city of MexicoTenochtitlan by land and water with thirteen brigantines required the massive movement of
Tlaxcalteca, Cholula, Huexotzinga, and other indigenous warriors that, along with their Spanish
allies, took the offensive on different fronts and strategic points around the targeted city145.
However, according to all surviving accounts with the exception of the images shown above, no
Tlaxcalteca –or any other Indian – was on board these brigantines during the final attack against
the island-city. In this image, a narration of naval conquest is constructed in which the
Tlaxcalteca are the main protagonists.
The space of battle is divided in three horizontal strips: the land in the middle with the
place name of Teçiquautitlan composed of the head of a Mexica woman on a sacrificial
structure146 and full of battling figures surrounded by two strips of stormy water. A brigantine can
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Cortés, in his third letter, explains the strategy used against Mexico-Tenochtitlan during the
months of July and August of 1521. However, is Díaz del Castillo who describes more
punctually the plans. Three captaincies were organized to attack by land: Pedro de Alvarado was
going to besiege Tacuba; Cristóbal de Olí targeted Coyoacan; and Gonzalo de Sandoval
went against Iztapalapa. These three “cities” Tacuba (north-west), Coyoacan (south-west) and
Iztapalapa (south-east) were connected to the island of Mexico-Tenochtitlan via the causeways
along the lake and were the principal suppliers of food and other provisions for the island. Each
captaincy had soldiers on horses (Spaniards) and soldiers on foot –which were the majority of
the forces integrated mainly by indigenous allies from Tlaxcala (8,000 Tlaxcalteca warriors were
assigned to Alvarado and Olí each), Huexotzingo, and Chalco. Hernán Cortés was the captain of
the brigantines filled with Spanish soldiers. The brigantines were used mainly to access Mexico
Tenochtitlan directly as the causeways going to and coming from the island-city were blocked or
destroyed (chapter CL, 511-21).
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Grounded on the meeting of Cristóbal de Olí’s captaincy with Cortés’s brigantines near the
town of Coyoacan, this episode alludes to the capture of the causeway connecting the
aforementioned town with Mexico-Tenochtitlan by the Spaniards and the Tlaxcalteca. This
capture entailed the occupation of a “torre de ídolos” that most probably was the temple of the
goddess Toci or Tocititlan (Cortés, “Tercera carta de relación”, 373-74; Díaz del Castillo, CL).
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be seen above and a Mexica ship (or acalli) below. The feminine figure with a huipil –maybe La
malinche? –in the middle land-strip is pointing to the glyph of Teçiquautitlan while Tlaxcalteca
warriors, recognized by their particular headdress, defend it against the Mexica at the extreme
left. The taking of Teçiquautitlan by the Tlaxcalteca represents a successful entrance to MexicoTenochtitlan for which the conquest finally was achieved, according to the narration of the
pictographic text of the Descripción. However, above the middle land-strip is the main object of
my analysis: the depiction of a brigantine full of Tlaxcalteca warriors, as can be seen by the
headdress on the three figures in the forefront at center. They are all ready for battle carrying
rodelas and macahuitl (a baton with incrusted sharp-edged obsidian blades).
The brigantine is moving from right to left –just like the Tlaxcalteca warriors defending
Teçiquautitlan in the middle land-strip. This brigantine occupied by Tlaxcalteca has different and
bigger dimensions than the Mexica ship depicted at the bottom of the image. However, both
kinds of vessels –the bigger brigantine and the smaller acalli –follow the same design and form;
that is, they both identify their occupants as Indians. This image as a whole depicts the battle for
Teçiquautitlan as a purely Tlaxcalteca–Mexica affair both on water and land; there is not one
Spaniard depicted in this image. The Spanish glosses at the bottom seem to avoid purposely any

The term Teçiquauhtitlan is a corruption of Tocititlan, the temple where the ceremonies for the
mother goddess Toci –“our grandmother” – were performed. According to Sahagún, Toci was the
goddess of medicinal herbs, remedies, and sweatbaths. The annual ceremony in honor of the
goddess during the month of ochpaniztli implied the adoration of a woman –bought specifically
for the purpose of incarnating the goddess or being an ixiptla –that was later sacrificed and
skinned (34). In this instance, the tlacuilo is probably referring directly to the sacrifice
committed against the female victim in which her head was cut swiftly and suddenly (132). The
glyph seems to be an interpretation of the names teccizquacuilli and/or Teçiquauhtitlan by the
tlacuilo. It seems to me that the tlacuilo understood “quauh”- as coming from “quã-itl” that
means “human head, top or end of something”. See Lockhart, Nahuatl as Written, 230.
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correspondence with the details of the image147. Knowing that the brigantines were only
commanded and occupied by Spaniards, the author of the glosses does not refer to the
Tlaxcalteca brigantine and prefers to state, in very general terms, where Teçiquautitlan was
located and how the brigantines “[fueron] hechados [...] por aquella parte y por las partes más
necesarias”. The image, on the other hand, depicts an important episode of the war of conquest –
at least for the Tlaxcalteca – in which they are shown as the sole protagonists leading the
crossing unto Mexico-Tenochtitlan.
Still, this is not the only image representing this episode in the Tlaxcalteca discourse of
conquest; the Lienzo de Tlaxcala also has its own depiction. For various reasons that I discuss in
chapter one of this dissertation –the most important of which is the objection that the Lienzo is a
corrupted copy produced in the nineteeth century from a supposed original manuscript –I would
normally not consider this text in my analysis. However, in the case of its image forty-five
(Figure 50), I opted to include it because, to my understanding, some of its pictographic elements
have been confirmed by its corresponding image (cuadro 72) in the Descripción (Figure 49), a
real manuscript produced in the last quarter of the sixteenth century.
In general terms, the reader can see in the Lienzo’s image the Descripción’s same
distribution of space and figures with the following exceptions: there are three (and not two)
Mexica acalli depicted in the bottom water-strip and the Mexica warriors have adorned rodelas;
there are, to the right-hand side of the middle land-strip, the figures of two Spaniards –maybe the
one at left could be Cortés –and the woman pointing to the glyph of Teçiquautitlan resembles
depictions of La Malinche made in the same text. Moreover, one of the Tlaxcalteca warriors
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The author of the glosses was most probably Muñoz Camargo. In the case of this particular
image, I think that another tlacuilo, and not Muñoz Camargo, painted it because the hand looks
different from Muñoz Camargo’s “medallas”.
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defending their occupied Teçiquautitlan is identified as a warrior from the house of Ocotelulco;
and finally, in the upper water-strip the sole brigantine stands containing not only Tlaxcalteca
warriors but Spaniards also, and two of them look like La Malinche and El Malinche, that is,
Cortés.
From this series of exceptions, the brigantine stands for a close consideration in my

Figure 50: “Teçiquauhtitlan”. In Alfredo Chavero, Lienzo de Tlaxcala, 1892, print, image 45.

analysis. Looking at both images –the Descripción’s and the Lienzo’s – it is interesting how the
brigantine and their occupants in the upper water-strip are depicted in the latter. The brigantine
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was a small type of war galley that had both oars and rigs, which gave it the ability to “be
handled in calm weather with [...] purpose and precision” (Naish 472). In the Lienzo’s image the
brigantine looks European in its design with an elevated prow, built-in canons, oars, and rigs.
Interestingly, at the right of the brigantine it can be seen what looks like a chain hanging without
a clear point of attachment. Inside the brigantine are a series of significant figures both by their
iconography and by their position inside the boat. From right to left there are Hernán Cortés
almost embracing doña Marina from the back, a Tlaxcalteca noble with an expression of urgency
in his face, a conquistador with a feathered hat, a second Tlaxcalteca noble pointing forward with
the oar, and a third Tlaxcalteca noble apparently seated at the prow of the ship. Only La
Malinche has the awareness of a space exterior to the representation while the rest of the
protagonists are immersed in the demands of war. The figure of the Tlaxcalteca noble seated at
the prow of the ship is enigmatic. What is he doing? What is his role in this representation of a
Tlaxcalteca naval war against Mexico-Tenochtitlan?
A possible answer to these questions that can help elucidate the prow’s man’s meaning
can be found in José de Acosta’s Historia natural y moral de las Indias (1590). In the chapters
dedicated to the “piedra imán” (main component of the “aguja de marear” or compass) and
navigation to the Indies, Acosta explains the different practices of navigation in which the pilot
would occupy either the stern or the prow of the ship to lead the course:
...agora los pilotos, para encomendar la vía al que lleva el timón, se sientan en lo
alto de la popa, que es por mirar de allí el aguja [de marear], y antiguamente se
sentaban en la proa, por mirar las diferencias de tierras y mares, y de allí
mandaban la vía, como lo hacen también agora muchas veces al entrar o salir de
los puertos (Book I, chapter 16, 54).
After the compass was invented, according to Acosta, the pilots started to sit at the stern (back
corner) of the ship to “read there the compass”. But before the existence of the compass, the pilot
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would sit at the prow (or front corner of the ship) to see “the differences of lands and seas” in
order to guide the ship. He also adds that sitting in the prow of the ship in order to guide its
course is still a practice at that moment when the pilot has to make sure by sight that the ship
does not hit the ground or any rocks in its entrance to or exit from a port. Could the Tlaxcalteca
at the prow be alluding to that practice most probably used during the naval attack against
Mexico-Tenochtitlan? It is very possible, in the sense in which the brigantines navigated on a
lake that had both profound and shallow waters. This means that the Tlaxcalteca at the prow of
the ship was its pilot and was literally guiding the brigantine to war. Although the authenticity of
this image is put in question by its very provenance from the Lienzo, I argue that, at least, this
section from the Lienzo comes from a veritable sixteenth-century source. The reason for arguing
this rests on an essential figure of the Descripción’s pictographic text: the women tribute carriers
in cuadro seventy-five (Figure 44). As seen and discussed before, one of the tribute carriers holds
a ship with both hands that contains anthropomorphic figures. By comparing both images, the
reader can get to the following conclusions: as I said a few sentences ago, this section from
image forty-five from the Lienzo can be considered a veritable source of sixteenth-century man
at the prow; what derives from this is that the man at the prow is an enduring metaphor of
Tlaxcalteca discourse and iconography in the way in which its authenticity can be confirmed by
the Descripción’s inclusion of almost the same figure. Both images, that is, images forty-five
from the Lienzo and cuadro seventy-five from the Descripción have the figure of a ship with athe
Tlaxcalteca discourse of conquest that incarnates –almost in the form of an allegorical figure –
Tlaxcala as a maritime conquering nation that, like Muñoz Camargo argued, helped conquer the
“whole new world” (Figures 51 and 52).
However, an aspect that has not been answered yet in terms of the relationship between
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the Descripción’s and the Lienzo’s cognate images, is the role of mythographic manuals in the
articulation of a Tlaxcalteca iconography. Even though this is a question that needs further
evidence in order to be answered in a definite way, it is highly significant that, at least in one of

Figure 51: (Left) Details. “Teçiquauhtitlan”. In Alfredo Chavero, Lienzo de Tlaxcala, 1892, print, image 45. Figure
52: (Right) Details. “Ic poliuhque mexica [así se acabaron los mexicanos] / Victoria y fin de la guerra, y toma de la
ciudad de México, día del señor San Hipólito”. In Diego Muñoz Camargo, Descripción de la ciudad y provincia de
Tlaxcala, 1580-1585, manuscript, f. 275v, cuadro 75, University Library, Glasgow.

these images, the figure of a conquistador’s ship used in the naval attack against MexicoTenochtitlan is in the hands of a woman. Considering that the figure of Isis, the goddess of
navigation, could take different forms –as I discussed before with the image of Christopher
Columbus –, the portraying of a defeated Mexica woman handing Cortés as tribute the figure of
a Tlaxcalteca conquistador ship creates intriguing possibilities of research not only about the way
in which Tlaxcala saw itself as Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s conqueror but also about the ways in
which Diego Muñoz Camargo and other local painters placed themselves within and
rearticulated European iconography and symbolic discourses to achieve their own ends148.
148

Another iconographic figure that should be taken into consideration is that of Felicitas who in
some images carries a ship in her hand to symbolize navigation. The Arch of Mint, an ephemeral
piece of festival architecture made in 1635 in the Netherlands to celebrate the arrival of a new
governor (the brother of king Philip IV of Spain), represented the Cerro Rico del Potosí. On the
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Conclusion

At the beginning of this chapter I presented the Descripción’s cuadro seventy-five that
depicts the final conquest of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. In this image, I discussed briefly the figures
of Cortés and the Tlaxcalteca warriors crossing over the lake into the island-city. As the presence
and possible meaning of these figures have not been explained before in the context of the
image, I proposed to inquire more into their potential significance. Going beyond its superficial
nature as representation of an actual crossing, I decided to interpret these figures as an allegory
working within the geographic discourses of conquest informing both the alphabetic and
pictographic texts. From this inquiry, it emerged the resilient and powerful image of the ship in
the Descripción as a symbol of the passing of peoples –either in a harmonious or violent way –
unto the New World. In the case of the first passing –completed by the Nahuas’ Jewish
ascendants – and the second passing –carried out by Columbus as the new Isis –, the reader can
see how Muñoz Camargo was articulating his own cosmographical argument. In both cases, the
passing is a reaffirmation –and a celebration –of the unification of the New and Old Worlds
under the form of the sphere. However, in the case of Columbus’ image, by its insertion in
Tlaxcala’s war painting, Muñoz Camargo is trying to depict Tlaxcala as an agent in the
discourses and practices of conquest and navigational exploration of the New World. This aspect
is further confirmed by the depiction in the Descripción of a third passing: the naval conquest of
México-Tenochtitlan in 1521. This time, the Tlaxcalteca are not only occupying the interior of
the ship but this ship also takes the form and meaning of an offering in the hands of a defeated
Mexica woman: a new kind of Isis.

very top of the Cerro were the figures of Felicitas –holding a ship – and Jason. See Okada 72-74.
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These three crossings that in the Descripción refer to different aspects of Tlaxcala’s
history and position in the world as presented by the author, are perfect examples of the measure
of conquest in the manuscript. In the crossing of the Nahuas’ Hebrew ascendants, Muñoz
Camargo establishes a fundamental connection between the old and new worlds while indirectly
arguing that the “indios” of New Spain have the same origin and nature than Europeans.
Describing them as descendants of Noah, the author seeks to make what would be a biological
connection between them and the rest of the world. The treatment of the Nahua gods in the
“antiguedades índicas” account that applies a historical manner of interpretation (a way of
reading derived mainly from mythographic manuals) makes emphasis on the supposed
similarities between the ancient Nahua and the ancient Greek and Romans, which reinforces
Muñoz Camargo’s judgement about the origin and nature of the Indians of New Spain. This
biological connection (that was the product of the first crossing) became evident in a historical
way with Columbus’ crossing to the New World. By reuniting the old and new worlds under a
single cosmography, Columbus –seen through the iconography of Isis- both geographically and
historically fulfilled JesusChrist and St. Matthew’s words about the global dominion of
Christianity. However, Columbus’ triumphant figure in the Descripción is inserted in what
basically is Tlaxcala’s war painting or conquest history. In terms of its reception, Columbus’
figure acquires a complex meaning: As explained by Muñoz Camargo, this figure forms part of a
series of murals –or medallas –in Tlaxcala’s audiencia building, which figure the author
reproduces and inserts in the Descripción’s war painting or pictographic text. Itself being the
symbol of a historical crossing, Columbus’ figure in the Descripción crosses the Atlantic Ocean
by completing a new itinerary that begins at Tlaxcala and ends in Madrid. Which begs the
question: how Philip II would have understood or interpreted Columbus’ figure as part of
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Tlaxcala’s war painting? Did he understand it, just like Muñoz Camargo did, as the reflection of
reality? That is, did he see it as one of the outcomes of a providential history in which conquest
in the name of Christianity transcended time and overcomed different geographies? Most
probably, he did. That providential story of conquest replicates itself under a new time period and
geography and with different Christian conquistadors in the case of the Tlaxcalteca’s crossing
over the island-city of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. In every case, the idea of crossing alludes to a
measure and movement of conquest that only can happen under the providential story of
Christianity.
However, lacking from this chapter on the maritime aspect of Tlaxcala’s discourse of
conquest is the historical connection between the Descripción and the mythographic manuals
used in my reading. Even though I have found evidence throughout the Descripción of the
influence mythographic manuals had on the production of the manuscript both in its text and
images, there is still the matter of finding when and where did Muñoz Camargo have access to
copies of these manuals. The proscribed nature that mythographic manuals had in the New World
during the sixteenth century makes further archival research on the matter both necessary and
difficult. It is important to remember the intimate relationship these manuals had –from the eyes
of the educated European reader – with the works on Mesoamerican cultures produced by
prominent figures of mendicant orders in the New World149. These works –like for example, Fray
Bernardino de Sahagún’s Florentine Codex (1576-1577) and Fray Diego Durán’s Historia de las
Indias de la Nueva España e Islas de Tierra Firme (XVI century) – were read by European
readers like mythographic manuals, more specifically the parts that describe the importance,
rituals, and iconography of the Mesoamerican gods. Let’s not forget that a 1615 edition of
149

Correspondance with Carlos Alberto González Sánchez from the 18th to the 20th of July,
2013.
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Cartari’s mythographic manual Le imagini degli Dei degli Antichi included a second part
dedicated to the Mesoamerican and Japanese gods’ meanings and simulacra. Because of this
association made between mythographic manuals and books on Mesoamerican history and
culture, the importation of the first to the New World was prohibited. Even so, these manuals
surely entered New Spain illegally and were welcomed into the personal libraries of those who
could afford them. The next step in my inquiry into the sources and production of the
Descripción is to find archival evidence of the existence of these manuals in sixteenth-century
New Spain and try to pinpoint when and where did Muñoz Camargo read and consult them.
Furthermore, this next step in my research will work not only as a rethinking of the
Descripción and its sources but also of the Lienzo de Tlaxcala. What is the possible origin of the
image of the man at the prow in both works? How tracing the source of this image could change
the way in which we think of the Lienzo and when and how it was produced? The relationship
between the Lienzo and the Descripción is something that has taken a lot of attention since the
discovery of the latter in the 1970’s. The man at the prow could be a fresh start in this inquiry
that could help relocate or reposition the Lienzo within the Tlaxcalteca historiographical canon.
However, even though work on this project is far from being finalized and is entering a
new phase, there are some clues in Tlaxcala’s modern urban arquitecure and public buildings that
can help us understand the appeal that a symbolic maritime discourse of conquest could have for
the ruling classes, especially in moments of significant and sudden political and historical
changes.
When visiting Tlaxcala City in 2010, I took a turist tour on bus that took us to the city’s
most important historical sites. Coming down a very steep slope after visiting the Basílica de la
Virgen de Ocotlán, the tour arrived to Lardizabal Street and stopped in front of a building
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constructed during the early 1900’s. The tourist guide told us that the building used to be the
palacio legislativo, and after describing the components of its art nouveau style he pointed
eagerly to the design of the irons covering the windows: “Do you see them? What are those?
Ship’s rudders! Why are they here? We don’t know!” Like he later explained, the “timones de
barco” pointed out by him were part of the original design of the building that was inaugurated
on May 10th, 1911 (Figure 53). After making some inquiries, I learnt that the building was
constructed under the government of Próspero Cahuantzi (1885-1911) who was of indigenous
Tlaxcalateca origin and participated in the wars of the Mexican Revolution. While being
governor of the state of Tlaxcala (or shortly after), he commissioned a copy of the Lienzo de
Tlaxcala, which is now one of the extant editions of this work. It is very probable that Cahuantzi
knew the Lienzo very well and inspired by its images sought to represent a post-revolutionary
Tlaxcala that under the auspices of its colonial history and achievements intended to assume
political leadership in the recently established Republic of Mexico.

Figure 53: “Timón de barco” in Tlaxcala’s ex palacio legislativo inaugurated in 1911. Photo by J. Amaral.
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Final Conclusion

As can be noted from the chapters of my dissertation, the conceptualization by Muñoz
Camargo of Tlaxcala’s discourse of conquest develops under varied ideas and representations of
movement: circular movement, movement from center to periphery, and the idea of crossing.
These movements –that together articulate a Tlaxcalteca kinetic discourse of conquest – are
inherent to the geographic and political imagination of early modernity.
In being circular the conflation of theological and scientific discourses and, in functional
terms, the demarcation of the human habitable space, it confers upon its interior –by virtue of its
implied movement – a political value as place of difference (in relation to an exteriority). Implied
in Muñoz Camargo’s circular rhetorical mapping of Tlaxcala, there is the articulation of a
particular notion of proto-territoriality that speaks of the province’s and city’s historical
singularity. In this way, the author treats Tlaxcala as a sphere, as its own orbis terrarum. But
despite its singularity and centrality as portrayed in the Descripción, in Muñoz Camargo’s vision,
Tlaxcala is one “redondez” inside and among others “redonde[ces]” composing the Catholic
Monarchy, like New Spain, the Indias Occidentales, and the Hapsburg Empire.
Geometrically and symbolically related to circularity –as a way of producing political
space in early modernity – is the movement from center to periphery. It is through this movement
that Muñoz Camargo paradoxically establishes the center of power while evincing the limitations
of that power. Unlike its circular movement around the province that is based on the
presupposition of a united and homogenous space, his movement from the center of the ciudad
de indios to the subject towns –or from a place puesto en policía to a place outside of that order
and possibly idolatric –, evinces the problematic character of that homogeneity by revealing the
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non-systematic nature of land measurements in Tlaxcala and, by implication, in New Spain. That
is, it uncovers for the reader the coexistence –and sometimes overlapping –of various local ways
and practices of measuring, understanding, and relating to the landscape that put in question any
intention of centralization and systematization by the political order. As argued in chapter three,
the display of the problematic nature of measurements –and, by implication, of notions of
dominium of the landscape –works as an effective frame for the proposal of a congregation plan
that would help Tlaxcala secure and defend its territory.
Dissimilar to the geometric nature of circularity and the dichotomy center/periphery that
in the case of the Descripción is circumscribed to the description of an already established
political entity, the idea of crossing is inherent to exploratory and conquest endeavors. It is
through this idea of crossing that Muñoz Camargo develops his cosmographic argument about
the New World and the origin of its natural inhabitants, and inserts Tlaxcala in a maritime
discourse of conquest. While on one hand, the idea of crossing represents the harmonic
connection and communication of different points within the sphere; on the other hand, it
signifies the often-violent dynamics of that connection. Both notions are represented in the
Descripción by the re-articulation of the figure and iconography of the ship.
Inherent to the conceptualization of these movements as rhetorical and symbolic
strategies of production of political notions of space and network, is the intimate relationship
between text and image in the Descripción. Even though this relationship has not been studied
before in a systematic way, it reveals under close analysis pivotal information about the
production of the manuscript, which has implications on the way we study early modern cultural
productions in general. It is very probable that Muñoz Camargo is the author of some of the
images in the pictographic text, more specifically, the pinturas or maps portraying the city and
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the “medallas” or images reproducing the murals at the audiencia and cabildo houses. This
information changes dramatically Muñoz Camargo’s traditional role in the production of the
manuscript as described until now. While before, Muñoz Camargo was the writer of a
disorganized alphabetic text and had little if any say on the production of the images, now it is
clear that he was very aware of cosmography and geography as legitimazing discourses and used
them to organize and connect both text and image. He consciously inserted the Descripción in
these two discourses of knowledge as a local but singular response by articulating an array of
geographic discourses and representions that connect text and image in innovative ways that
artfully represent Tlaxcala’s history and contemporary anxieties.
However, in studying the relation between text and image soon it becomes clear the
necessity of an interdisciplinary approach to cultural productions like the Descripción. It would
be impossible to do a veritable contribution in the study of this manuscript without establishing
historical, thematic, and conceptual connections –inherent to the historical period under study –
between the disciplines of literary criticism, geography, history of science, and art history. The
necessity of these connections asks literary critics to rethink their approach to and understanding
of the rhetorical and literary arsenal of early modern writers. That is, literary critics of early
modern texts need to expand their definition of the adjectives “rhetorical” and “literary” in order
to include conventions of measurement and other representations of the landscape that in their
technical nature often speak of real situations and anxieties proper to the historical context under
study. These rhetorical and symbolic strategies and their textual manifestations provide an
excellent opportunity to theorize early modern conceptions of political space, territoriality, and
movement; in the case of the Descripción, this theorization has to work within the context of the
1584-1585 Tlaxcalteca Embassy and transatlantic crossing to Madrid.
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It is in the context of this crossing where the manuscript defies more evidently the
dichotomy colonial/early modern conveniently used to categorize cultural productions of this
period and insert them in fixed, limiting, and often anachronic conceptions of hierarchy and
geography. In being the Descripción the result of a transatlantic crossing –physical, material, and
conceptual –, conceptions of movement through a landscape –and not of resistance within a
hierarchical structure– should be the way of theorizing relations of power in the overly complex
early modern period. A period where an early globalism through empire expansion and the
acceleration of a capitalist culture and logic established connections between different parts of
the world, and both land and water became inquired and assessed landscapes both for
opportunities of crossing and for the production and projected accumulation of future riches.
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Appendix. List of images in the Descripción’s pictographic text. The images marked with an
asterisk are included in the dissertation.
1. La casa principal de Quiyahuiztlan de Citlalpopucatzin, una de las cu[atr]o cabeceras de
Tlaxcala.
2. La casa de la cabecera de Tepeticpac de Tlehuexolotzin.
3. Ésta es la casa de Ocotelulco, cabecera de las cuatro de Tlaxcala, donde era señor
Maxixcatzin.
4. La cabecera cuarta de Tlaxcala, Tizatlan. Xicotencatl, amigo fiel de los cr[ist]ianos.
5. Tiyanquizco yc temachtiaya Fray Martin / La prim[e]ra predicación del Santo Evang[eli]o en
Tlaxcala, en medio de la plaza, por los frailes de la orden del s[eño]r S[a]n Fran[cis]co, y el
modo de enseñar que tuvieron.
6. Te[o]tecalco yctemachtiayaya teopixque / Predicación del Santo Evangelio en las casas de los
caciques y cu[atr]o señores de Taxcala, y cómo la oían de buena gana.
7. In icha[n] tiablo [huel miec] tiatiacatzin quin mictiaya / La manera de sus casas y templos
idolátricos, y cómo sacrificabann a sus dioses cuerpos humanos, presentes los frailes y los
españoles.
8*. Ymcan cruz tlacoyo huazquiquetzque teopixque / La llegada de los doce religiosos, frailes de
la orden del s[eño]r S[a]n Fran[cis]co, enviados a la Nueva España por el Emp[erad]or Don
Carlos, n[uestr]o s[eño]r: Fray Martín de Valen[ci]a, Custodio de [los] doce frailes, y de la
primer cruz que pusieron.
9. Iquin quay atequique tlatoque / Bautismo general y conversión de los naturales a n[uest]ra
s[an]ta fe cat[ólic]a, por predicación destos religiosos.
10. Yc quitlahtlatique naualcalli teopixque / Quema e incendio de los templos idolátricos de la
provin[ci]a de Taxcala por los friales y españoles, y consentim[ient]o de los naturales.
11. I[n] nican quipilloque patoh / Disipación de los juegos y tahurerías de los jugadores, y fue
justiciado uno dellos porque hacía burla de n[uest]ra s[an]ta fe, por mandado de Cortés.
12. Quipilloque mostlauhqui / Justicia que se hizo de un cacique de Tlaxcala porque había
reincidido en ser idólatra; habiendo sido cr[ist]iano, se había ido a unas cuevas a idolatrar.
13. I[n] nican quin tlahtique tlatatecollo teopixque / Incendio de todas las ropas y libros y atavíos
de los sacerdotes idolátricos, que se los quemaron los frailes.
14. I[n] nican quinpilloque tlahtoque / quintlatique / Justicia grande que se hizo de cinco
caciques muy prin[cipa]les de Taxcala, y una mujer, señora de aquella tierra, porque, de
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c[rist]ianos, tornaron a idolatrar; y dos, demás destos, fueron quemados por pertinaces, por
man[da]do de Cortés [y] por consentimiento y beneplácito de los cuatro señores, y, con esto, se
arraigó la doctrina cristiana.
15. De cómo se vistieron los naturales a p[er]suasión de los frailes, y se pusieron sayos y camisas
y zaragüelles como el día de hoy lo usan, y se trasquilaron los cabellos a n[uest]ro uso.
16. El modelo de las casas de Xicotencatl y de su patio, adonde hacían sus bailes [y] adonde
fueron aposentados los n[uest]ros, como en lo que va escrito se refiere.
17*. Tlaxcala City’s main square.
18*. El sitio del monast[eri]o de la ciudad de Tlaxcala.
19*. Éstas son las provincias y rey[n]os que conquistó Her[nan]do Cortés, Marqués del Valle, y
otras muchas que no se escriben.
20*. Don Fer[nan]do Cortés / Moteczuma / La Nueva España.
21*. Cr[ist]óbal Colón / Las Islas de Santo Domingo y Cuba.
22. Perú / Franciscus Pizarus / Atabaliha.
23*. Perú / Pizarus ofrece el Perú / Cortesius ofrece la Nueva España / México.
24*. Cr[ist]óbal Colón ofrece a su M[ajesta]d el nuevo mundo / Carolus V / Nuevo Mundo.
25*. Philippus Hisp[aniae] et Ind[iarum] Rex.
26. acalli yc quitlatlati capitan / La llegada de Cortés al Puerto de Cempuala de la Nueva España
con su armada y gente, y cuando hizo barrenar los navíos y echarlos a fondo.
27. Después de desembarcado, escribió a los de Taxcala, y envió mensajeros a los cu[a]tro
señores de aquella tierra por lengua de Malintzin / Marina / Cortés.
28*. De cómo llegaron los mensajeros a Taxcala, y entraron los cuatro señores de las cabeceras
en consulta sobre si recibirían de paz a estas gentes, o no; y, alumbrados por el Espíritu S[an]to,
se conformaron en recibirlos de paz, y enviaron a decir a Cortés que viniesen.
29*. La primera entrada por los términos de Tlaxcala, donde los otomíes de guarni[ci]ón dieron
guerra a Cortés y le mataron dos caballos y alg[un]a gente; mas, luego, después que entendieron
que eran gente extranjera y no de Motezuma, les dieron de comer y lo neces[ari]o en los montes
de Ilihuca, salida [a] Istaquimaxtitlan Castilblanco.
30. Fue recibido Cortés en el pueblo de Tecoaczinco, por man[da]do de Xicotencatl, de paz, y le
enviaron presentes de oro y ropa y mucho bastimento: fueron embaj[ado]res Coxtumatl y
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Tulinpanecatl, caciques de Tlaxcala.
31. Atlihuetzyan / Entrada en el pueblo de Atlihuezan, sujeto de Tlaxcala, donde fue recibido
Cortés y su gente en paz, y le recibió Piltec[uh]tli y Acxotecatl, s[eñor]es y caciques de aquel
pueblo, y se le dio lo neces[ari]o.
32. Entrada de Cortés a la ciudad de Tlaxcala en las casas de Xicotencatl, donde se abrazaron y
fueron muy regalados los españoles y aposentados en estas casas, y aquí se puso la primera cruz
en la p[ro]v[inci]a de Taxcala.
33*. Bautismo que se hizo a los cuatro señores de Taxcala, que pidieron ser cr[ist]ianos.
34. Presente que hicieron los cu[atr]o s[eño]res a Cortés de ropa y oro y piedras de valor, y de
comida y mujeres y esclavas de s[er]vi[ci]o que le dieron.
35. Orden y consulta que se dio para la conquista, y de cómo fueron sobre la ciudad de Cholula a
p[er]suasión de los vasallos de Montezuma, y de la traición que se le ordernó a Cortés.
36. La guerra que hubo en Cholula sobre la traición que tenían urdida los chuloltecas por
man[da]do de los mexicanos, y de la gran matanza que hubo, cuya traición se descubrió por los
tlaxcatecas.
37. Jornada que se hizo a México, y subida de los puertos del volcán p[ar]a ir a Chalco.
38. Entrada en la ciudad de México, y cómo fue recibido Cortés de paz y toda su gente.
39. Yc yaqui atenpa quimilpi[l]o Albaez / La ida que hizo Cortés a la Veracruz y Cempoala sobre
la venida de Pánfilo de Narváez, y pasó por Taxcala llevando núm[e]ro de gente.
40. Prisión y vencimiento que tuvo Cortés con Narváez.
41. Yc quiyaocaltzacca / Alzamiento de México, que encerraron a los n[uestr]os en los palacios
de Montezuma.
42. Muerte de Motezumatzin de una pedrada que le dieron los suyos, y entrada que hizo Cortés a
la ciudad de México a la vuelta que vino de lo de Narváez, y de cómo lo halló todo alzado.
43. Cuando los españoles salieron de las casas a quemar el temple de Huitzilopuchtli, que era el
temple m[ay]or de México.
44. La noche que salieron de México, con baluartes para poder pasar por las calles, y de cómo
fueron sentidos, y de la gran matanza que hubo de ambas partes.
45. La guerra que hubo por toda la calle de Tacuba y calzada, por las puentes quebradas que
habían quebrado los mexicanos, y el salto grande que hizo don P[edr]o de Alvarado, que hoy día
se llama “el salto de Alva[ra]do”.
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46. Tlacopan / Llegada que llegaron al pueblo de Tlacupa con hartos trabajos de heridos y
muertos, que fueron sin núm[e]ro.
47. Quauhchimalpa / De cómo Cortés llegó a todos los altos de Guauximalpa, que llaman “los
altos de México”, a correr el campo y echar de sí a sus enemigos.
48. Teocalhueyacan / De cómo Cortés llegó peleando con su gente, defendiéndose de sus
enemigos, hasta N[uestr]a S[eñor]a de los Remedios, donde descansó él y los suyos, y se puso la
ermita de N[uestr]a S[eñor]a de los Remedios, que hoy permanence esta devoción.
49. De N[uestr]a S[eñor]a de los Remedios, marchó Cortés con su gente a vuelta de la
p[ro]vincia de Tlaxcala, y fue por Tepozotlan, Quauhtitlan, por pueblos de mexi[can]os, y
siempre peleando a poco y a mucho trecho, que siempre [iban] en su seguimiento los enemigos.
50. Aychqualco / Y, p[ro]siguiendo su viaje, pasó por los charcos y jagüeyes de Ayichqualco, que
va a salir a los llanos de Tihuacan y Otumpan, p[ro]vin[ci]as de los aculhuaques tetzcucanos.
51. Aztaquemeca / Los llanos de Otumban, llamados Aztaquemecan, donde le salieron al
encuentro grandes núm[e]ros de gentes mexicanas de guerra a n[uestr]os españoles cansados,
heridos y maltratados, ellos y los amigos tlaxcaltecas.
52. Tona yxpa / La batalla que hubieron los nuestros con los aculhuaques mexicanos, y donde
hubo la gran victoria de He[nan]do Cortés contra ellos, y les mató el capitan Matlaxopile, y le
quitó la divisa que traía y se la puso, por poner ánimo a su gente, la cual divisa presentó Cortés a
Maxixcatzin, su amigo, llegado a Taxcala, y con esta hazaña se desbarató aquel gran ejér[ci]to.
53. Temalacatitlan / Después de la guerra de Otumban, fue n[uest]ro ejército por los llanos de
Temalacatitlan, Apan, Almoloya, por pueblos de tetzcucanos y p[ro]vin[ci]a de Tepeapulco,
siempre con gentes que le impedían el camino que llevaba, saliéndole a cada trecho gran número
de guerra.
54. Xaltelolco / Paso de Temalacatitlan y de Tatzcayucan, llegaron n[uest]ras gentes a Xaltelulco,
campos de guerra de Tetzcuco y Tlaxcala, donde salió Citlalpopocatzin, uno de los cuatro
s[eñor]es de Tlaxcala, con socorro de mucha gente de guerra en favor de Cortés, y con comida y
mucho bastimento.
55. Vueyotlipan / Oncan quinamicque in tlahtoque quimacaque ixquich qualoni/ De Xaltelulco
llegó Cortés a Gueyhutlipan, pueblo de Tlaxcala, de la cabecera de Quiyahuiztlan, donde era
s[eñ]or Citlalpopucatzin, donde tuvo descanso y refresco de Taxcala, y salió a este lugar
Maxixcatzin con muy gran copia de gentes de socorro, que corrieron a los enemigos hasta
ponerlos en sus tierras, a costa de muchas vidas; y aquí , en este lugar, dio [Cortés] la divisa de
Matlacupile a Maxixcatzin.
56. Tlaxcalan / Entrada de Taxcala, donde fueron recibidos los n[uest]ros con mucho amor, y
llorados por las mujeres y niños, y fueron aposentados en las casas de Maxixcatzin; y aquí
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tuvieron embaj[ado]res los tlaxcaltecas de los mexicanos, [diciéndoles] que matasen a Cortés, y
que partirían el imperio y serían amigos.
57. Chalchicueyecan / Orden que se dio para volver sobre México y conquistarlo, y cómo fueron
por las municiones y artillería a la Veracruz la gente de Taxcala, y cómo la trujeron; y, en el
ínterin, se hicieron los bergantines, hasta que se puso todo en orden.
58. Zacatepec /Principio de la guerra por los pueblos y provin[ci]as de mexicanos, por cons[ej]o
de los tlaxcaltecas, y la primera entrada fue por Tepeacac, Zacatepeque, a él sujeto.
59. Quecholac / Conquista de Quechulaque, sujeto a Tepeacac.
60. Acatzinco / La guerra del pueblo de Acatzingo, sujeto a Tepeacac.
61. Tepeyacac / La guerra de la ciudad y cabecera de Tepeacac, que fue cruel y prolija.
62. Tecamachalco / La guerra de Tecamachalco, provincia de los popolucas chochones, sujeto en
cierta forma a Tepeacac, todos vasallos de culhuas mexicanos.
63. Quauhtinchan / La guerra de Quauhtinchan
64. Tepexic / La guerra de Tepexic, provin[ci]a muy áspera, y guerra muy peligrosa y sangrienta,
y [de] Tecalco, llamado Santiago.
65. Quauhquecholan / La conquista y guerra de Qua[uh]quechulla[n], sujeta a mexicanos, que es
tierra caliente.
66. Itzucan / La guerra de la provincia de Itzocan, llamada por los españoles Itzúcar, y desta
conquista se fue sujetando toda la tierra caliente, Ocuytuco, Totolapa, Huastepeque,
Yau[h]tepeque, Tepuztlan, Quauhnahuac, y todo lo que es ahora el Marquesado del Valle, aunque
no entra aquí el Valle de Guaxaca, que fue después.
67. Matlaltzinco / La conquista del Valle de Matlatzingo, y sus sujetos y comarcas.
68. La conquista y guerra de la ciudad y provin[ci]a de Tezcuco.
69*. Tecpatepec / Entrada por la calzada de N[uest[ra S[eñor]a de la Guadalupe, llamada
Tecpatepeque y Tenayucan, para la conquista de México.
70. La guerra de México, repartida por barrios y calzadas.
71. Cohuatlichan / Entrada por el pueblo de Coatlichan, sujeto a Tetzcuco, para entrar por la
laguna con los bergantines.
72*. Teciquauhtitlan / Entrada del barrio llamado Teciquauhtitlan, por la parte de la calzada que
va a Xuchimilco y a Coyuacan, y [cómo fueron] echados los bergantines por aquella parte y por
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las partes más necesarias.
73. Yc quinhualtocaque caltzallan / La guerra y combate por las calles de la ciudad de México.
74. Copolco oncan i micca in capitan / Prisión del Marqués del Valle, Don Fernando Cortés, que
le habían asido los enemigos y, con ayuda de los españoles y tlaxcaltecas, Don Antonio
Temaxahuitzin y otros principales capitanes, fue librado.
75*. Ic poliuhque mexica / Victoria y fin de la guerra, y toma de la ciudad de México, día del
s[eño]r San Hipólito.
76. Metztitlan / Prosiguióse la conquista de las otras provincias sujetas a Montezuma, y se fue a
la guerra de Metztitlan.
77*. Panco / Conquista de Pánuco, que siempre los tlaxcaltecas fueron en ella.
78*. Ayotochcuitlatlan / Conquista de Ayotochcuitlatlan y provin[ci]as de Campeche y Tabasco y,
antes de pasar, de camino se fue conquistando la p[ro]v[inci]a de Totonacapan, Tonatiucpapan,
Tuzapan, y Papantla y Nautla y Achachalitla, provincias marítimas del norte.
79. Michuacan / Conquista de la provincias de Mechoacan.
80. Xalisco / La conquista de Xalisco.
81. Tototlan / Conquista de la p[ro]v[inci]a de Totolan.
82. Tonalan / Conquista de la provincia de Tonala, llamada la Nueva Galicia.
83. La guerra de la provincia de Itzcatlan.
84. Tlacotlan / La guerra y conquista de la provin[ci]a de Tlacutla.
85. Xochipillan / La guerra de Xuchipila.
86. Apoçolco / La guerra de Apoçolco.
87. Xonacatlan / La guerra de Xonacatlan.
88. Tlaltenanpan / La guerra de Tlaltenanpan.
89. Tonanyacan / La guerra de Tonanyacan.
90. Xallinpatlahuayan / La guerra de Xallinpatlahuayan.
91. Tecomatlan / La guerra de Tecumatlan.
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92. Cillan / La guerra de Cylan.
93. Aztatlan / La guerra de Aztatlan.
94*. Chyametla / La guerra de Chiametla, llamada ahora Nueva Vizcaya.
95. Cueztçallan / La guerra de Cueçalan.
96. La guerra de Colypan.
97. La guerra de Colotlan.
98. Colhuacan / La guerra de la provincia de Culhuacan que conquistó Nuño de Guzmán; desde
Xalisco hasta aquí, y los tlaxcaltecas.
99. Tlaxichco / Las guerras de Tlaxicxco.
100*. Tonatiu yhuetzian / Las guerras de las partes del poniente llamadas Tonatiu yhuetzian y
llamada la California. Jornada que hizo Cortés hasta el puerto de la Purificación, fueron los de
Tlaxcala.
101. Xayacatlan / La guerra de Xayacatlan.
102. Piyaztlan / La guerra de Piyaztlan.
103. Tzapotitlan / La guerra de çaptitlan.
104. Quetzaltenanco / Guerra de Quetzaltinanco.
105. Tecpan Atitlan / La guerra de Tecpacatitlan, provincias que conquistó don Pedro de
Alvarado.
106. Cuauhtemallan / Guerra de Guatimala y sus provincias.
107. Itzcuintepec / La guerra de Ytscuintepeque.
108. Aticpac / Guerra de Aticpac.
109. Tlaxichco / Guerra de Tlaxichco.
110. Xonacapan / Guerra de Xonacapan.
111. Nantzintlan / Guerra de Nantzintlan.
112. Pazan / Guerra de Paçan.
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113. Acatepec / Guerra de Acatepeque.
114. Cuextlan / Guerra de Cuextlan.
115. Acxotlan / Guerra de Acxotlan.
116. Tlacochcalco / Guerra de Tlacochcalco.
117. Tecpan Izalco / Guerra de Tecpanytzalco.
118. Yopicalco / Guerra de Yopicalco.
119. Miahuatlan / Guerra de Myahuatlan.
120. Teyocan / Guerra de Teyocan.
121. Cozcatlan / Guerra de Cozcatlan.
122. Xilopanco / Guerra de Xilopanco.
123. Comahllan / Guerra de Comahllan.
124. Tlalolintepec / Guerra de Tlallolintepe.
125. Chimaltenanco / Guerra de Chimaltenanco.
126. Tecuzistlan / Guerra de Tequicitlan.
127. Tlamacazcatepec / Guerra de Tlamacazcatepeque.
128. Xocotenanco / Guerra de Xocotenanco.
129. Petlaapan / Guerra de Petlaapan.
130. Tzonteconapan / Guerra de Tzonteconapan.
131. Tlacuilulan / Guerra de Tlaquilula.
132. Tziquinala / Guerra de Tziquinala.
133. Huehueichan / Guerra de Huehueychan.
134. Cozamaloapan / Guerra de Coçamaloapan.
135. Citlallaapan / Guerra de Citlalapan.
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136. Acatenanco / Guerra de Acatenanco.
137. Tecpan Pantitlan / Guerra de Tecpan Pantitlan.
138. Tecpanapan / Guerra de Tecpanapan.
139*. Atlpopocayan / Guerra de Atlpopocayan, que es en los volcanes de Maçaya (Nicaragua).
140. Cuezalapan / Guerra de Quezalapan.
141. Xochitepec / Guerra de Xochitepec.
142. Tlacochcalco / Guerra de Tlacochcalco.
143. Miahuatlan / Guerra de Myahuatlan.
144. Atlmoloyan / Guerra de Atlmoloyan.
145. Quillitzinapan / Guerra de Quillitzinapan.
146. Mixtepec / Guerra de Mixtepec.
147. Zentzonapan / Guerra de çençonapan.
148. Texac / Guerra de Texac.
149. Tecollotlan / Guerra de Tecolutla.
150. Cohuatlan / Guerra de Coatlan.
151. Coaxyacac / Guerra de Guaxaca.
152. Tecuantepec / Guerra de Tequantepeque.
153. Mixitlan / Guerra de Mixiclan.
154. Cohuatzacualco / Guerra de la provincia de Coatzaqualco.
155. Nochtlan / Guerra de Nochtlan, llamada Xoconusco sin otras provincias que se dejan de
poner.
156*. Cipolla / La entrada que hizo Francisco de Coronado a las siete ciudades en tiempo de don
Antonio de Mendoza, que en todo se hallaron los tlaxcaltecas servicio de su Majestad y Real
corona de Castilla.
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